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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER DIVISION 

FOREWORD 

The purpose of this manual is to assist customer engineers 

in the servicing of mM Electric Typewriters. 

This manual is compiled from methods and adjustments 

used at the factory, together with suggestions from the field 

which have. been approved by the Engineering Department. 

It represents methods that experience has proved best. in 

servicing the equipment. 

As new developments and improvements are introduced, 

new sections and additional pages to the present sections 

may be added to this manual. It is in loose-leaf form so 

that new material can be easily added. 



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PARTS 

A. BRANCH OFFICE STOCK PARTS 

1. Use Supply and Parts Requisition Form No. 606-0 for supplies 
and parts when shipment is to be made direct to the sales office. 
Make up in five copies and send the first four copies of the form 
to the Order Department in Rochester. Retain the pink copy for 
your flIes. 

a. Be sure to fill in branch name and number, date, and local 
number and have signed by the supervisor in charge of EWM 
Customer Engineering. 

b. Use separate orders for parts, ribbons and tools. 
c. Fill in all prices and extensions where applicable. 
d. Fill in "Quantity in Stock" Column on each item. 

2. Use complete part numbers when ordering parts. Place part 
numbers in numerical sequence on order blank. If number and 
name do not agree, the order will be filled from the number. 

3. All platen orders will be filled with standard 33 tooth ratchets 
unless otherwise specified on the order. 

4. Use complete part numbers in requisitioning ribbons and specify 
inking. 

5. When ordering type bars specify whether Pica, Elite, Pica GothiC, 
etc. and also give the position number of the type bars. In the 
case of characters other than Standard, give catalog location in 
Type Available Catalog. Key Quttons will not be sent with type 
bars unless ordered. 

B. CUSTOMER PARTS SHIPPED DIRECT 

1. Use House order 95-6016-0 (green) for parts which are to be 
shipped direct to customers. Make up in duplicate. Send the 
original to the Order Department in Rochester and retain the 
second copy for your files. 

a. Be sure to fill in date, branch order number, customer pur
chase order number, and shipping instructions. 

b. Follow instructions given above with reference to part num
bers, platens, type and ribbons. 

May 1, 1944 
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SWITCH 1000490 
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THE PURPOSE is to turn the power on or off and lock 01' unlocl, the keyboard by 
means of a locking bar. When s1{itch is off the key levers cannot be depressed. 

When switch handle is pushed. awes from the operator the power 1s ON and the 
keys are unlocked. When it is pulled toward the operator the power is OFF and 
the keys are locked. 

OPERATOR SHOULD ALWAYS USE SWITCH TO TIffiN POWER ON OR OFF AND NOT WALL PLUG. 

Should it be necessary to pull wall plug, be sure switch 1s in OFF position so 
that keys are locked. 

1 " 

Screw 1090012 

Locking Bar,~soombl;Y 1000912 

j-d I 
I 
I 
I 
I L __ _ 

.... ) 

Spring' 1091169 

Switch Knob 1000497 

BasG ........... 
/ ..... 

, ......... " Scrow 1090003 

Insulation 1000494 

REMOVAL Pull round knob off handle, remove two screws 1090003 and 1090012 
and disconnect cord at switch. Be sure to install SWitch insulation 1000494 
when putting switch back in place and that the switch operates the keyboard lock
ing bar. 

NOTE On machines which the switch knob will not stay on, form a lip around 
the hole in the knob using the round part of a small hammer. This lip should 
slip into the notch already formed in the switch levor. 

May 1, 1939 



MOTORS 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC MOTOR (For motor part numbers see "Motor & Electrical 
Parts" in price parts list. 

Frequency ~ 

Voltage Range 

Power Consumption 

Oil ....... ~ .. Wp.~._.H_ ... _' ... 
..... (}()y.€l~():r::J\,Il"'."'IIlll~! 

.. Thie.Q:J,~~I'l,I!C;~ . S.h.Clll;J,.cJ., .. :p'.~~!~'?~' 

J}()Y.~};Il9r. .. :Elr..!l.l'lh.~ .. s ... ..... JI·,f ....... ......... Grease ...... ! 

(for AC Motors) 25 to 60 cycles 

(for 110 volt motors) 90 to 130 volts 
(2 220 volt motors) 200 to 240 volts 

(1/60 H.P. rating) 65 watts (approx.) 

The General Electric Motor is a series wound, governor controlled motor. The 
speed is varied by changing the governor setting by the impression indicator 
lever; the speed is constant for a given setting of the governor. 

Due to design the motor operates with a minimum of electrical loss and hence 
the accompa!lying hum noticed in many motors when operating on alternating 
current is reduced to a minimum. 

Vibration is eliminated by mounting the motor in four, live rubber bushings, 

May 1. 19~9 
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WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR - (For motor part numbers see "Motor & Electl'ical 
Parts" in price parts list.) 

Impression Indicator Lever--
011 

Governor Assembly 

Governor must rest against 
shouldor on armaturo shaft 

00 

\ 
L 

Motor Brush Screll' Cap! 

Governor Brushes 
Governor Adjusting Scrow 

Frequency Range - (ror AC Motors ) 50 to 60 cycles 

Voltase Range - (ror 110 volt motors) 90 to 130 volts 
( 220 volt motors) 200 to 240 volts 

Power Consumption - (1/60 H. P. rating) 65 watts (approx.) 

The Westinghouse motor is a series wound, governor controlled motor. The 
speed is varied by changing the governor setting by the impression indicator 
lever; the speed is constant ror a given setting or the governor. 

Due to design the motor operates with a minimum or electrical loss and hence 
the accompanying hum noticed in many motors when operating on alternating 
current is reduced to a minimum. 

Vibration is eliminated by mounting the motor in rour, livo rubber bushings. 

NOTE: When impression indicator lever moves due to vibrations, remove and 
twist the rOI1r arms on "adjustable spider" to eliminate side movement in 
grooves. 

May 1, 1939 



~====,=e!J 
r ~-1T 

General Electric Motor 

...-~ __ 1001426 Governor Assembly A.C. 
1001427 Governor Aesembly D.C. 

~ _____ 1001428 Governor Adjusting Screw 

/---Oil Wick 
/ /('-Oil Hole 

~,/~ 

-t-==t+/--- Bronze Plug 

~ Glaes Button 
( - -j---f-

L---" I---J L--

fjJ,' ~ 1001426 Governor Assembly A.C. 
"'---1001427 Governor Assembly D. C. 

Westinghouse Motor 

I ' 1001429 Governor Adjusting Screw 

-I ~! t, onl~~i' 
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, II ~\': II ::-1' I' I ~ I "I" , 1001430 Spider Assembly 

! 1/'1 I: II 'Oil Hole 
'- ~ , I ' ~

' L- '.' i I~II' "< ---

---- P,--"-.u.J -+-----t--- Bronze Plug 
W,~ 
I Glass Button 

New Style Governor Butterflies 

August 24, 1939 



Internal Wiring Diagram 

Black 

Condenser Condenser 

Red 
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ALTERNATING CURRENT AND DffiECT CURRENT There are two types of 
motors, one for use with alternating current and one for direct current. Care 
ml,lst be used to see that the correct motor is installed. The motors are stamped 
(AC) or (DC), in addition, the DC motor has a strip of red paint across the bot
tom to distinguish it. 

LUBRICATION AND INSPECTION Recommend to typists that they apply 6 to 
8 drops of IEWM motor oil every six weeks to the two oil ducts located at the 
rear of the motor. 

The governor adjusting screw is lubricated by oiling the wick, extending through 
the screw, to the oilite bearing point. 

MOTOR BRUSHES (Commutator) REPLACEMENT Remove the motor and you 
will find two motor brushes held in place on opposite sides of the motor by cap 
screws, 1001296. When brushes are replaced they must be tutned so that the con
cave end of the brush conforms with the curvature of the armature. 

When removing brushes for inspection, mark them so that they may be replaced 
the same as before; plus on right Side, and minus on left side. 

TO REMOVE THE ARMATURE 

(1) Remove the rear motor plate, governor cover, governor and gover
nor brushes. Lift up the oil tubes, sufficiently so that the oil tube 
in the coupling end of the motor is completely out of the flange. 

(2) Remove motor brushes, marking them so that they may be replaced 
with no change in location. 

(3) Losen the motor cover plates. It is not necessary to remove the 
screws which hold the plates in position. 

April 18, 1946 
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(4) Remove the nuts holding the flange on the motor and slip the 
flange off the motor. When removing the flange, it is necess
a:ry to work the leads through the lead bushings ca:refully. 

(5) Remove the armature and any washers which may adhere to the 
ends of the bea:rings. -

(6) Place washers for the new armatures as follows: 

(a) Coupling end. Place one .015 bronze washer next to 
the shaft shoulder and follow with one 1/2" outside 
diameter .015" steel washer and on the armature end 
add enough of the 1/2" diameter .007" and .010" bronze 
washers on the shaft to reduce the end play with the 
flange assembled to a maximum of not to exceed .004" 
or .005" but with sufficient and. pla;y to permit turning 
the motor over freely. 

(7) Governor. Reassemble the motor in the reverse order from which it 
was disassembled. When locating the governor on the motor shaft, 
assemble so as to give 1/32" clea:rance between the collector rings 
and the ends of the brush holder tubes. 

GOVERNOR The governor controls the speed of the motor by opening and closing 
the circuit. When the motor sta:rts,. the governor points a:re closed and remain 
closed until the speed of the motor reaches a certain point. Then, due to cen
trifugal force, the outer point draws awa;y from the inner one which is held by 
an arm connected to a butterfly lever. This causes the current passing through 
the motor to be reduced (part of the current to the motor passes through the 
reSistor) allowing ths speed to drop off until the points again close. This 
action of ths governor causes the motor speed to be constant. 

GOVERNOR ADJUSTING SCREW On the rea:r cover plate of the motor there is an 
adjusting screw. Turning this screw clockwise reduces the motor speed; back
ing the screw out increases the speed. This screw should be regulated so 
that the correct impreSSion is obtained with the indicator lever set at 4 or 
5 on the motor scale (so that the period, comma and hyphen just print). 

TYPES OF GOVERNORS There a:re two types of governors, one ~or operation on 
alternating current and one for direct current. The alternating current 
governor has solid brush collector rings,-the direct current governor has 
a split colloctor ring. 

Alternating 
Current 
Governor 
(1001374 
Short Back 
Motor) 
(1001390 
Long Back 
Motor) 

May 1, 1939 

Brushes 
On Collector Rings 

Direct Current 
Governor 
(1001375 Short 
Back Motor) 

(1001391 Long 
Back Motor) 



EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPAllTMENT 

LErl'ER OF INSTRUCTION #15 

TO: ALL EWM SALli;S AGENTS, PROVINCIAL MEN AND SERVICllMEN 

SUBJECT: GOVERNOR BEl' SCRW 
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Motors are now caming into the field with the governor assemblies 
locked to the armature shafts with a special set screw #1001439 
(see Fig. 1). This screw should insure the governor assembly being 
securely locked to the shaft (see Fig. 1). The screw #1001405 
formerly used had a tendency to spread in the governor assembly 
when being tightened and rather than being tight to the shaft was 
really binding in governor assembly. 

To loosen or tighten this new screw #1001439, it is necessary to 
use a special wrench #1001440 (see Fig. 1) which we are now ship
ping to the field. 

When repairing motors see that new style screw is used to lock 
governors to shaft. 

1001440 Wrench 

Armature Shaft 

1001439 Set 
Screw 

December 12, 1939 

riG I 
........ ;~ 

.~ .... ~ ..... Governor Assembly 
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EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #4 

TO: ALL EWM PROVINCIAL SALE~ AND CUSTOMER SERVICEMEN 

SUBJECT: MCYrOR BRUSHES (FOR GOVERNOR) 

We are receiving motors returned from the field that have been. equipped in the 
field w1th the wrong kind ·of motor governor brushes. We have three different 
kinds of motor governor brushes; their part numbers and descript10ns are as follows: 

1. Motor Governor Brush #1,001,241 

used in General Electric Motors General Electric (Short Back) 

that have the short governor ex- Tinn~ 
c=Jvvl/Wi 

tension, or the first style used. 
1 __ I ~ APPRO'>< .. I ,,, 

2. Motor Governor Brush #1,.001,360 

used in General Electric Motors General Electric (Long Back) 

that have the ~ governor ex-
Bronze Spring 

~IM/'IV'I'M 
tension, or the second style used. 

~ \ ~" P PPRO ~'I 
3. Motor Governor Brush #1,001,248 

West1nehouse 
used in Westinghouse Motors--all Tinned SprJng 

I jJ~ 

1-+1 { PPP Ro;c·1 
models. 

Many motors are being returned that should not be returned because all they need is 
a new Governor Assembly and new Governor Brushes. 
F.S. Abrasive Brush'#1,001,24l should be used in short Governor extension first 
style used motors 0 y. The depth of the brush holder well is different on all 
three motors--therefore, the brushes are not interchangeable. 

April 6, 1939 



EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING 
INSTRUCTION Ml!MORANDUM #67 
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March 2, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTaotER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: MOTOR REPAIR 

Ver,r often motors are returned to the factor,r for repair when it would be 
possible to repair them in the field office. Before sending a motor to 
the factor,r as "defective", be sure to make a careful check for possibility 
of field office repair. 

A motor will not perform correctly when one or more of the follc.ing items 
of trouble are affecting it: 

1. Improper or worn governor brushes. 
GE Governor Brush 11001241 - Short Back 
GE Governor Brush #1001360 - Long Back 
Westinghouse Governor Brush #1001248 

(See Letter of Instruction #4) 

2. Dry, guDIIII;V' or worn bearings. 

3. DirtT governor face. 

4. Shorted governor. 

5. Oil on commutator or governor face. 

6. Governor face too far from brush holder. 

7. Pitted governor points due to improper voltage. 

8. Too much or too little end pl~. 

lEVER Rl!MOVE MOTOR NAME PLATE 

Rubber grClllDlets 11001387, motor shimS, brush holders, and motor leads are 
all available in limited quantities. When new rubber grommets are installed 
on motor mounting, the Job is made easier by the application of alcohol to 
the surface of the rubber as a lubricant. 

Whsn ordering any of the above parts, please specify model, type, and volt
age of motor taken from name plate. When ordering governor brush holders, 
please specify color of lead attached. 

R. Jl'. Sheridan 

HOWicJrma.n/ Jfs 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 
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GOVERNOR BRUSHES AND COLLECTOR RINGS Under the governor are two cylindrical 
brushes which make contact with the collector rings. These brushes must be 
free in their holders alld the face of the collector rings against which they 
operate must be clerul. Clerul the collector rings with rul eraser. 

If the collector ring face becomes dirty Ol" if the governor brushes stick, the 
motor will not came up to speed, will operate unevonly, or will fail to run. 

TO REPLACE THE GOVERNOR BRUSHES Use the same procedure as in replacing the 
gov-;;rnorassembly. ---

GOVERNOR CONTACT POINTS The motor speed control is dependent upon the action 
of the governor points hence if these points became pitted or fail to operate 
correctly for rulY other reason the spoed regulation of the motor will be 
affected. 

A fluctuation ')f motor speed may be caused by the points having became pitted. 

If the governor points became badly pitted theymay stick together. Under this 
condition a very heavy impression will result ruld the motor speed crulnOt be re
duced by the impression indicator lover. 

The governor points Crul be smoothed off with a thin, fine, flat file. 

DO NOT OPERATE AC MOTOJ;§ ON DC. The points will become pitted ruld affect the 
operation of the motor in a very short time. 

REPLACEMENT OF GOVERNOR ASS])!BLY OR GOVERNOR BRUSlIES 

(1) Remove the motor. 
(2) Remove the real" moto~ plate. 
(3) Remove the cover fram the governor assembly. 
(4) Loosen the set screws that hold the governor assembly to the 

motor shaft. 
(5) Replace the governor assembly by sliding it on the shaft so that 

the set screws are o'rer the flat surfaces on the shaft. Allow the 
brushes to extend out of their holders against the collector rings 
1/32". 

(6) Readjust the motor speed by the adjusting screw 1001257, so that the 
period and comma just print with the impression indicator lever 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

sot at 4 or 5. 

Do not turn on the motor with the rear covor plate removed. 
Do not operate AC motors on DC current. The governor points 
will be'damaged. 
Do not operate DC motors on AC current. They will not develop 
sufficient pOtfer. 

RESISTOR AND CONDENSERS Resistor 1001264 - (110 volts AC 
H5 volts DC 

Resistor 1001263 - (220 volts AC 
230 volts DC 

Condenser 1001341 (HO volts AC 
115 volts DC 

Condenser 1001342 (220 volts AC 
230 volts DC May 1, 1939 
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The purpose of the resistor is to act in conjunction with the condenser 
to reduce the arcing across the governor contact pOints. Also the re
sistor keeps the armature and field supplied with a small amount of cur
rent, thus giving the motor faster·pickup. 

Failure of the resistor can be detected by its failing to be warm when the 
motor is running. 

The condenser box contains two condensers. One acts with the resistor to 
protect the governor points. The other acts to reduce alternating current 
hum in the motor. 

Under the small load at which the condensers operate there is a very small 
possibility of their breaking down. 

RE3ISTOR AND CONDENSER INSTALLATION 

(1) The resistor housing must be installed to the rear baso cast
ing with self tapping screws 1090711 

(2) The resistor is mountod on its clips so the longest lead 
cames fran the end farthest from the motor. 

(,) The asbestos lining goos undor the clips and. forms around 
the bottan and up the inside of the resistor housing. 

(4) The resistor and condenser are held to tho housing by the 
screw 1090594. 

Rear Base Plate 
.......... , 

/. 
Cl1p 1001278 /// 

Screw 1090711 

May 1, 19'9 

.,./' 
~ .. ' 

./ 
/ 

//'. 

Resistor 

Asbestos Lining 1001279 

Resistor Housing 1001277 
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TERMINAL BLOCK AND wmING The tem.inal block 1000433 is located on the 
under side of the machine and is covered by a Bakelite plate. This block 
serves as a junction point for the leads from the various electrical units. 

All connections must be kept tight if the motor is to operate smoothli and 
continuously. Make sure all torminals are held securely by tho tonninal 
nuts, because it is possible for the nuts to be tight on the threads and 
still leave the tenninals loose under them. Look ospecially at the ter
minals on the block and the switch. 

Be sure the insulation on all wires is in good condition. All wires must 
be. kept free from groaso and oil which will deteriorate their insulation. 

For use with General Electric and Westinghouse motors mako sura the copper 
tennina1 block connector 1001280 is in place. 

Switch 1000490 

Wall Plug 

May 1, 1939 

(General Electric and Westinghouse) 

Resistor 

Condenser 

...
/' 

1--

/ 
.' 

Terminal Block Connector 
! 1001280 

Motor 
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RADIO FILTER The purpose of the radio filter is to eliminate radio inter
ference in cases where the International is installed near a radio receiver 
or near enough to a broadcasting station to cause interference. 

Figure 1 ehows the w1ring diagram with the radio filter installed. Note 
that the copper terminal block connector 1001280, on posts 3 and 4 is not 
used with the filter. Also notice that one of the switch cord wires is 
replaced by the black filter wire. 

Figure 2 shows the filter attached to the underside of the power frame. 
It is necessary to drill and tap two holes as Indicated to install the 
filter. . 

Check carefully tho wiring before turning on the B~r1'tch. 

Switcp. 
Remove Terminal Connector 

,.·····Wall Plug 

FIG. I 
Black 

Black i~5" Green 8" .. _/. /...... .Hed 
lllack ~ ..... ,....... Yellow 

Greern _________ r-.. __ "---L~ --

.1Mk lll=k [Jotor 

.. Red 
Res1stor .. Xellow 

Drill#25 
Self
Tapping 
Screw 
1090807 

,., 

May 1, 

I 
.. ' ........... ...•.. .. 

1939 

Condenser 

........ 

,1 
\. Radio 

-i.cr- \ Filter 

f.J i\ 
:N. ~ -.r ~ 

1 
, 

I 
1+··· ... ...... '.~ 

F 

~ 
. Block 

- "-

'--- f---/ 
I 

-......~.r Motor F 

F - IG 2 
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June 10, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERmG SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: D. C. CONNECTIONS 

When usms the Electromatic on a Direct Current line, Bl'Wll3s disconnect 
the black condenser lead from the top terminal. This will protect the 
meters end other delicate instruments connected on the sBlne cirCUit. 

Below is the wirms diagt'BIn showinS the correct "hook-up" when usms 
Direct Current. 

STANDARD D.C. CONNECTION5 
&WITCH 

o 

D'c'$UPPL.Y 

PoC.MOTOR 

RESISTOR 

OONDENBtR 

'--------H-OT-E-' -B--..'~ACK WI"" TA .... E~ 

The end of the wire should be taped with at least one thickness of rubber 
tape and two thicknesses of friction tape. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM. Manager, Customer Engineerms 

HOWickman:Jme 
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July 1, 1942 

TO: Il!M CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: MOTOR, TERMINAL BLOCK, CONDENSER AND BESISTOR CHANGE 

To conform with recent underwriters' specifications, a change has been 
made in the electrical arrangement of our machine. 

The new motors are equipped with a thermoguard which is designed to 
break the circuit when the motor becomes overheated. It requires 
approximately one minute for the motor to cool sufficiently to 
again establish contact. This action should be explained to the 
operator in order to avoid unnecessary calls. 

The thermogusrd's presence in a motor can be detected by the fact 
that the machine's patent plate is located on the motor instead 
of on the machine base. 

~ thermoguard motor 2 the old style ~ ~ not be ~
changed. 

Changes were also made in the condenser resistor, terminal block 
and switch cover· 

r- --------------------- -, 
: RESISTOR : 1. ________ • _________ • ______ • .J 

r----- --- --.- --------- ----., 

" 
I CONI)t"N.S£III '-- - - _________________________ J 

I 

~ SHcws Sl.'K WIR~ 
OI$COHNECT£D AND 

TAPED FOR TELE-TALI( 
/ "ND D.C. HOM'UP 

r------------l 
: ~ 
: ~ , , 
: MOTOR : , , , 
, : 
L ____ ..MN.i.t.-J 

The above drawing shows the wiring diagram for the conventional. or 
regular hook-up, and also shows the hook-up for the teletalk and 
three wire lead required by certain firms where our machines are 
installed. The teletalk hook-up also is used when the machine is 

'- installed on D.C. current. 

Part numbers of the resistor, condenser and terminal block assembly 
are as follows: 

HOWickman:Jme 

220-V 
1l0-V 

#1017769 
1017750 

R.F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Cust. Eng. 
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September 15, 1942 

EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING 
INSTRUCTION MEMORANDUM #77 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 
SUBJECT: WIRING AND INSTALLATION OF #18405 RADIO FILTER 

The radio f11 ter has been changed to conform with the new wiring diagram 
of our machine. It is necessary to use terminal block #1018723 with 
the filter to prevent a short circuit. 

The filter has one black 12" lead on the upper side and three leads on 
the lower side. The wiring is thus concentrated into one cable extend
ing down. the side and across the back of the machine. 

WIRING DIAGRAM 
RADIO FILTER 

r-----, , , , , , , 
: sw. : , , 

"1 , 
, ' , , , , 
1 R.F FILTER ' 

,~ ; 
01'0' L ______________ " 

I ~I" 
SUPPLY 

, ___ L ________________ ~ 
: RESISTOR : 1- ______________________ ...J 

:---- ---~~;~~~~------------~ 
1
4 
___________________________ J 

NO 10187£3 TERMINAL BLOCK 
USED WITH FILTER ONLY 

r---- - ---- --- -- ---------, 

: i<:)1~of;-O~T6Tro; : 
: :0::0;:0::0::0: i 
, 'o'ir9': 91:' :: 0" : 
~_J "1-!tr I-J -r [L _1 i-I±=-

1 

, , , 

~ , 

MOTOR 

L _______ ~_ 

Th1s change takes place on machines bearing serial numbers of 65821 and 
up. 

(over) 
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110V Besistor------------#1017761 220V Besistor------------#1017762 
llOV COndensor-----------#lOl7759 220V COndensor-----------#1017760 
llOV Besistor CondenSor Assembl,y #1017750 220V Besistor Condensor As-

sembl,y 110177£1) 
Terminal B1ock(Btandard)-#1017751 Terminal Block(Filter)---#101872~ 

To install the f1lter refer to the dimensions on the following drawing. 
It will be nscessBl'7 to drill two holes usiI18 #~~ drill. Tap these 
holes, usiI18 16-40 tap for screw #1090741 with lockwasher #1090~58. 

o 

Installation on machinss equipped with the old style term1naJ. block 
#1000433 will be made the same as it f1lter 1001244 were used. Befer 
to Seotion 1, Pase 9 of the Manual. 

B. F. Sheridan 
BOWickman:mth EWM Manager, Customer Eng1nser1Il8 
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Wiring Diagram for Telatalk and Inter-o~fico Communicating Systems. 

This diagram is to be used on installations where tho motor on tho 20,000 
serics machine causes interference on Telatalk and Inter-Office broadcast
ing systems. 

Note: In the diagram below the black and yellow condenser wires are con
nected to No. 5 Post and the red oondenser wire to No. 4 Post. 

~'~~~ 

'------------~'cr 

Wall Plug 
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Terminal Block Connector 
/ 1001280 

/ 
Black 

\. Yellow 

Black 

Motor 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Is it possible to use the Writing Machine in case the switch is broken? 

2. What method is advised to fasten on a switch knob? 

3. What is the clearance recommended between the brush holder and the governor 
face? 

4. What is the frequency range on a.c.motors? 

5. What is the purpose of each condenser? 

6. How would a service man tell whether or not a resistor was working? 

7. Is it possible to use the new style governor on all style motors? 

8. What is the difference between the different governor brushes? 

9. How much play should there be in the amature shaft? 

10. How does the governor control the speed of the motor? 

11. What would you check if you found the governor points badly pitted or worn? 

12. What material is used to clean the governor face and amature? 

13. How can a short be removed from a d.c.motor? 

14. What is the difference between the a.c. and d.c.governors? 

15. How can the impress inn arm on the Westinghouse be tightened? 

16. What is the cost approx. to run the motor for electricity per day? 

17. If the motor coupling did not line up, how can it be corrected? 

18. Name the reasons why a motor should heat up? 

19. What would be the indication that a 110V motor running on 220V? 

20. What would be the indication that a 220 V motor was running on 110 V? 

21. How often should a motor be lubricated? 



WORM DRIVE 
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The worm drive and clutch assembly are to provide speed reduction between 
the motor and the power roll; to return the carriage and index the platen. 

The worm shaft is connected to the motor by a coupling which is held in 
place by two cotter pins. The worm gear drives the power roll through a 
pin which engages a slot in ths end of the 1'011. The carriage return tape 
pulley and friction drive disc, for eneaging the pulley to return the car
riaGs, are mounted on the clutch drive shaft. 

ADJUSTMENTS (Worm End !1§y) Loosen the set screw 1090003 and turn the ad
justing screw 1000806 until all end play is eliminated; then turn the screw 
back 1/4th of a turn. 

LUBRICATION The housing is packed at the factory with E.W.M. Non-Fluid oil. 
It should be necessary to repack the housing only when overhauling the ma
chine. Make sure there is grease between the thrust screw 1000806 and the 
end of the worm gear. 
DO NOT USE ORDINARY GREASE. 

GEAR REDUC'l'ION PARTS 

(1) On machines equipped with Electromatic motors the gear re
duction Is 17-1. 

(2) On machines equipped with Genoral Electric Motors, serial 
numbers 20,000 to 22,999, the reduction ratio is 11-1. 

(3) On machines 23,000 serial number and abo're the reduction 
is 11-1 but parts are not inter-changeable with units 
used below 23,000. 

Shaft & Pin Assembly Thrust Adj. Screw 1000806 
1001308 

Screw 1000804 

\ 
\ 
\ 
Pin 

Set Screw 

May 1, 

1090545 

1090644 

1939 

\ 
\" 

Screw 1090594 

------
Screw 1090003 

WORM ROUGING ASSEMBLY 1001300 

Worm Shaft 
1000815 
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m PURPOsE is to drive the cam units. 

The roller turns continuously when the power is on and the serrated surfaces 
of the cams, when they arc tripped by the operation of the various key levers, 
engage the rubber surface. 

When the cam is allowed to engage the roll, the cam turns around to operate 
the cam unit, which in turn operates the mechanism to which it is connected. 

Note: Friction and slippage result in wear. The cam does not Blip on rub
ber, the cam is pushed awe:y from the rubber roll to move the cam unit. The 
knurl gears itself into the rubber roll. 

LUBRICATION The power roller is filled three-fourths full of High Temper
ature grease at the factory and this grease ordinarily provides all the lub
rication necessary without any further attention. If the power roll develops 
a squeak or rumble, BOak roller washer 1090649 in oil. 

See that shaft turns freely, and when roll is in place in machine adjust 
screw 1090024 to take up all end play, then tighten lock nut 1090041. 

The cover of the roll is made of highest grade rubber, which will last in
definitely in normal service. If the roll does become scarred, or worn be
cause of improper setting of the cams, or becomes hard through lack of use 
over an extended period the roll should be replaced. 

If the power roll "runs out" or "wobbles" after it has been replaced, turn 
it around 1/2 revolution. The power roll must run true for goo~ print work. 

The following power rolls are used in the Electric Writing Machines: 

(1) All machines under the 20,000 series 
Knurled ring on the shift end. 

- #1000650 

(2) All machines from 20,000 to 23,000 - - - - - #1000649 

(3) All machines from 23,000 and up - - - - - - -#1001328 

(4) Cal'bon ribbon attachment - - • - - - - - - - # 1012686 
Special left hand bearing for drive pulley. 

(5) lj:ekt6wri ter - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - #1013234 

May 1, 1939 



EWM CUSTa.lER ENGINEERING 
INSTRUCTION MEMORANDlIM #65 
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March 2, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTa.lER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTa.lER ENGINEERS 

SUllJECT: POWER ROLL Sl!.AFT 

A bushing is being pressed on the end of the power roll shaft of a few 
machines with serial. numbers above 65850, now being Bent to the field. 

This bushing is added because the boes or projection holding the power 
roll shaft to the left side of the machine was made too large to fit 
our regular power roll shaft. 

POWER ROLL 

EXTRA BUSHING 

IMPORTANT: When replacing a power roll, on one of theee machines, do 
not replace the power roll shaft. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

nOWiclDrJan/jfs 
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REVIEW QU]Sl'IONS 

1. What greaae ia uaed in the clutch houaing? 

2. How much play ahould there be between the thruat acrew and the worm ahaft? 

,. How much ia the apeed reduced on the 20,000 aeriea machinea? 

4. How can the ratio be determined, if no marking ia noticed? 

5. How often should the power roll bearing be lubricated? 

6. What would be the printing resulta fram an eccentric power roll? 

7. What ia the life of the average power rol11 

8. What ia the adJuatment on'the left hand aide of the power roll bearing? 
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KEY LEVERS 

The purpose of the key levers is to control the different cam units which in 
turn operate the various functions of the machine as outlined under cam units. 

They are mounted on key lever bearing wire 1000502 and are guided by front 
guide comb 1000070 and by slot in chasis frame. They are normally held against 
the top of the slot in front guide comb by springs 1090273 and adjusting screws 
1090272. Their lower ends which are forked, engage the release levers on the 
various cam units. They must move freely and have the proper tension, to in
sure uniform touch. 

ADJUSTMENT Place a 2~ oz. weight on the key, and with the correct tension 
this weight will be just sufficient to trip the cam without carrying the key lever 
all the way to the bottom of the guide comb slot. 

If the weight does not trip the key, there is too much tension. If the key lever 
bottoms in the slot, there is not enough tension. Raise spring screw 1090272 
with pliers and turn with screw driver to adjust. 

Any binds which appear to be in the key lever action are usually in the cam unit. 
If this condition is not readily corrected, install a new cam unit. 

After a little practice, any variation in key tension is readily detected by touch. 
If operator misses letters, the usual cause is heavy spring tension on the keys 
of the letters missed. 

The front guide comb 1000070 is properly set at the factory and ordinarily needs 
no further adjustment. The correct setting for the front guide comb is such that 
the key levers will still have approximately 1/64 inch to travel after they re
leased the cams. 

The front guide comb can be raised or lowered by the screws which hold the comb 
on each side, but this adjustment should not be disturbed unless absolutely neces
sary. 

April is, 1946 

Guide comb 
1000070 

Adj. screw i 
1090272 .. ", 

Spring 1090273 "",!<O."n 
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KEYBOARD CHART 
i 1000047 BUTTON (LARGE) 
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(1) Take the power frame assembly out of base. 

(2) Remove the cam unit. 

(3) Push 1000502 wire through until key lever is 
free and it will come out through the front 
of the machine. 

CAUTION Unless pressure is kept against wire 1000502 with another, other key 
levers and bell cranks wIll d."::'op out of their places and make the task un
necessarily hard. Make sure the bell crank is on the left side of the key 
lever when replacing it. 

BAKELITE KEY BUTTONS Due to the difference in color of key buttons on old 
and new style machines, it is necessary to specifically state the color of the 
buttons desired when ordering for service. 

CELLULOID KEY BUTTONS On the later machinos, celluloid buttons are used in
stead of the bakelite. The key buttons have a glossy appearance and tho 
operating buttons are lighter in color. 

It is impossible to use the key button filler on the celluloid buttons. 

Keep all open flames away from celluloid key buttons. 

KEY BUTTON FILLER The white key button fillar is a high grado, hard d."::'ying 
lacquer which is purchased from tho button nanufacturer. This filler can be 
replaced by following this procedure: 

(1) Clean the old filler from the key button. 

(2) Put a d."::'op of the lacquer on the key button. 

(3) Allow the lacquer to dry 30 to 60 seconds. 

(4) ,fipe the button lightly with a cloth to remove 
the excess lacquer. 

(5) Let the lacquer dry for ten minutes. 

(6) Polish with a cloth dampened in alcohol. 

REMOVAL The key buttons are pressed on the key leyers and can be removed 
by prying up on the buttons or by pushing them off from the underside. Use 
a tool with a deep narrow slot in it. When installing new buttons, place 
a "T" bender under key lever and push button on by using screw driver 
handle. 

May 1, 1939 



CAM UNITS 
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The cam units are mounted in two parallel rows on either side of the power roll. 
Each cam is normally held out of engagement with the roll by the release lever, 
the upper end of release lever being forked by the key lever. When a key is de
pressed, this release lever lug moves out of engagement with the cam lug. The 
spring finger on the opposite side of the cam rotates the cam so the serrated 
face contacts with the power roll, and the power roll rotates the cam one half 
or a full revolution, depending on its kind. As the cam is thus rotated and its 
lobe comes around against the roller, the entire cam unit is forced to swing 
back on its bearing pin. In doing so it pulls down the connecting link and 
operates the type bar or other mechanimn to which it is connected. The lug on 
the cam then engages the second lug on the release lever this second lug being 
tmmediately above or below the first lug mentioned, where the cam rests until 
the key is raised. This second lug on the release lever prevents repetitions. 
When a key is raised, the cam and the release lever assume their original pos
ition. 

DO NOT OIL CAMS UNLESS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. Oil must never be allowed to get 
~ the power roll as it will rot the rubber and cause it to swell. 

Should it ever be necessary, oil may be applied very sparingly to the cam unit 
bearing points. The best way to do this is to get a small drop of oil on the 
end of a small wire and place this oil in the exact spot desired. NEVER use 
an oil can" to oil cam units. 

May 1, 1939 
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Two-lobe Cam Units (front) 1001101 are controlled by two front rows of key 
levers for operating their respective type bars and also by space bar for oper
ating escapement independently of type bars. 

Two-lobe Cam Units (rear) 1001102 are cont~olled by two rear rows of key levers 
for operating their respective type bars. 

SiMle-lobe Cam Unit (front 1001103 is controlled by carriage return key and 
operates clutch toggle lever for returning carriage and indexing platen. 

SiMle-lobe Cam Units (rear) 1001104 are controlled by back space key and tab
ular key for operating their respective units. 

Shift Cam Unit 1001105 is mounted on the front side of roll and is controlled 
by shift key and operates mechanism to shift type. se8lllent for upper or lower 
case. 

DOUllLE LOBE CAM SINGLE LOBE CAM 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Release Lever 

o // 

Power Roll Power Roll 

~ If cam sticke, check releass lever and spring finger to see that they 
are not binding the cam. If this condition is not readily corrected with 
pliers, install a new cam unit. 

In case the cam itself is sluggish, brush or blow out the dirt. Brush dirt out 
of came each time machine is serviced. This requires only a few minutes and 
may save a future service call. 

If the cam is gummed up so that it cannot be freed by brushing out the dirt, the 
whole cam unit may be washed in gasoline, as a last resort. The disadvantage of 

May 1, 1939 
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the gasoline is that it washes out the oil in the bearings. After drying, oil 
carefully as outlined above. 

Heavy tension on the key lever spring may result in tho.release lever lug bind
ing the cam. 

ADJUSTMENT The double lobe cam unIts should be set so that when the cams are 
in normal position their faces come as close to the roller as possible without 
touching it. This clearance should be checked between each lobe of the cam and 
the roller as follows: 

The cam units are set in relation to the p-ower roll by means 
of the adjusting links 1090278. When they are properly adjusted 
the release levers of the double lobe cams should rest on the 
back edge on the lugs of the cimls, Fig. 1, or just strike 
the back edge and slip off when the cams are released and 
resting against the roller. 

The release levers of the single lobe cams should fall behind the lugs of the 
cams, Fig. 2. This should be tried with the motor not running. 

To obtain the proper setting of a cam, proceed as follows: 

(1) Remove the power roller. 

(2) Hold. the type bar against the cylinder. 

(3) Disconnect the adjusting link from the cam 
unit using spreading pliers. 

(4) When the link is disconnected, turning it to 
the right brIngs the cam closer to the roller, 
and to the left moves it away. 

Check both lobes of cam on roll. If there is enough differenoe in the setting 
to cause a noticeable difference in the printing, replace the cam unit. 

REMOVAL 

(1) Loosen 3 screws 1090010 which hold cam bearir~ 
clamp plate in place. 

(2) Push an extra cam bearing wire 1000502 through 
hole in side frame of rnachine against the end 
of the cam bearing wire in the rnachine, and 
continue pushing the extra wire until the joint 
between the two wires is opposite the cam unit 
which is to be removed. 

(3) The wire which was in the machine will nOl1 pro
ject from the opposite side of the machine. Pull 
the two wires apart a short distance and the car.t 
unit will fallout of its place when its adjust
ing link is unhooked. 

May 1, 1939 
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When the new cwn is replaced and cwn bearing wire is back in place, be ~ to 
~ the ~ bearing plate ~ down tight. 

If the tailor the part where the fork of the key lever engages the cam unit is 
bent, so that the end extentls through the frame, (a) Fig. 3, the adjacent crun 
when being operated will run against the end of the release lever, sometimes 
moving it enough to release the cam. Consequently the character whi.ch it oper
ates will print immediately after the first key. 

Also a bent lug "a" in Figure 3 below causes a cam to release at a different 
point • 

f\' 
\ 

Fig. 3 

May 1, 1939 
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THE PURPOSE of the bell cranks 1s to transfer motion from can unit to type bar 
and to operate ribbon lift and ribbon feed mechanisms. 

Bell cranks arc mOtmted on same bearing wIre 1000502 a8 the key levers. The 
front end is connected by link 1000019 and adjusting link 1090278 to cam unit. 
The upper end is connectod by link 1000026 to type bar toggle lever 1000028. 
1'he rear extension rests under the ribbon lift bar assembly 1000084 and rocks 
the ribbon lift bar on its fulcl'Ulll stud at each operation of the bell crank. 

Boaring Rod 1000502 

.Link 1000019 

r· 

Apply oil sparingly where lin.'<:s are connected to bell cranks and at belU'ing 
1000502 when overhauling. 

ADJUSTMENT This should not be necessary and. should. never be attempoed ex
cept as a last resort. 

Bell cranks are hardened and tempered and consequently brenk easily. Never 
bend or adjust bell cranks unless absolutely necessary. 

A bind in the type bar assembly may appear to be in bell crank. Check type 
bar assembly carefully before attempting to adjust bell cranks. 

(1) Talre power frame out of base. 

(2) Remove the type bar actuated by the bell crank. 

(3) Remove the cam unit and adjusting link. 

May 1, 1939 
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(4) Unhook the key lever tension spring, also 3 or 4 
additional springs on each side. 

(5) Push 1000502 wire through until. the bell crank is free 
and drops down. It will came out through the front 
of the ma,chine between the key levers and the key 
lever tension spring holder. 

~ unless pressure is kept against wire 1000502 with another, other bell 
cranks and key levers will drop out of their places and make the task unnec
essarily herd. Make sure the key lever is on the right side of the bell 
crank when replaced. 

GROUPING OF CHARACTERS Each bell crank is designed to actuate the type bar 
either heavily or lightly depending upon the size of the printing area of the 
type so the large characters will print with the same density as the small 
ones. 

For exam;ple: The ''W'' has four printing lines and the "I" only one, thus the 
''W'' type bar must striks a heavier blow than the "I". ' 

It is not possible to have a small printing character and a large printing 
character operate uniformly if they are placed on the same type. 

All the characters on the extreme right side of the keyboard are operated by 
light throwing bell cranks because the type faces have small printing areas. 

Should a customer wish to have a large character replace a' small one, it would 
mean the replacing or installing of a special bell crank as well as the type 
bar, because the original bell crank would not actuate the type bar with great 
enough impulse to print the character uniformly with the others. 

The same holds true if a small face character were transferred to a heaVY 
printing position, the character would strike too heavily. 

~ 1, 1939 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Hov much tension is on the key lever spring? 

2. What is the purpose of the front guide comb? 

3. Hov much travel should there be in the key lever after the cam is released? 

4. Hov ean a service man determine vhether a bind is in the key lever or cam? 

5. What keys are considered to be the "home keys" in typing? 

6. Hov are the key buttons fastened to the key levers? 

7. What method Is recommended for removing and installinS nev ones? 

8. Hovmany cams are operated off the pover roll? 

9. What is the correct adjustment for the letter cams? 

10. What is the correct adjustment for the operating cams? 

11. What are the effects of a bent releas~ lug? 

12. Hov far does the cam carry the type bar? 

13. What is the purpose of the bell crank? 

14. Hov is the difference in blov governored by_ the bell crank? 

15. Why is the Electric Writing J4achine Keyboard different-that the manual machine? 
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MAIN SPRING MID HOLDER 

THE ~ of the main spring is to draw the carriage to the left through 
the tension tape 1000396 which is fastened to the right end of the carriage 
frame. For the correct tension on the main spring (see Carriage). 

REMOVAL Remove the condenser and resistor assembly. It is not necessary to 
disconnect the wiring. Disconnect the carriage tension tape fastened to the 
main spring drum. By removing the stud 1090603 the friction governor assem
bly can be removed. 

Remove the two screws 1090010 which hold tho main spring holdor to the frame 
of the machine. 

Main Spring. and Holder Assembly 10~1521 

Spacer 1090602 
Screw 1090010 

Shape Spring as 
shown 

REPLACEMENT The main spring is sent from the factory wound in the holder and 
shQuld not be removed from the holder. If it is necessary to place a main 
spring in a holder, lay the holder on a bench, hook the bent end of the spring 
over an arm of the holder and wind the spring in a counter-clockwise direction, 
starting from the outside and wind towards the center. 

The inner end of the spring should be shaped as shown, so the hook on the in
side of the friction governor assembly will catch in it when turned counter
clockwise. Do this before mounting the spring and holder assembly to the rcar 
of the power frame. 

May 1, 1939 
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LE'I'l'ER OF mSTRUCTION 118 

TO: ALL CUSTOMER SERVICllMEN 

SUBJECT: :mICTION GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY 
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To reduce friction and give a ~aster and smoother running carriage, an 
:Improvement has been made on the i~1001521 Main Spring and Holder Assembly. 

It is the adding of retaining lugs (Figure #1) to hold the main spring 
from creeping against the Main Spring DrUlll Assembly. 

~. 

1014864 
1014866 
1014867 

1014866 Friction Governor Assembly 

1014864 Main Spr:ing & Holder Assembly 

Retaining lues 

1014867 Main Spring DrUlll Assembly 

NAME 

Main Spring and Holder Assembly 
Friction Governor Assembly 
Main Spring DrUlIl Assembly 

PRICE 

$1.40 
3.50 

.90 

#1014864 Main Spring and Holder Assembly is not interchangeable with 
the former style #1001521 used. However, #1001521 will be carried in 
the Service Department parts stock. 

January 11, 1940 
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TO; AU. Eta( SERVICEMEN, AND IBM SERVICE SUPER'vISOltS 

SUBJECT: CHANGE IN POWER FRAME. AND SPRING DRtM 

The. power fr81ll8 has been changed as shown at Fig. A and B in the 
drawing below. Adding the bOsses at "A" provides more threads in 
the casting to fasten the main spring assembly and eliminates the 
use of the spacers. lfo chllllGB has been made in the main spring 
assembly. 

Washer 
1090047 

Spring Drum 1016706 

~ St d 10912,0 

I 

The boss added atns. B,due· to . the" better relation of forces 
relieves strain on the etudi109123Q end results in a SIIIOOther 
acting spring drum. The ePiing drilJiL #1016706 is different from the 
#1001515 in that the hub 18 shOX'ter to allow for the boss added at 
Fig. B. The stud #10912~ is Eihoi'ter thllli. the stud used before the 
change vas made • 

Power Fr81ll8 #1000005 
Spring Drum #1016706 

" stud #10912,0 

February 18, 1941 



1090625 Spring StUQ 

1090626 Spring 
t000249 Tab.Lever 

1000248 Tab.Lever 

~000236 Tab.Lever 
1000235 Tab. 

" 

~
1014246 Pawl Release Lever 

Latch Short 11090879 Ecc. Nut 
Latch Long ~ ~1090594 Screw 1014473 Tab.Lever 
Latch Med./ " Stop 

~ / Lever Latch Spring 1090018 Screw 
I 

© 0 

1090057 Spacer 
1090090 Stud 

/ 1012405 Tab.Rebound Check Assem. 

1000564 Back Space Pawl Bracket Assem. 
1090037 Nut~ 
1000552 Back Space Pawl Bracket 
1012466 Tab.Stop, ~ 1090050 Spacer Stud~1000292 Tab Lever Bracket Screw 

1000476 1090904 Screw-- / 1090428 Screw 
Carriage 1090627 Ecc. Stud Cc:::======?---=-~t-----.j..".-O----'" / 

Space 

1000559 Back 
Space Pawl Lnk 

1090161 Spring 

1090018 Screw 
1090404 Spring 

1000565 Back Space Pawl 
1000574 Bell Clapper 
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Spring '~1 ~') 
Spring ~\ 1/ 

Stop Toggle ~/6 
K. O. Lever Asm 

1013053 Toggle K.O~ 
Lever Spring 

1090037 Nut 
1014247 Escp. 
Brkt. Assmb. 
1000265 Escp. Trip 

Sprng 

'\ 
\1090234 Stud 

1000712 Friction 
Gov. Control Lever 

1090452 Nut 
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"-1090417 Collar 
1090067 Collar 

~1001205 Front Paper Guide 

4S 50 55 
111111111111111111 

1090490 Spring 

1000421 
Paper Gauge Assem. 

5 !>o 95 \00 
1111111111111111 

1090067 Collar 

1000302 

1000382 
Bail Paper Roll 

Assem. 

1002528 
1002529 
Carriage 
Release 
Levers 
LR & RH 

1001212 
Carriage 
Assem. 

Ball levers Assem. 

1002526 Carriage Final Stop Plate 

1/,-__ ___ 1000420 
Paper table Assem. 

10'90021 Screw 

1000316 Carria~ 
Tie Rod 

1090008 Nut 

1001208 Carriage Release 
Universal Bar Assem. 

1001202 Escap. Rack 

APRIL 1 1939 
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Assemble the spring and holder assembly to the rear of the frame. It must 
be held away from the frame by the two spacers 1090602. Put the stud in 
place in the friction governor assombly and place the washer 1090047 on the 
end of the stud. Put the drum and stud in place and turn the drum until the 
hoole catches in the spring before starting tho stud. 

Ma .. lce sure the 
tension tape. 
ing the tape. 
until there is 

governor assembly turns freely before connecting the carriage 
There are two holes in the side of the spring drum for attach
The spring drum must be wound by hand. Wind the spring drum 
a sufficient tension to pull the carriage. (see Carriage). 

In case the spring drum should bind, remove the friction governor plate 
1000711 and reposition the main spring holder by loosening the two screw 
1090010 and shifting the spring holder away from the stud 1090603. 

CARRIAGE 

The carriage is mounted on ground carriage rails and travels on four roller 
bearings held in tubular containers called trucks. The rollers are spaced 
as widely as the carriage travel will permit. The trucks are of different 
length for different length carriages. 

The carriage is drawn to the left by tho main spring through the tension 
tape which is fastened to the right end of the carriage frame. 

REPLACEMENT 

(1) Disconnect the carriage return and tension tapes. 

(2) Loosen the rear rail adj'.1sting screws. 

(3) Loosen the rear rail clamping screws and remove 
the left one (do not disturb the front rail and 
dust cover.) 

(4) With the rear rail pushed back as far as possible 
and the carriage in a central pOSition, use a long 
rod or "T" bending tool and push the rear truck 
out at the left. 

(5) Lift the carriage out vertically. 

(1) Lower the carriage vertically into place between the rails being 
sure that the carriage release universal bar on the back of the 
carriage is in front of the pawl release lever on the rear rail 
and that the escapement pawls are clear of the rack. 

(2) Insert the front truck first and then the rear truck from the 
left side, holding the gear to the left. Press the left end 
of the rear rail forward. On the older style machines, the 
small gear is in the center of the small truck. 

(3) Move the carriage to the extreme left (using margin release 
lever) and position the trucks so the en~s are flush with the 
left end of the rails. Move the carriage to the extreme right 
and check the tl-uck position there. 

May 1, 1939 
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(4) Turn dawn the rear rail clamping screws to hold the rail loosely. 

(5) Shift the carriage so the rollers on each end of the truclc are 
in line with the adjusting screws then remove all play fran the 
carriage and yet have perfect freedom of movemont. Disengage 
the escapament pawls fran the rack by inserting sanething between . 
the pawl release lever and the rear rail. Move the carriage 
veri slowly. 

Lock adjusting screws and tighten rear rail screws. 

(6) Fasten the carriage tension and return tapes in place. Carry the 
return tape over the amall pulley on the left end of the carriage 
which operates the line spacing device. 

(7) Test the tension on· the carriage main spring for correct pull 
by hooking a scale to the paper bail Bl"m and pulling the car
riage fram .the left to the right side. The correct tension 
is given below. 

ADJUST CARRIAGE TENSION AS FOUPWS 

12" - StBl't at 2 lbs. 
16" - Start at 2 lbs. 
20" - Start at 2 lbs. 
24" - Start at 2 lbs. 
~" - Start at 2 lbs. 

Finish at not over 2-1/2 Ibs. 
Finish at not over 3-1/4 Ibs. 
Finish at not over 3-1/4·1bs. 
Finish at not over 3-1/2 Ibs. 
Finish at not over 3-1/2 Ibs. 

The style of truck (gear to left of center) shawn in Fig. 1 is uscd as 

(a) Rear truck in all machines. 

(b) Front and Rear in machine 10700 and up. 

The style of truck (gear. in centor) shawn in FiB. 2 is used as: 

(a) Front truck up to 10700 serios. 

4Y'-___ ~ FIG. 1 

ELITE AND PICA PARTS: Elite spacing is 12 characters to the inch. Pica 
spacing is 10 charru:ters to the inch. For this reason certain parts of the two 
machines are not interchangeablo. These parts are listed'bolow: 

Carriage Parts: 

Rear Rail Parts: 

May 1, 1939 

Escapamont Rack 
Front Scc.lo 
Tabular Rack 

Card Holder 
Margin Rack and Stops 

Escap_nt Pawls and Back Space Pawl 
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SUBJECT: CARRIAGES MOUNTED ON TRUCKS WITH LUCITE ROLLERS AND CENTER SUPPORTS 

Refer to Letter of Instruction #1. The center support brackets #1015325 have been 
changed so that an eccentric stud #1090819 could be added. The new parts s~lify 
the carriage adjustment and should be installed wherever necessary. 

It will be necessary tqfollow the same procedure used in Letter of Instruction #1. 
In addition, check the following: 

1. Care Bhould be taken when inserting the trucks in place. Each Lucite 
roller should be free to turn. 

2. Have the two screws #1090012 out of rear rail until the trucks are 
centralized. 

3. The eccentric nuts #1091302 should be set to have the rails far apart. 
4. Install the two screws #1090012, but do not tighten. Adjust the two 

screws #1090600 to remove all side movement of carriage. 
5. Centraliz~ the carriage to locate the Lucite rollers in line with the 

eccentric nuts i1l09l302, which are adjusted to tighten the oenter 
section of the rail. 

6. The screws holding the brackets #1015325 should be set-up tight~, 
then check the carriage at different points. 

When a service call is made, each serviceman should clean the carriage and rails 
and tighten all carriages that have any side pl~. 

Credit will be allowed on parts returned which should be listed on the warranty 
sheet. . 

January 27, 1941 
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January 19, 1942 

LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #63 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS, AND 
EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: RECENT CHANGES IN BEAR RAIL 

Below is a drawing showing a section of rear rail with all parts removed 
except those which have undergone the following recent changes: 

(1) A support is mounted on the rebound check stud with a 
set screw and lock nut arrangement to adjust the re-
bound check lever for height. 

(2) A stop bracket, #1018472, is mounted on the backspace 
pawl bracket and extends over the rail to form a stop. 
This is designed to prevent the rebound check and the 
tabular lever bracket tip fram becoming disengaged. 

__ 1091'1-03 STUD 

~ } 
~'08t79 ADJ. LATC.H 

.... 1090018 SCREW 

101847Z SUPPORT ,1091'1-02 SCREW 
\ /' /1000237 STOP 

\ ~--1090268 NUT ___ < -1090003 SCREW 

) .Jg t1 :~/ ) 
, , "1090037 NUT 

1018+72 BRACKET STOP 

(3) An adjustable tabUlar lever latch assembly with an 
eccentric stud, #1091403, extends through the rail 
and locks with nut #1090037. This eliminates chang
ing the latch when a different size is needed. It 
~ be necessary to bend the latch stop lip slightly 
to the right of the machine. 

Nut #1090037 must be tightened after each adjustment of 
the latch. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

HOWiCkman/jfs 
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March 2, 1942 

TO: IllM CUSTamR ENGINEEBING SUPERVISOBS AIm lNM CUSTOMER 
ENGINEERS 

stmJECT: PAWL RELEASE LEVER ADJUS'DfEl'iT 

When adjusting a pawl release lever equipped with the eccentric 
nut and stud, be sure that the final adjustment leaves ths eccen
tric nut toward the front of the machine. . 

1090879 Eccentric Nllt,-"'-----~ 
1090594 stud - - - - - -"tIL)! 

----- -- --I 

f'------='-:e \ ~~-----'f , 
\--'1014246 Pawl Release Lever 

Failure to observe this rule will result in a faulty left margin 
and slow line spacing. 

B. F. Sheridan 
mIM Manager, Customer Engineering 

JlOWickman/Jfs 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. How long a writing line does the standard 12" machine have? 

2. What should be checked to remove a bind in the carriage? 

3. What typing effects will the above bind cause? 

4. How are the rails adjusted? 

5. Why do some machines have a shim under the the rail assembly? 

6. What care should be taken when installing a main spring holder? 

7. In which direction is the main spring wound? 

8. Which side of the machine, should the trucks be installed? 

9. How much tension should the main spring have on a 12" machine when at the 
extreme left side? 



Fulcrum Wire 
Type Bar Asm. 

Toggle Lever 
Co=ecting Link 

Fulcrum Wire 
}[asher 1090448 ....... _._ ............. . 

Univ. Bar Asm. 1000090 ..... . 

Springs" ................... : ...... :; .... . 

Univ.Bar Support 1000041······ ............. . 

Screw 1090449 
................... 

Escapement Rack 1001202 

Spring 1090160 

Escapement Pawls 

Escapement Trip 
Lev. & Hub Asm. 1000265·" ...... .... ~ ....... ......... . 

Escapement Pawl Spacer 

'" ''''. '-.~ ....... 

~ \ """ ....... ,'\:-... ~ "-
. \' ....... ~~ 

........ V 
1090341 Spring 

1000260 Link 
1090278 Adj. Lillie 

Key Lever 

·::····.1000022-23 Be11crank 
'. '''_ .... 1000502 Cam Bearing 

........ ....... 

1001102 

.. 1000019 Co=ecting 
Link 

.. 1000502 Cam Bearing 

Cam Assembly 



TYPE BAR ASS:EMBLY 
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Type bars are numbered fram 1 to 42 (beginning on the left hand side of the 
segment) and. are fulcrumed on #1000016 type bar fulcrum wire in segment. 

The type bar can be operated only by a pull on the bell crank and not by 
lifting up on the outer end of the type bar because of this toggle link
age. The toggle linkage is for the purpose of preventiIlB rebound and 
collision of type bars and also permitting faster operation. 

Apply oil to the bearing points sparip~y. 

REMOVAL 

(1) Shift the type basket to the small letter position. Unhook 
fram the spring plate the spring of type bar to be removed. 

(2) Loosen fulcrum wire stop screws in segment support. 

(~) Insert wire 1000016 in side of segment from whj :.1 bp~s are 
to be removed, forcing out fulcrum wire so that bar is on 
the inserted wire. Back up wire so that only bar that is 
to be removed and next 5 adjacent bars drop fram segment. 

(4) Loosen clamp plate screws about 1/2 turn, just enough so 
wire can be moved in groove. 

(5) Insert wire 1000o~8 in groove and force fulcrum wire around 
until bar to be removed is on inserted wire. Back up in
serted wire so that only toggle link connecting the bar to 
be removed drops. 

(6) With sprlng hook under front end of tosale lever, pull up 
until it is against type bar which is held in left hand, 
push down on back end of bar, turn to right or left de
pending upon which side of segment bar is to be removed 
from, and pull forward on bar. This brings bar assembly 
with link still attached to the front of the segment and 
up between type bars. The type bar is then easily un
hooked fram link. 

(7) 011 bearings on new bar, hook on link, drop tocgle link be
tween type bars with spring hook, insert new bar in the 
reverse manner from which it was removed. 

(8), Push fulcrum wire through toggle links and tight,m clamp 
screws. 

(9) Push fulcrum wire through type bars and tighten stop screws. 

May 1, 19~9 
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CAUSES FOR TYPE BARS NOT LOCKING IN THE BASK:l!:l' 

(1) The cam adjusted too close to powor roll. 

(2) A bind in the toggle mechanism 1000028. 

(3) The felt under the typo heads may be too thick. 

(4) If one side of the segment is not locking, place 
a shim made of paper between baslcet and. segment. 

TYPE BARS REBOUNDING (CAUSING COLLmING OF BARS OR DOUBLE PRINTING) 

Build up the felt pad· under the type heads. This can be done by using a 
section of a felt •. Increase this thickness until there is only a amall play 
when the bars are locked down. 

Between No. 21 and No. 22 bars, there is a segment spacer link No. 1000092. 
By bringing the two prongs closer together, it will eliminate excessive re
bounding. Also vice versa will allow the center bars to lock. 

~: If the type rest felt becomes worn, some type bars may lie in the 
type basket too low and when the cam unit is released the bar is held back 
for a second by a buckled toggle; when the toggle finally lets go, the type 
bar goes to the paper at a higher rate of speed than it normally would. 

In many cases uneven printing is not due to poor type alignment - but worn 
type rest felts. 

May 1, 1939 
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SUBJECT: 

EWM CmTOMER SERVICE DEP.ARTMI!:NT 
LE'1'l'ER OF mBTRUCTION #go 

ALL CUSTOMEIl SERVICEMEN 

NEW DF.sIGN OF: 
mE GUIDE 
mE Sl!XlMENT 
mE BARS 
mE SEGMENT WIRE 

Section 5 
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To improve our products further, the type segment,guide, and type bar have been re
designed. The changes are herein listed and explained - READ and STUDY them care
fully. 

Elliptical B!!lB ~ Guide 

The new style type guide can be used 
only with the new segment and new 
type bars. 

The purpose of this guide is to produce 
better alignment and a longer wearing 
ring. The elliptical riIl8 gives the 
outside bars the same alignment char
acteristics as the center bars. 

Adjustments: 

The Bins and Cylinder adjustment is 
made in the same manner as before but iA 
very critical on the outside bars. To 
obtain the ful~benef~~liptical 
ring make this adjustment carefUlly. 
The outside bars, when they strike the ring, 
make a more pronounced metallic sound than 
the center bars. This is inherent and the 
type alignment will be destroyed if the end 
bars are bent or mauled to eliminate this sound; 

Centering the Guide: 

mE BAR GUIDE 1015348 

Another advantage of the elliptioal guide is the ease with which it can be centered, 
Should it be necessary to center the guide, loosen the four screws until the guide 
is held firmly but can be moved slightly by being tapped. Follow the procedure for 
guaging the exact center described in the service manual, Sec. 20, pages 1 80 2. 
The guide will pivot around the pin #1091161 enough to allow for centering. Then 
tighten the four screws securely. 

Febuary 29,1940 
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Elliptical Ring Type Segment. 

The :type ring or anvil has been 
removed from the new segment. 
Hence it can only be used with 
the new type guide. The new 
segment is more strongly rein
forced between the segments. 
This is to allow the new style 
segment Wire to be tightened 
Without closing the segments on 
the type bars With a normal ten
sion on the segment wire. 

-2-

~ 1015349 

Only the new style segment·wire can be used with the new segment. 

TYpe Bars for Elliptical Segment. 

The new style bars are for use with 
the new segment and guide but also 
can be used with the old sesment and 
guide. However. old style bars oan
not be used With the new sesment and 
.B!!lli. 

[\ 
___ {a} 

Deeper 
- Cut 

The new bars oan be distinguished 
by deeper cut shawn at {a}, by the 
clearance notch at {b} and by the 
longer ring oontact surface at {c}. 

All type bars nOW' being furnished 
for service are new style. These 
can be used With either the new 
or old segment and guide assembly. 

Old style bars can be used only 
with the old segment and guide 
assembly. 

{c} 

Short .,--
Ring 
Contact:J_. 
Surface 
OLD STYLE 
ASSEMBLY 
1013700 

Straight 

(c) 

~~:erT---
Contact, 
Surface 

-* .. --
FOR ELLIPTICAL 

RING GUIDE 
ASSEMBLY 
1015353 

Starting With machine #40820, the type segment and segment wire hav& 
been changed to facilitate service and assembly. The segment and 
segment wire described in letter #20 have been discontinued; this is 
the type of segment in which the wire is held in place by a nut at 
each end. The same type bars and elliptical ring are used with either 
style of segment. and wire. 

The new segment slot and segment wire arc the same as our original 
design. T>lO screws in the type basket casting act as stops for the 
wire, the same as originally used. 

Type Bars, Segment and Guide 
Type Bar Segment 
Type Bar Segment Wire 

Febuary 29, 1940 

#1015582 
1,f1015349 
#1016718 

$20.00 
5.40 

.20 



UNIVERSAL BAR AND ESCAPEMENT 
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THE PURPOSE of the universal bar is to transfer motion from the type bar to 
the escapement mechanism so as to allow the carriage to move a letter space 
at each operation of the type bar or space bar. 

OPERATION The universal bar 1000090 is supported and guided by two flat 
springs so that the bar moves the same distance in the same' direction when op
erated by any type bar. When a type bar is actuated, it strikes the forward edge 
of the universal bar just before the type reaches the platen and moves the uni
versal bar approximately 1/8 inch. Link 1000260 and spring 1090341 connect 
the universal bar to the trip lever 1000265 which rocks on a horizontal stud so 
arranged that the upper end strikes the escapement pawl spacer. This spacer 
lies between the two escapement pawls. The escapement pawls slide approxi
mately 3/64 of an inch on their fulcrum stud so that whichever one is engaging 
a tooth in the escapement rack is pushed to the left by the tension on the carriage. 
The escapement pawl end then projects into the path of the escapement pawl 
spacer which in its forward movement forces the escapement pawl out of the 
rack and permits the carriage to move one letter space to the left. 

ADJUSTMENT OF ESCAPEMENT Check the escapement tripping point for end 
bars and center bars in basket. The escapement should trip just as a bar is en
tering the prongs on the type guide. 

Escapement Pawl 

G>.ASS~/~ 
~!capement 

Rack 

Universal 
Bar 1000090 

This adjustment is made by lengtheb.ing or shortening trip link 1000260 by means 
of adjusting link 1090278. Before making this adjustment disconnect the space 
bar link 1013845. 

The correct setting of this adjustment gives the fastest operation of the escape
ment mechanism thus tending to eliminate the piling of characters. 

April 18, 1946 
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Spring 1090341 should hold link 1000260 tightly against front end of slot 
in universal bar. The link 1000260 must be free to float around in univ
ersal bar slot. 

Check tho tension on tho universal bar support springs to soo that univ
orsal bar is kept tightly against scgment on right side. 

Left side is purposely abeut .010 clear to compensate for yielding of 
universal bar. 

If there is too much variatIon in the trilJpinG point (over 1/8), looson 
hex screws 1090449 on roar end of univeroal bar support 1000041 and move 
rear universal bar spring up to make center type bars trip noarer platon; 
move to left to make right hand bars trip clooer to pl~ten and to right to 
make l·oft hand bars trip closer. This movtJlllont should be very sliGht and 
screws must be tightoned before movement can be checked. 

REMOVAL UNIVERSAL BAR 

(1) Remove carringe, front rail and dust cover. 

(2) Unhook adjusting link 1090278 OO1d remove link 1000260. 

(3) Unhook spring 1090341 

(4) Loosen screws 1090449 on end of 1000041. 

(5) Unscrow ul1ivorsal bar support 10000hl f~:om sO(llllont. 

(6) To replace, reverse procodure boing sure that washers 
1090448 aro in place. 

(7) Check adjustments carefully as outlined above. 

R»10VAL - ESCAPEMENT PAWL ASSEMBLY 

(1) Unhook toggle release link (rear) 1000739. 

(2) Unhook pawl release link 1000717. (when old style pawl 
release lever is used) 

(3) Unhook springs 1090160 from escapement pawls. 

(4) Unhook adjusting link 1090278 from escapement trip lever. 

(5) Unhook counter link 1000260 (if machine is e~uipped with 
counter) • 

(6) Remove two shoulder screws that hold oscapement pawl 
bracket and toggle release lover. 

May 1, 1939 
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E W M CUSTOMER smVICE DEPARTMl!:NT 
LErl'ER OF INSTROOTION 1126 

TO: ALL E.W.H. SERVICE MEN 

SUBJ]XlT: TYPE BAR UNIVERSAL BAR AS8]loGlLY & SUPPORT 

Tbe type bar universal bar support haa ba-m Cllumeed as Bhown 1n the figure be
low. The part #1015708 repla.cas the two posts tonnerly used. Notice that only 
one screw 1a required to hold the reer spring. Th1s doee not involve s. change 
in' the sesment but does in the un1 versal bar 8IIsembly because of the single hole. 
in the rear spring. 

ADJUSTMENT: The universal assembly is adjuated in the same manner es before. 
Looeen the two ecrewa #1090024 to centralize the universal essembly. Loosen 
screw #1090449 to e.djust the assembly e.s described in Section 5, page 5, of 
the Service Manual. 

~Screw 1090024 

.".....-Un1 versal Bar Assembly 
1015947 

Universal Bar Assembly------------------------------------1015947-----
Type BarUnivereal Bar Support----------------------------1015708------
Screw-------------·----------------------------------------1090449-----
Screw-----------------------------------------------------1090024-----
We.aher--- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - -- -- -1090199- - - --
Waaher----------------------------------------------------1090448------

May 8, 1940 

$2.00 
.10 
.05 
.10 
.03 
.03 
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EWM CUS'I{MER SERVICE DEPARl'tmT 

tETTER OF ~5TRUCTION #36 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, PBOVlNCIAL MEN AND SERVIC»mN 

SUBJECT: SHORT TOOTH ESCAP»lENT RACK 

A faster, smoother acting escapement 1s being introduced on our Pica 
machines, starting with se~ial #0112.45967. Escapement pawl travel 
and friction are reduced. The piling of characters should likewise 
be reduced due to the speed and ease of the escapement operation. 

The changes involved are the escapement rack, the escapement pawl 
assembly and the back space pawl assembly. These parts used in 
combination are interchangeable with the corresponding group of parts 
now used. At present, the short tooth racks are available only on 
Pica machines. 

The escapement is adjusted in the following manner: i.e., the escapement 
pawl separator must have .010 clearance with the oscapemsnt pawl bracket 
stop, when the type bar is. held against the platen. When the type bar 
1s actuated by hand, the escapement should move the carr1age as the type 
bar enters the type guide. 

Escapement Pawl Assemb~y 
Escapement Rack 12" 
Escapement Rack 16" . 24" 
Escapement Rack 20" • 30" 

.Back Space Pawl Assembly 

#1016691 
1016683 
1017269 
1017270 
1016692 

We are adding a zero as a prefix to the ser1al number to denote th1s 
improvement. For example, 0112.45967 means short tooth rack, standard 
]llB.}hins, 12" carriags, Pica type. 

November 29, 1940 
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Allguat 19, 1941 

EWM CllSTOMI!!R SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

'LETTER OF INSTRUCTION 149 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM BEnVICE SUPERVISORS, AND 
EWM CllSTOlOOI SERVICEMEN 

SUBJECT: PIL:rnG 

Occasionally there has been trouble with the piling or type on 
both the short-tooth and long-tooth escapement machines. 

Piling or type can be claseiried in two categoriesl (1) the 
crowding together or type and (2) the ~yping'or one letter on 
top or another. The latter condi.ion ie due to escapement 
railure as revealed by tests in the ractory. 

The tests show that 'the tension or the~Bpacer spring, part 
#1090343, located between the two escapement pawls is not gre"t 
enough to trip the pawl. This dH:r1culty can be overcome by re
moving one turn hom the spring so as to increase the pull hom 
rour to about six ouncee. 

When making the above adjustment be sure that the loop is turned 
out eo as not to decrease the original length or the spring. 

R. F. Sheridan 

JWLenhart/ Jme 
EWM Customer Service Manager 
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September 16, 1941 

EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

IE'I'l'ER OF INSTRUCTION #53 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM SERVICE SUPERVISORS, AND 
EWM CUSTOMER SERVICEMEN 

stJBJECT: ESCAPEMENT TRIP lEVER LIlIK 

The Escapement Trip Lever Link #1013847 can now be in-

serted from either side of the slot in the Universal Bar. 

Whichever location the l·ink lines up the better should 

be used. '!'he main idea is to get it to "float" while in 

position. 

Formerly the Escapement Trip Lever Link was located on , , 

the outside of the Universal Bar Slot. 

R. F. Sheridan 
·EWM Customer Servioe Manager 

JWLenha.rt/ "fs 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. In what way will a #21 type bar differ from a # 22 type bar? 

2. What is the purpose of the brace between the two type bar fulcrum wires? 

3. What are the results from type bars rebounding? 

4. What one adjustment can be made to allow several bars to lock into position? 

5. What are the typing results from an oversize fulcrum wire hole? 

6. What is the purpose of the lug on the top rear part of the type bar? 

7. How can different type bars be told a part? 

8. How many characters to the inch will pica gothic print? 

9. What is the purpose of the universal bar assembly? 

10. What parts should be removed to replace un universal bar? 

11. How is the universal bar adjusted? 

12. How are elite parts marked? 

13. How should the link between the universal bar and the trip lever be adjusted? 

14. How CBIl piling of characters be corrected or helped, if it isn't caused 
be misoperation? 
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Section 6 
Page 1 RIBBON FEED & REVERSE 

OPERATION A ribbon feed lever 1000177-1000178 at each side of machine is 
pivoted on the key lever bearing wire and has a lug bent at a right angle 
on each end. The lower lug engages the ribbon lift bar and the upper lug 
carries the ribbon feed pawl 1000176 which in turn engages the teeth in the 
ribbon spool. A ribbon feed check pawl 1000172-1000173 mounted directly 
under the feed pawl and on a fixed·pivot also engages the spool. The 
rocking motion of the ribbon feed levers 1000177-1000178 causes the spools 
to feed one tooth at a time and the check pawl prevents a reverse motion 
of the spool. 

A ribbon reverse bar 1000145 carries a pin at either end which has a ribbon 
reverse pawl 1000151-1000152 freely mounted on it and this same pin serves 
to control the position of the feed and check pawls so that only the pawls 
for one spool can be engaged at a time. The rear end of the reverse pawls 
is forked and supported by a stud on a two piece ribbon reverse lever 
1000140-1000141. When the ribbon is unwound fram one spool, a continued 
pull on the ribbon pulls the lever 1000140-1000141 toward the rear and 
raises the front end of the roverse pawls 1000151-1000152 so that the hook 
of one engages the bent lug on the ribbon feed pawls 1000177-1000178. 
As these move forward they pull the ribbon reverse bar 1000145 over, so 
that the feed pawls which were engaged are thrown out of engagement and 
the ones on the opposite spool became engaged, thus changing the direction 
of the ribbon feed. A hairpin spring 1000153 serves to hold the ribbon 
reverse bar 1000145 in either position. The sprJ.ng 1090401 serves to hold 
the feed pawls against the spools and also to pull the feed pawl in the feed
ing direction. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

(1) Ribbon Feed Levers 1000177-1000178 Bend the lower lug on the 
ribbon feed levers 1000177-1000178 so that when a type bar is 
held against the platen there will be only a small amount ef 
motion between the ribbon lift bar and the ribbon feed levers. 
Check type bars on both ends and in the cehter to see that 
this does not limit the type bar movement. 

May 1, 1939 

Ribbon Feed Lever 1000177 & 1000178 

Lug 



(2) 
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Feed and Check Pawls. Bend the rear end of the check pawls so 
that the spools will not feed over 1~ teeth at a time. To 
test this, move a type bar to the platen-by hand, trying bars 
at each end of the type basket. The feed and the check pawls 
must be well in the spool teeth when feeding. 

They must clear the spool teeth with the nearest type bar 
against the platen when not feeding. Rotate the spools to 
see if they are free. The pawls must be shaped to meet 
this condition. 

Feed Pawl 1000176 

Spring 1090401 Check Pawl 1000172 

(3) Springs 1090165. The tension on springs 1090165 should be as 
light as possible and yet retain leve~s 1000140-1000141 safe
ly in position. 

(4) Spool Retaining SprinGs 1000159. The spool retaining springs 
should have sufficient pressure against the side of the spool 
to prevent the spool from over-running. If there is too much 
pressure on the retaining springs, there may be more friction 
on the ribbon spools than the feed pawl springs 1090401 can 
pull. 

Ribbon Reverse 
Spring 1090165 Lever 1000140 & 1000141 

1000159 

Ribbon Reverse Bar 1000145 

May 1, 1939 
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(5) The-Ribbon Reverse Pawls. 1000151 and 1000152, must safely 
clear the ribbon feed levers when raised by pressing back 
on the ribbon reverse levers. The ribbon reverse pawls 
must be free fran binds so as to raise easily. 

(6) .Q!l all parts of the feed and reverse mechanism. 

(7) The Ribbon Reverse .Arms must be clear of the ribbon spool teeth. 
Their position can be adjusted by bending the lug against which 
the-lever rests. 

~ the reverse mechanism when the ribbon is feeding to the right, press 
back the left ribbon reverse lever and operate the 42 type bar; when the rib
bon is feeding to the left press back the right ribbon reverse lever and op
erate the #1 type bar. The ribbonmovsment should be reversed by this ac
tion. 

Other Reasons for Reverse Failure 

(1) The ribbon reverse bar 1000145 may not be free. 

(2) The ribbon reverse bar spring 100015' may have 
too much or too little tenSion. 

Other Reasons for Ribbon Feed Failure 

(1) The feed pawl springs 1090401 may be weak. 

(2) The fesd and check pawls may be worn or may 
have burrsd edges. 

(, ) The ribbon feed and check pawls must feed straight. 
Try the feed pawls 1000176, holding the check pawls 
1000172 and 100017' down to make sure the feed pawls 
operate straight and do not need to be guided by 
the sides of the check pawls. If the feed pawls do 
not feed straight, occasionally one will Jump out 
of position. -Bend the lever arm that holds the 
pawl to correct this condition. 

(4) Defective teeth on a ribbon spool. 

NOTE: When the ribbon has traveled back and forth from one spool to the 
other several times it becomes loosely wound on the spools and will not 
reverse readily. The ribbon feed winds up ribbon slack before the re
versing mechanism will operate - thus while this is going on the ribbon 
does not travel at all and the typist will have a faint line typed ac
ross the sheet. To correct this wind up the slack ribbon on the ribbon 
spool. There is a manual ribbon reverse knob to help operators reverse 
their ribbons when they became loosely wound on the spool. 
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April 20, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: CARBON PAPER RIBBON BREAKAGE 

Due to the fact that the carbon paper ribbon must vibrate up and down with 
each typing stroke, a strain is placed upon the ribbon at the highest point 
(See drawing). This also applies to P.S.M. Machine. 

It is important that the ribbon be raised high enough on each stroke to allow 
a slight margin at the top of the ribbon, which is not touched by the longest 
characters. This safe~ margin will prevent breakage caused by large or long 
characters which have a tendency to perforate the ribbon and thus causing it 
to break. 

, _______ PO/NT OF GREATEST 
/ STRAIN 01- BREAKAGE , 

Do not thread the carbon paper ribbon through the conventional guide for 
fabric ribbon on the left side of the machine as this will increase the drag 
on the ribbon. 

The supply spool must be free and the ribbon should feed properly through 
the tension arm 11012653. Check all the guides for sharp corners and proper 
alignment •. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

IfJJWickma:n/ jfs 
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The Electric Writing Machine ribbons are manufactured for the particular 
requirements of the eloctrio typewriter. 

The ribbon is a strip of the highest grade finely woven cotton tape, 
inked by a special process. The long fibre ootton, evenly woven into 
the thin, uniform tape with olean finl.sh and close nap furnisj!es such 
a reservoir that there is no fringo on the edges of the characters when 
the ink is transferred to the paper. 

Long life is a result.of proper combination of the fabric and ink. The 
inking is non drying and will outlast the average cheap ribbon. 

The following ribbons are suggested for field use: 

Elite Machine - - - - -#40 inking 
Pica Machine -----#50 inking 
P.(;. Billing Machines - #60 or #80 heavy duty 

Electric Writing Machine ribbons are 9/16 inch wide and 16 yards long. Rib
bon manufacturers in many cases supply ribbons for our machine only 12 yards 
long, which is standard length for all manual machines. 

The manual machine ribbons are 1/2 inch wide and 12 yards long so that 
means Electric Writing Machine ribbons have a third more ribbon with a 
small addition in price. Also the extra width in ribbon helps eliminate 
the bleeding of characters. 

The Electric Writing Machine ribbons always come wound on a ribbon spool 
and it is advisable to suggest that the operator throw awa:y either the 
right or loft spool each time a new one is installed. This will prevent 
one spool becoming worn and causing ribbon feed trouble. 

It takes less than a minute to install a ribbon for an operator, so VOltlll
teer your services if you see the machine needs one. It help.s keep the 
serviceman on the good side of the operator. 

May 1, 1939 
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THE PURPOSE of the Ribbon Control Key is to set a two-color ribbon to write 
in either color or to disconnect ribbon lift entirely so a stencil can be 
written. 

OPERATION When 'any tYlle bar moves toward the platen the bell crank which 
connects it to the cam unit, operating through a tail extending to the rear, 
swings ribbon lift bar which extends across the machine and through con
trol plate link swings ribbon lift control plate on etud 1090105. 

The ribbon guide 1000086 is carried on the forward end of the ribbon guide 
lever which pivots on etud 1090105 at rear end. At an intermediate point 
a ribbon guide lever is mo~lIlted which is connected by roller and ribbon 
position lever link to ribbon position lever aseembly on shaft 1000097. 

RIBBON POSITION LEVER ASSEM. 
\ 1000097 SHAfT 
\ \ RIBBON GUIDE LINK 

\ 

.... \ 

1000086 R.IBBON GUIDE 
.,,1090141 STUD 
~IBBON GUIDE LEVER 
RI8BON GUIDE LE''VER STOP 
109010~ STUD 

,/'CONTROl PLATE LINK 
"_--"';"'" RI8BON 1FT, BAR 

/ 
1090105 STUD / / 
RI B BON GUIDE LEVER lINK,// 

ROLLER./ 
R.IBBON LIFT CONTROL PLATE /" 

May 1, 1939 



1000034 Type Bar 
1000011 Type Bar Segment 

1000085 
1090105 

1000084 Ribbon Guide & 
Link Control Platen Assem 

1000101 Stop Assem 

1090164 Spr1ng _______ ~"'" 

1000099 Color Control Spr .-___ ---

1000098 Color Control Push Rod 

APRIL 1 1939 

1000086 Ribbon Guide 

41 Pin 

000157 Guide Lever Ribbon 
Assem. 

Screw 



Pawl Brkt AsSeIil 
RH ~=~~ 

APRIL 1 1939 

1000159 Ribbon 
Spool Ret.Spr 

1000180 Check 
Pawl Brkt 

e / Assem.LH 

1000153 Ribbon Reverse 
Bar Spring 

Reverse Bar Asseml __ --~~~~~~~000145 Ribbon Reverse 
1000142 Ribbon Rer. Bar Assem. 
Lever Spr.Arm AsaeID/ 1000172 Ribbon 

1000151 LH Ribbon / eed Check Pawl 
Reverse Pawl-------

LEFT END 

1000178 Ribbon Feed 
Lever LH 

(RH) 

1000141 Ribbon Reverse 
Lev~r RH 

10905b9 Spring '-------~~~~:::_('~__,._ 1000143 Spring Arm Assem RH 
:Lo00152 Ribbon Reverse Pawl 

1000176 Feed Pawl-------
1090401 Spring--------~ 

~~~ 
1000145 Ribbon Reverse 
Bar Assem. 

~-iOOOI73 Check Pawl RH 

1000177 Feed Lever RH 

RIGHT END 1090494 Stud 1090268 Nut 
1000152 Pawl~1000145 Ribbon Reverse Bar Assem. 

RH 
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April 20, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: CHANGE ON RlllBON CONTROL MECHANISM 

The ribbon control mechanism is now held in its respective positions 
by means o£ a hairpin spring. 

Hairpin spring 11000153 holds the lever 11018758 against the ears of 
bracket 11018757 for the upper and lower writing positions of the 
ribbon. The mechanism is held 1n the neutral or stencil position by 
the old method of a notch in push rod 11018478 and the control spring 
11018476. . 

RIBBON POSITIONING MECHAMSM 

Ad..1ustment: The position of the ribbon 1s now adjusted bybend1ng the 
ears on the bracket, in or out, as ~ be required. ' 

R. F. Sheridan 

HOWickman/j1's 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 
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June 10, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS .AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: RIBBON tIFT BAR REPAIR 

Occasionally a rivet will drop out of the control plate link which 
connects the ribbon lift bar with the ribbon control plate. 

When this happens the ribbon lift bar and control plate must be re
moved and a new one installed unless the following repair is made. 

Shoulder screw #1090885 and nut #1090268 can be used in place of a 
miseing rivet in the link. This repair proves very satisfactory end 
saves the field man and customer hours -of time. 

RIBBON LIFT BAI? AND CONTROL PLATE 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

HOWickman:Jme 
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When ~ibbon lift cont~ol plate swings it c~ies ~ibbon guide up to the 
p~inting point and the amount of movement is gove~ed by position of ~olle~ 
in slot in ~ibbon lift cont~ol plate and this position is cont~olled by 
colo~ cont~ol push ~od 1000098. When pushed in the type bar st~ikes the 
upper half of the ribbon. When pulled out the type bar strikes the lower 
half. When in the middle posItion the ribbon docs not move up at all and 
the type strikes the paper directly. 

A ~ibbon ~lide leve~ stop 1000085 se~ves to keep the rolle~ from ~opping 
into the vertical slot in ribbon lift cont~ol plate when in stencil posi
tion o~ when shifting from uppe~ to lowe~ ribbon position. 

ADJUSTMENTS With type bar against platen, set stop 1000101 to p~event 
furthe~ movement of ribbon lift bar assembly 1000084, being csreful that 
it does not interfere with the type bar movement. Check all type bars 
carefully by hand. 

With color control spring 1000099 in middle notch of color control push 
rod, adjust spring so rollerwlll be di~ectly over vertical slot in ribbon 
lift control plate. Then move the spring backward or forward slightly to 
obtain co~cct coverage. Bend vertical portion of ribbon guide 1000086 
slightly to secure complete coverage if necessary. Test all characters. 
Check upper end of ribbon guide for sliding freedom and see that it does 
not interfere with line gauge. 

(1) Ribbon Guide 1000086. Reach in from bottom of machine 
and remove the wire loop on pin that connects ribbon 
~lide lever and remove pin. Pull ribbon guide out 
at top of machine. 

(2) Ribbon Guide Lever Assembly 1000157. First remove the main 
spring ~ assembly. 

(3) Ribbon Lift Bar and Control Plate Assembly 1000084. First re
move power frame from base. 

May 1, 1939 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What are the results from bad. teeth on the ribbon spools? 

2. What is the proper adjustment on the ribbon feed levers? 

3. What part actuates the ribbon feed levers? 

4. What is the purpose of the hair-pin spring on reverse bar? 

5. What is the proper adjustment on the ribbon spools? 

6. How should the corner guides be adjusted? 

7. How long are the Writing Machines ribbons? 

8. How wide are they? 

9. Name the type of inking suitable for different styles of machines? 

10. Name two different methods of raising or lowering the center ribbon guide? 
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December 3. 1941 

TO: ALL EI/M SALES AGElITS, IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS, AlID 
EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

Sll1lJECT: RIBBON MOVEMENT 

On machines above .II?O,OOO that give ribbon feed or reverse trouble,. 

check the felt end pieces in the top cover. If there is an indication 

that the felt has loosened .and is touc:l11n8the spools, remove it. 

Incase the ribbon reverse t.rouble still exists after removing 

the felt end p:\.eces from the top cover.plate, shorten the present rib

bon fee.d pawl spring approximately three turns, or inetall spring 

#1Q9040lon the ribbon feed pawl. 

R. F. Sheridan 

EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

IDfS/Jfs 
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THE PURPOSE is to operate the escapement for letter spacing without printing 
characters. 

The space bar trips cam 1001101 which operates through link 1000223, bell crank 
1013841, link 1013845, and escapement lever to strike the lower end of es
capement trip lever 1000265 and trip the escapement pawls. 

Escapement Pawl Spacer ....... 

1000265 Escapement Trip Lev. " Hub Aem,. 
......... 

adj. Link···., 
..•...•. 

1013845 Link " 
\ 

1013841 Bell Crank 
.•... 

1090173 Spring 
1001101 . 1000223 Link 

1000251 Arm 

Power Frame 

,=,,, ~.~ r---b:zmIHfrtl 

1000262 Shaft 

1000263 Bushing 

....... ~-::~, ..... 100070 Front Guide Comb. 

1000048 Equal1 z ing Rod ,/. 
ADJUsTMENT 

(1) Make sure that spring 1090173 is holding escapement 
bell crank 1013841 firmly against its stop under key 
lever bearing support. 

(2) Adjust cam unit as explained under "Cam Units~ 

May 1, 1939 
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(3) Adjust link 1013845 so that with the power off and the power 
roll revolved by hand (by turning motor coupling) the escape
ment pawls will be tripped just before the high point of the 
cam is reached. 

REMOVAL 

(1) Unhook adjusting link 1090278 from arm 1000252. 

(2) Drive tapered pin from hub on arm 1000251. 

(3) Drive tapered pin from hub on arm 1000252. 

(4) Unhook spring 1090173. , 
(5) Remove right bushing 1000263 which is pressed into casting. 

(6) Pull shaft 1000262 from bearings. 

April 18, 1946 
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September 12, 1941 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM SERVICE SUPERVISORS, AND EWM CUSTOMER 
SERVICEMEN 

SUBJECT: QUIET SPACE BAR 

A new quiet space bar hae been installed on all machines commencing with 
#50852. The new mechanism succeeds in eliminating most of the noise 
caused by the former space bar. 

Escapement key lever #1015237 has been altered to #1017127 which is 
notched so that it does not contact the front guide comb. Part #1017126 
shift latch stop now forms a bracket around the escapement key lever and 
assumes the added function of regulating the upward.and downward movement 
of the space bar. 

The escapement key lever should be adjusted so that its upper edge, with 
the exception of the notched area is on the same horizontal plane as the 
top of the opening of the front guide comb through which it passes. This 
adjustment can be made by raising or lowering the back end of the shift 
latch stop: 

An additional hole has been inserted in the bell crank #1013843. The 
connecting link #1000019, which supersedes part # l000223, is now attach
ed to the hole farthest away from the key lever bearing support. 

Part #1016996 escapement lever assembly replaces part #1000250. It is 
located nearer the position of contact with the escapement trip lever and 
hub aseembly. 

Although the new style space bar can be installed in the field, we advise 
against it since the changeover would involve a complete dismantling of 
the machine. 

R. F. Sheridan 

JWLenhart/Jfs 
EWM Customer Service Manager 
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Esoapement 
Key LeVer 

1017127 

I 

New Style Space Bar 

Mechanism 

Connecting Link 
1000019 

Escapement 
LeVer Assembl1 ............... 1016996 



TABULAR 
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THE PURPOSE is to permit movement of the carriage to the left directly to 
any preViously determined point on the writing line. 

OPERATION The tabular key trips cam unit 1001104 which operates through 
lirik 1000223, bell crank 1013840, link 1013844 and tabular actuating lever 
1000704, swings tabular lever 1015282 in a horizontal plane until its right hand 
end lies in the path of the tabular stop 1015100 (mounted on carriage tabular 
rack). The tabular lever is held in this position by latch 1018479. 

The tabular lever 1015282 operates pawl release lever 1014246 to pull the es
capement pawls out of the escapement rack and also operates, through tabular 
rebound check lever 1012405 against stop 1012466. Tabular lever 1015282 is 
slotted at its fulcrum point to permit movement to the left against tension of 
spring 1090435. 

Tabular latch 1018479 is held by a coil spring against a stop lug 1000237. 





"TAeUl.AR AC.T"'A"HN.~ l.EVEIt A SM.-_~~_~ 

\o<:)o1.1e AOJ. '-''''OOT-_ 

'O~o'~3 STop 
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1012476 
Tab. Stop 
Set Button 

1012474 
Key Lever 
& Stud Assem. 

1012501 
Link Assem. 

1000556 Back 
Spacer Link 

1012496 
Link Guide 

1012487 
Shaft Assem. 

1090613 Spring 

1012486 
Crank 

Clearing Bell 
& Support Assim. 

1090613 
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Spring 

1012477 
Tab Stop Clearing Button 

1012474 Key Lever & Stud Assem. 

1012464 1012470 
Front Cover Plate Front Name Plate Assem. 
Lining 

1090278 
Adj. Link 

1012500 Link Assem. 

1012480 Tab. Stop Set Finger 

1012495 Rear Cover Plate 
& Pin Assem. 

Clearing Lever 

1012484 Lever Assem. 

1000588 Bell 
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(4) Latch the tabular lever out by hand. The right hand end of 
the tabular lever should clear the face of the tabular stop 
rack by approximately l/16 of an inch or cover approximately 
half of the tabular stop. (See Fig. 2) 

(5) Set tab lever stop #1014473 on top of rear rail to prevent 
tabular lever throwing into tabular rack. 

On the earlier machines, the above adjustment is mudo by 
adjusting the opening in the tabular levar fulcrum point. 

FIG. 2 

Tabulating POS~tiO~___ _ n ~,~« 
--j+ 

C:::@;=, = .. ~=:;;~;:::::.< '''''. "',' Rocl< 

~/.' .. 
1000236 Tab. Latch 

(6) (a) The eccentric stud 1012466 (fiS. 3) should be adjusted so 
that the tip of the rebound check lever 1012405 will have 
approximately 1/64" clearance with the face of the tab
ular rack. 

(b) The eccentric nut 1090627 (Fig. 3) should be so adjusted 
that when the tabular lever is held latched out by hand 
there will be less than 1/64" play between the tabular 
stop and the rebound check lever. (See "b" of Fig. 3) 

Tab. Rebound Check Lever 
1015100 Tab. Stop 

"''<I., p 1012466 Tab Rebound Check 

Pawl Release Lever 

Rear Rail 
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(7 ) Adjust the tabular latch 1000236 so that with the tabular lever 
latched back (Fig. 2) there will be a safe engagement of the 
latch with the lug on the lower Side of tho tabular lever. 

Loosen the screws shown at (a) in Fig. 2 that hold the latch 
bracket to the rear rail to make thie adjustment. Hold the 
tabular lever to tho loft side of tho elengated slot, and 
when the latch is up against the stop 1000237, thore should 
be .005 or .008 movement between those two points. (Fig. 3) 

(8) Bend the ~ vertical ann on the pawl release lever 1014246 
(if necessary) so tllat when the tabular lever is latched out 
the escapement pawls 1000276-1000277 will be pulled out so 
as to just clear the escapement rack. 

(9) To test the adjustment of the tabular actuating link 101,844, 
press the tabular key to release the cam. and turn the power 
roll by hand, while holding the carriage frem moving to the 
left when the pawls are released. The adjustable link 
should be set so that the tabular lever goes out beyond the 
latch and drops back on it. Make sure the tabulator lever 
will snap back to the original position when held to the 
left side of elongated slot. 

Connect the wall plug. Try the tabular operation by power 
using the back spacer on each stop. A bind in the back 
space pawl ma;v interfere with the tabular operation. 

The right upper corner of the plate on the back of the tab
ulator lever bracket should be bent (only if necessary) 10 

that the tabular lever will move out by hand juet beyond 
the latch 1000236 but not far enough to touch tho tabular 
rack. 

GENERAL The tabular rack is P<l.Justed so the tip of the tabular lever just 
clears the left side of the tabular stop, same as former model. 

The elongated slot in tho tabular lever 1002806 has been opened up so the 
tip of the tabular lever is two (2) spaces to the right of the stop when 
it knocks off instead of only being one (1) space as on former model. 

The rebound chock 1012405 must be held up against the tnbular levor by spring 
1090626. If it is allowed to drop down it will not engage in ba.ck of the 
tabular stop, but if it comos up too high it will catch on tho cnd of tho 
tabular lover and will wedge there holding the end of the tabular lover out. 
If one is too high, it can be bent down. 

Binds can usually be located in the following places: 

(a) At the fulcrum point 
(b) Tension on the tension spring 1090626 too heavy. 
(c) Tension on the check spring 1000243 too heavy. 
(d) Actuat1ng lever 1000227 interferring in slot. Should clear 

each side. 
(e) Clearance between top of tabular lever and bottom 

of margin rack not sufficient. 

May 1, 1939 
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SUBJECT: 14 PITCH TABULAR MECHANISM 

Section 8 
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The tabular key on the lIt Pitch machine will tabulate 

the carriage to every other typing space. 

The close spacing on 14 Pitch machines mnkes it necessary 

to install a tabular stop in every other space in order to give the 

rack sui'ficient strength for constant and efficJ.ent operation. 

January 1,1941 
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SUBJECT: 

EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
IEl'l'ER OF INSTRUCTION #24 

ALL E.W.M. SERVICE MEN 

TABULAR LEVER SPRING PLATE 

To prevent the tabular lever bracket from loosening, a spring 

has been ad.d.ed. und.er the stud. which hold.s the tabular lever bracket to 

the carriage rail. The' hole has been enlarged in the tabular lever 

bracket to allow for the should.er of the stud.. 

The tabular lever with the enlarged hole, the stud and the 

spring must be used. together. All new machine a are being equipped with 

this apr.ill€. \--lriO~-'------ tud. 

(lCl90395) 

Spring Plate 

Ta.bular Lever Assembly---------- (12" & 16" machinsa)---------#1014472 
Ta:tmlar Lever Assembly---------- (20", 24" & 30" machines)----#1015282 
Stud--------used. with ta.bular lever #1014472-----------------#1091:::26 
Stud.--------used. with tabular lever #1015282-----------------#1091227 
Spring Plate-------------------------------------------------#1016658 

April 30, 1940 
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TAJlULAR FRICTION GOVERNOR The purpose is to regulate speed of the carriage 
when tabulating and prevent excessive shock to the carriage. When the tab
ular level' is actuated it operates through the friction governor control 
lever 1000712 and lInk 1000282 to cause pawl 1000710 to eneage a tooth in 
the friction governol' plate 1000711. This plate has an adjustable friction 
engagement with the mnin sprins. The rotation of this drum in pulling the 
carriaGe to the left for tabulating is thus rotarded until the tabular stop 
strikes tabular lever and causes it to return to its original position and 
disengage the frIction govel'nor pawl. The friction governor has no ,effect 
on movement of carriage except when tabulating. 

10904~8 Washer 
1090041 Nut "", 

"~. 

1000711 
Friction Plate 

1090453 Nut 

1001;'~'4 Friction Gov. Assembly 

"'" 

1000712 
... Lever 

1090452 
Nut 

1090234 Stud 

'1000282 Link 
1090278 

Adj. Link 

',1000706 
Gov. Pawl 

" 1090530 Stud 

"1090175 Spring 

1000710 Pawl 

The friction governor control lever 1000712 has a "V" member extonding up
ward Atraddling the tabular lever tail and tho motion of the tabular lover 
j s transmitted through this, "V" to the pawl 1000710. 
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ADJUSTMENTS Adjust link 1090278 so that when the tabular lever ie in its 
normal position the point of pawl 1000710 just clears the points of ratchet 
teeth on the friction governor plate 1000711. 

Adjust the friction governor plate 1000711 by means of nuts 1090453 to 
increase 'or decrease the amount of friction • 

. , .. ·1000714 Friction Face ( Felt .) 
/ 

1000711 Friction Plate 
1001515 Main Spring ~ Amn. 

1090047 Washer 
..... 

.\ ••... 

" \" 
\ \~ \. \ \1090603Stud 

\.\~~.:\\ 

\\. 

1090453 Nut 

1090426 Washer 

\ 1001320 Spring Washer 

There ehou1dbe suffioj.ent friction to prevent exoessivo shock to the car
riage, yet the friotion should be set light enough to allow the oarriage to 
release the tab lever when tabulating 10 spaoes fram tho left of the last 
stop. 

REMOVAL: 

(1) Remove resistor and condenser assembly. 

(2) Take out stud 1090603. 

(3) Stud 1090530, which fastens governor control lever to the 
power frame, is threaded into the oasting and looked by 
nut 1090041. 

May 1, 1939 
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Pressing the tabular stop set button draws the stop set finger 1012480 forward 
to press against the upper part of tabular stop, which places it in the "set" 
position. 

Pressing the tabular stop clear button draws forward the stop clear lever 1012491 
to move the stop back to the "clear" position. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

(1) The set and clear key links must be formed to pass freely through 
the guide 1012496. Bend the one finger on this guide to clear the 
basket spring, to prevent wear on the basket spring. 

(2) The holes in the rear cover plate are elongated for adjusting the 
stop set lever to strike squarely on the tabular stops and to strike 
on the proper stop. 

To adjust the rear cover plate '0 strike the proper stop: 

Adjust the rear plate to the left or right so the set finger 
is directly behind a stop and set that stop. Observe the 
reading on the front paper scale and then tabulate to the 
stop which has been set. If the reading on the front scale 
is not the same as before, the rear plate must be moved 
to the left or right. 

(3) Set Key Link 1012501. With the carriage in the extreme right posi
tion so the set lever is clear of the stops, adjust the 1090278 link 
so that with the stop set button down the stop set finger just touches 
the tabular rack. 

(4) Clear Key Link. Adjust the clear lever so that when the tab set lever 
is m the forward position, it does not interfere on the tabulator clear. 
By loosening the clamping screw the stop clear lever can be moved 
sideways so the "V" of the form is centrally located in relation to 
the set lever. 

(5) The set and clear levers 1012484 and 1012491 must be firmly tight
ened to the shans to allow no Side play. 

(6) The tension of the springs on the clear and set bell crank assem
blies can be increased to assure a more positive action of the set 
and clear levers. 

April 18, 1946 
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IMPROVEMEN'f--TABULAR LEVER ASS»1BLY #1,014,472 

MACHINES AFFECTED: 12 inch and 16 inch carriage machines only. 

REASON: Tabular Lever Assembly #1002806 is being superseded by #1,014,472 
which is adjusted and operates the eame, but has been redesigned to give 
more strength. 

ADITIONAL PARTS NEEDED: 
1. #1,014,473 Adjustable Stop "S·· 
2. 1,090,018 Screws to mount 

~r~~~;~%i~1'~~=0'7~31=LO=Ck=~e=her====1U\~~)~ 
L~ ~~s ( 

\" ........ 

1014473 

1090015 

..... REAR RAil 

"\014472 

The fulcrum "a" has been opened up to give the lever greater swinging freedom. 
To prevent the tip of the lever "b" from swinging out far enough to hit the 
tabular rack, when the movement is being operated, Adjustable Stop #1,014,473 
should be mounted to the rear rail assembly. 

NOTE: On 20", 24" and 30" carriages use tabular lever #1002806 with heavy 
hOrSB shoe. 

May 1, 1939 



TABULAR ADWSTMENTS rn SEQUENCE 

1. Adjust cam to power roll. 

2. Adjust eccentric 1090234 for height of tab lever. 

3. Adjust tab rack. 

4. Adjust tab latch for length • 

. 5. Adjust tab latch stop for clearance between latch and tab lever. 

6. Adjust rebound check for 1/64 inch play with tab lever latch out. 

7. Adjust eccentric 1012466, rebound check to just clear tab rack. 

Section 8 

8. Adjust pawl release lever 1014246 so that escapement pawls just clear the 
rack during tabulation. 

9. Adjust tab actuating link 1013844. 

10. Adjust stop 1014473 to prevent tab lever entering tab rack. 

11. Adjust link 1000282 for proper engagement of tab governor pawl. 

12. Adjust lock nuts 1090453 on spring drum for control of carriage speed. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. How many spaces should the tabulator lever stop, beyond the stop? 

2. How far should the escapement pawls be held out of the rack, by the tab lever? 

3. Name the points where a bind is apt to be located. 

4. Why is it necessary to check stops at different positions on the tabulator rack? 

5. What are the results from a worn rebound lever? 

6. How is the final stop adjusted for the tabulator lever movement? 

7. What are the effects of a tabulator lever traveling too far and hitting rack? 

B. Will the amount of tension on the tabulator make any difference with tabulation? 

9. Why is it advisable to always use the soft felt liner, instead of the hard liner 
on the tabulator governor? 
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OPERATION Back space key trl.ps cam 1001104 and operates .through link 
1000019, bell crank 1000551, link 1000556, bell crank 1000550, and link 
1000559 to cause back space pawl to engage escapement rack and pull car
riage with it until it is stopped on back space pawl stop 1000565. The 
two springs 1090160 fram escapement pawls are attached to the back space 
pawl and hold the toothed en~ against the lug on back space pawl bracket 
and the slotted end against the f'ulcrum stud. . 

During the first part of the movement, the slotted end slides on its ful
crum stud diagonally toward the escapement rack, and the toothed end slides 
at right angles to the rack, (being held against the lug on back space pawl 
bracket) until one of its teeth engages the rack tooth and the slotted end 
reaches the 11m1 t of its movement. The continued pull on the pawl causes the 
carriage to move until the escapement pawl drops into the next tooth and the 
back space pawl strikes its stop bracket 1000565 as shown in Fig. 2. 

Back space interlock 1000563 prevents pawl 1000560 from engaging the rack 
while carriage is either returning or tabulating. If tabular lever 1002806 
has been actuated or if escapement pawls have been pulled out of rack by 
carriage release lever, the back space interlock 1000563 will assume the 
position shown in Position 3 and the back space pawl will merely rotate on 
its fulcrum stud and not engage the escapement rack to move the carriage. 

ADJUSTMENTS Remove the rear cover plate' and disconnect wall plug. 

(1) The back pawl 1000560 must be free. 

(2)" Adjust the.Bingle lobe cam (See Cem Unit) 

(3) The back space pawl must slide into the tooth of the rack 
on one space and between the two teeth on the next space 
back with a small clearance between the faces of the pawl 
and rack teeth (1/64") as shown in Fig. 4. Bend the lug 
on the back space pawl bracket to obtain this condition. 
The pawl must rest against this lug in its normal posi
tion. Test for this condition by moving the cem by hand. 

Rear Ra..il 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\. 
~ 

1090169 Spring 

FIG. 1 
1000565 Bac~ Space Pawl Stop 

\. 
\ 

\ 

\ 

1000556 
,-tink 

1000559 Link 

1000560 Back Space Pawl 
1000563 Back Space Interlock 

1000550 Back Space 
Lever 
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(4) (a) Set the back space stop 1000565 to limit the movement 
of the back space pawl 1000560 so that the carriage 
will be moved just enough to permit the escapement 
pawl to fall into the next tooth when the power roll 
is revolved by hand, (by turning the motor coupling). 
(Fig. 2) 

(b) The back space stop 1000565 must also be adjusted so 
the back space pawl 1000560 will swing under it when 
the safety latch is engaged. To test, hold down the 
carriage release lever and operate the back space 
pawl. (Fig. 3) 

FIG. 3 

! 

(5) Adjust the link 1000556 by means of the adjustable link 
1090278 until the back space pawl link 1000559 has a wink 
of movement with the back space lever 1000550 when the 
back space pawl 1000560 is in its normal position. Too 
much play at this point will allow the carriage to be 
moved 2 spaces at a time. No play at all will prevent 
interlock fram clea~ins back space pawl. 

(6) The back space interlock must not interfere with the back 
space pawl movement. 

May 1, 1939 
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(7) Check the operation with the power on. 

(1) Unhook escapement pawl springs 1090160. 

(2) Unhook back space interlock spring. 

(3) Remove two scrsws from back space pawl bracket. 

(4) Unhook link 1000559 

TO TEST Push the key lever locking bar 1000912 forward, press the back 
space key and turn the motor coupling by hand. The back apace pawl 
will travel into the escapement rack and back up the carriage one space -
just before the back space; pawl reaches its stop you can hear an escape
ment pawl "click" when it drops into position. When the back space 
pawl iB asainst its stop the cam uni t should be engaged against the power 
roll about 1/2 inch fran its high point or end. 

The whole test can be seen by tipping up the machine and looking throught the 
bottom to the back space pawl at the same time you are turning the power roll 
by means of turning the ,.motor ,coupling with your thumb. 

NOTE: To'provont,a back spacer and carriage return assembly from locking 
up, bend the lip out on'the pawl release lever, .shown at point "a" on 
Fig. 1. 



EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPAR'lMENT 
LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #32 

TO: ALL EWM SERVICEMEN 

SUBJECT: BACK SPACE PAWL STOP #1000565 
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The Back qpac~ Pawl Stop has been re-deDigned to give additional 
strength at the point where bending has occurred. 

S=oDJ 
,/ 

Back Space Pawl Stop #1000565 

(Reinforced) 

This part is interchangeable with tho former design. 

Ret~rn the stops in yo~r stock for credit. 

July 26,1940 
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REVIEW QUFSTIONS 

1. What should be the first adjustment made on the back spacer mechanism? 

2. How much clearance should there be between the back space pawl and the lug? 

3. How is the final stop set? 

4. What is the adJustment,when the back spacer goes two spaces instead of one? 

5. How can the tieing of back spacer and the carriage return be helped? 

6. How can the final stop on the back spacer be male longer? 

7. Where is the first place to check, if the back spacer cam is found to be 
rubbing the power roll? 

8. What should be checked, if the back spacer skips in the same spot each time? 
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THE PURPOSE of the type basket shift is to raise or lower the type basket 
so as to print upper and lower case characters. 

OPERATION Depressing the shift key 1000054 first raises the rear of the shift 
head 1000113 to engage the upper pin 1000115, then trips the shift cam 1001105 
to lower the type basket from the lower to the upper case characters. When 
the shift key is released, the shift head 1000113 engages the lower pin 1000115, 
after which the cam trips again to raise the type basket for the lower case 
characters. 

Shift head 1000113 carries an eccentric stud 1090294 which slides in a slot 
in the rear of the key lever 1000054. When the shift cam is tripped, shift 
head 1000113 is pulled forward by the cam unit, acting through the link 
1014536 and shift mechanism lever to which it connects. This movement causes 
the shift toggle lever to rock on its stud and raise or lower the type basket. 

The type basket isrupported and guided by four flat springs 1000410 and 1000411 
which permit free vertical motion and prevent horizontal motion of the type 
basket. In removing these springs only one must be removed at a time in order 
to retain the correct setting of the type basket. 

The basket does not lock in position but is held against the stop brackets 
by the tension of the hairpin springs 1000123 and 1000126. The basket shift 
stop brackets 1000403 and 1000404 limit the motion of the type basket. 

ADJUSTMENT 

(1) Type Basket Motion The motion is the travel of the basket when 
shifted. The adjustment for the proper motion is made by ad
Justing nuts 1090034 so as to increase or decrease the type 
basket travel. This adjustment must be made equally on both 
sides of the basket. Adjust the motion so that the feet of 
the small and capital case letters are in line. (nNnNnN) 

(2) Light Type or Bottom The type must be centralized on the 
platen so as to print with the same impression on top as on 
the bottom of the characters. The type is centralized by 
raising or lowering the type basket. Turning the basket 
shift stop screw 1000402 to the right raises the typo basket. 

Turning the basket shift stop screws 1000402 to the left 
lowers the type basket. Be sure the basket rests equally on 
both cushion washers 1090619. 

TO TEST THIS ADJUSTMENT Strike up all capital letters and inspect for 
an even impression on the top and bottom of the characters. 

~ Whenever screws 1000402 are changed, it is necessary to check the 
clearance between the shift head (T lever) 1000113 on 1001509 assembly and 
the shift head (T lever) latch pins 1000115 on 1001414 assembly. (See 
drawing) Also check trip link 1000265 - from Universal bar and trip lever. 

May 1, 1939 
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September 1, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGIl'lEJ!:RING SlJPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: TYPE BAR smMEN'l' SUPPORT ASSEMBLY - PART NUMBER 1019053 

steel is now being used for the type ber segment support on maohineswith 
serial number 11312 and up. 

Several ohanges were made which affeot former adjustments as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

The shift stop bracket #1019045 is offset and the guide bolt #1019042 
is looked to the bracket. When setting the mot1on, the adjustment 1s 
oppos1te as compered with the former segment support adjustment. On 
the aluminum segment support the guide bolt moved with the support. 
The steel sUPPOrt guide bolt #1019042 is stationar,y and is looked to 
the sh1ft stop bracket by lock nut #1090034. 

The type ber fulcrum wire is held by means of six supports #1019050 
end one olamp #1019049. The supports have square holes for theful
arum wire end do not look the wire, merely support 1t. The olamp has 
a (V) shaped hole which acts as a support end lock for the fulorum 
wire. 

Screw #1091483 is used to position the fulcrum wire and controls the 
rebound. in the type bers. The center support does not have a posi
tioning screw s1nce we still use the segment spacer for our rebound 
control at th1s point (between #2l Be 22 typeber). 

The rebound. should be cheoked at each of the seven po1nts usill8 only 
two of the bers at each po1nt. 

stud #1091424 for 10ckill8 the supports, should never be pulled up 
tight unt1l the rebound. adjustment 1s complete. Tighten the lock1Dg 
stude #1091424 from center to outside respectively end tighten the 
olamp stud last •. The clamp is al~s located seoond from the right 
facing the machine. 

Caution: (NEVEE! USE A BENT FULCRUM WIRE). A fulcrum wire which has 
been bent will cause a false adjustment end oonsiderable 
trouble with the type ber toggles will be experienced. 

R. F. Sher1dan 
HOWickman/mfh EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 
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1000411 Seg. Guide ~",,~ •. __ 
1090024 ,,,a't:w_ 
1000126 "p.:lIl!; __ _ 
1090132 
1000036 SU~IPOI~t~ __ _ 

1090026 ~~~:w..:-~J~ 
1001410 

ALUMINIUM SEGMENT 
SUPPORT ASSEMBLY 
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(3) Shift Head (T lever) Ad"ustments 

(a) With the basket in the small case position, remove the 
Power roll and check the distance between the shift 
head 1000113 and the latch pins 1000115 by depressing 
the shift key lever and moving the shift cam 1001105 
by hand. 

(1/16;' clearance) 
Stud 1090294 

.... :; 1000115 Pins 
Nut .1090390 

\" 1000054 Shift Key Lever 
.' ... 1001509 Assembly 

..... 1014536 
Link 

1090278 

1000113 (T Lever) ./ . 
. f 

Leather Stop 
"1000132 1001105 Cam 

Repeat this test with the basket in the Capital case 
position. 

With the motion set correctly, if the clearance is 
not equal between the T Lever and the pins when the 
basket is in upper and lower case positions, an 
adjustment on the shift tOGgle link bracket 1001531 
must be made. 

If the shift head has more clearance behind the upper 
pin than it has behind the lower, loosen lower screws 
1090023 and tighten upper screws 1090023. Adjust 
these screws equally on both sides of the basket. 

(b) The clearance between the T lever and the pins should 
be approximately 1/16". Regulate this clearance by 
turning the stop retaining screw lOC0132. 

(c) Adjust eccentric stud 1090294 so that as the key lever 
is depressed the hook on the rear end of the shift 
head 1000113 will safely engage the upper pin 1000115 
before the cam is tripped. 

May 1, 1939 
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When the key is released, the shift head 1000113 must 
safely engage the lower pin 1000115 before the cam is 
again tripped. Move the key very slowly up and down 
to check this with the power on.' 

NOTE: Use a screw driver through the hole in the side of the base and a 
wrench on the locking nut 1090390 to make this adjustment. It is set cor
rectly at the factory and should not be changed - do not disturb the set
ting unless the screw and nut appear loose. 

(4) Adjust the cam so that the re10ase lever falls on the rear 
of the cam lug. See "Cam Units." 

NOTE: To check the correct tension on springs 1000410 and 
1000411, remove hair pin springs 1000123 and 1000126 and the 
basket should float about half way up between the washers 
1090619. 

Weak springs will cause a slow acting shift. 

NOTE: Check questions and answers Page 13 for a comparison 
between the new and old style shift mechanisms. 

May 1, 19:59 
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REVIEW QUE3TIONS 

1. What is the term called " motion"? 

2. How much clearance between the two pins on the shift head and the "T" lever? 

3. How is this clearance made equal? 

4. How is the amount of tension governored on the four flat springs, which 
support the basket? 

5. Are the springs on the shift toggle the same? 

6. How far docs the cam carry the basket? 

7. If the basket failed to travel its full distance, where would the trouble 
apt to be? 

8. How is "light on top or bottom" adjusted? 

9. What is the close position for the eccentric screwtGbe in when starting 
adjustments? 

10. How can a slow shift be adjusted to move faster? 

11. Will the setting of the shift, throw off the escapement trip link? 

12. If the cam trips and the basket failed to move, where is the trouble? 

13. With the two hair pin springs off the shift toggle, and the basket does not 
come up to the half way position, where is the adjustment? 

14. What is the correct adjus~ment on the eccentric to raise or lower the '~" 
lever? 

15. What are the results from a grooved power roll on the basket shift? 
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LINE SPACE MECHANISM 

Spring l.090~9 

Index Pawl. stop l.000325··, ''-\'" 

Index Pawl 

Platen Ratchet "', . 

Detent ROlle;/ /,/ 

Detent Arm l.000305 

FIG 2 

Detent Roller 
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..•.. 

Index Pawl. Carrier 
/./Assembly 1000309 

/ 

....• , .. "1090622 Washer 

... ..... ~ .. 

...> .. 1090037 Nut 

""Eccentric Nut 1090383 

......... 
.............. 

................. 

" / 
Index Pawl stop l.002120 
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NEW DESIGN: CLUTCH PULLEY, PULLEY SPRING AND WORM HOUSING COVER 

To improve our products further, the clutch pulley, pulley spring anu worm housing 
cover have been redesigned. This enables a further standardization of parts in 
that the clutch pulley 1s the only part which must be changed for the various car
riage lengths. Various carriage return speeds may be obtained by changing the 
clutch pulleys. 

The pulley spring is assembled in the worm housing cover as compared with the 
former model where it was assembled in the clutch pulley. 

WORM HOUSING ASSEMBLY - 1015089 
11-1 RATIO 

Washer .005 Thick 
#1091186 

Worm Housing Cover 

The worm housing cover is not interchangeable as the bearings must be "line reamed" 
in assembly. Thus, when it is desired to change to the 15,000 series clutch pulley, 
the worm housing assembly #1015089 must be used for replacement. 

There are three clutch pulleiTs of different diameter giving three speeds of carriage 
return. These pulleys may be interchanged where it is desirable to obtain different 
carriage return speeds. 

March 20, 1940 
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Pulle,. used on 12" mach1."les ' 11015019 1st speed return 
" ".. 16" 8: 20" m8chines #1015356 2nd speed' return 

Adjustments 

" n" 24" 10 30" lIIIICh1nee 11015357 3rd speed return 
" "n Lifting P1a~ n #1015357 3rd ,speed-return 

Identit1cation - .2 Notches 

1015019 1015356 

14ent1ficat1on -, Notches 

\ 
~~8-L 
:L--wr 

1015357 

To connect the tape, wind the pulley until it is tisht, then back it crt approxi
mately f'ive turns. Make certain thatw1th ths carrill8e in the extrema lef't pesitim 
the pulley allows the 'line index mechaniBDl te CC'ID.B Uf against the step. When the 
carrill8e is at the extreme risht there must be IlC! slack in the tape. 

The sprIng when placed in the -worm housing cover ehould be against the shaf't as 
shewn' in the f'igure belC'w. 

Worm Housing Cover 

Spring Assembly - 1015076 

Tip should be l18ainst 
the ehaf't. There 
shculd be an angle be
tween the tip and 
ehaf't as shewn at (a) 

Advantagss: On applications requiring the t;yping ('f" a large number ef' carbon 
copics and a hish impression indicat1en setting, the carr18/3e return speed can be 
reduced ,to nomal by changing tt'l a BDlaller diameter pulley thereby reducing 0111"-, 
r1age eh(\ok, strain on the tabular lever, paper sl1PPIl8B, etc. 

March 20, 1940 
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All Hektowrlters, all Lifting Platen machines, and all 
Fo~writers are now being equipped with a 12:1 gear ratio 
worm housing. The housing is identified by the number "12" 
staliuled in the casting. This enables the motor to deliver 
greater power for those machines which carry a heavier load. 

In cases where machines are "tying up" due to low voltage, 
the 12:1 gear ratio will provide additional power to overcome 
that lost by low voltage. 

Worm Housing Assembly 
Worm Shaft 
Worm Wheel 

#1016713 
#1016714 
#1016715 

$8.00 
$,.00 
$1.00 

The motor speed is increased by the adjusting screw and 
impression indicator lsver to obtain the correct power roll 
speed. . 

July 9, 1940 
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TO: ALL EWM SERVICEMEN 

EWM CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #31 

SUBJECT: IMPROVED CLUTCH PLATE AND SPRING ASSEMBLY #1015080 

The improved clutch plate #1015081 is made of cast iron for better frictional 
9,ual1ties. There is a notch at "A" to hold the retainer an~ spring assembly 
*1015086 in position. . 

The spring and nut formerly used are now combined in one assembly #1015086 to 
provide a better means of adjusting the carriago return. The spring is riveted 
to the retainer. The spring tension is adjusted by turning the retainer and 
spring assembly. This provides an accurate adjustment. . 

The thrust bushing #1015098 is to prevent wear of the end plate #1001323. This 
is a porous bushing and is lubricated with oil. 

The olutch operating lever #1015094 is spot welded· as shown in the drawing and 
has the ·end cut out to hold the thrust bushing. 

Spot Welded 

'..

Adjust Here for .010" Clearance 

1015080 - Clutch Plate and Spring Assam • 

• 010" Clearance (approx.) 

1015094 - Clutch Operating Lever Assam. 

1015098 - Thrust Bushing 
1001323 - . End Plate 
1015083 - Operating Bushing & Key Assem. 

1015086 - Retainer and Spring Assembly 
1015081 - Clutch Plate and Pin Assam. 

Clutch Adjustment - By means of the screw on the clutch operating lever, set . 
the clearance at the thrust bushing #1015098 to approximately .010". This allows 
the clutch to be engaged for the maximum length of time and thus gives a better 
carriB8e return action. This is important! Then, by turning the retainer and 
spring assembly, adjust the spring tension for the proper carriag~ return action. 
This provides an easier and more accurate means of adjusting the clutch. 

July 12, 1940 



1000804 Screw 

1000806 Adj 

1090003 Screw 

1090117~~1000664 Shaft Assem. 

10001 6 Sprin 1090649 Washer 

Assem. 1090644 
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1001300 Worm Housing Assem. 

1000815 Worm Shaft 

-----

1090594 Screw 
1001324 Clutch Oper. 

Lever Assem. 
1090594 

Screw 

>--1--1-''''<-1-1--1090010 

1001309 Worm Wheel 

Screw 
rm.VZi~!ZlL.~~:::::::~ -t::-,-..:.,},:.---\-t'----"'1090545 

Pin 

1001308 
1001312 Clutch 

Shaft & Pin Assem. /' Pulley Assem. 
1090064 Washer~ \ ~000794 

\"\ Pulley 
1090640 Washer 

Plate 
1001317 ClutdJ. 
Plate & Spr. 

Assem. 

~090643 Spring 
Spr. Assem. 

1001314 Friction 
Disc 



CARRIAGE RETURN AND LINE SPACE 
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OPERATION The carriage return key trips the single lobe cam unit 1001103. 
The motion of the cam is transmitted through link 1000282 to the clutch toggle 
operating lever. The action of the clutch toggle causes pressure on the friction 
disc of the clutch pulley. The action of the toggle also sets the toggle knock
out lever 1000285. 

The pressure on the friction disc causes the clutch pulley to be turned and wind 
the return tape. This causes the platen to be line spaced and the carriage to be 
returned. 

The upper end of the tape passes over the pulley 1090436, mounted on the end 
of the line space hook lever assembly 1000310. The line space bell crank draws 
the index pawl carrier 1000309 down and at the same time index pawl which is 
part of 1000309 assembly catches a tooth of the platen ratchet and retains its 
hold until it is carried against a horizontal stop. This action causes the platen 
to be turned one or more spaces as determined by the position of the line space 
lever 1000917. 

When the line spacing operation is completed the carriage moves to the right 
until the margin stop strikes the horizontal lug on the tabular lever. The margin 
stop rides over the toggle release lever which operates through link 1000739, 
bell crank 1014252 and link 1000288 and the toggle knock out lever 1000285, to 
release the clutch operating toggle and free the clutch 7 to 9 spaces before the 
end of the return is reached. 

The escapement pawls are pushed out of engagement with the escapement rack 
during the carriage return by means of the pawl release lever to eliminate the 
rasping noise caused by the pawls dragging over the teeth. 

There is a coil spring inside the return tape pulley which maintains a slight 
tension on the tape to wind the surplus tape when the carriage is returned by 
hand. 

LINE SPACE 

OPERA TION As the index pawl carrier is pulled down by the action of the car
riage return tape, index pawl moves forward to the position shown in Fig. 1 then 
slides down the tooth and rotates the platen to the position shown in Fig. 2. At 
this point the detent roller must be resting between two teeth, as shown, to prevent 
further rotation of the platen. The pawl stays in this position against the stop 
while the carriage is returned. 

TO_ TEST the action of the line space mechanism, move the carriage to the extreme 
right. Pull the return tape slowly by hand until the index pawl is in the lowest posi
tion, holding the platen knob with the left hand to retard the line space action so as 
to watch it more closely. 
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ADJUSTMENT (Eccentric Nut 1090383) 

(1) Loosen the nut 1090037 on the detent arm and adjust the eccentric nut 
1090383 which moves the detent roller forward or backward. This 
changes the relative position of the ratchet teeth with the index pawl. 
Adjust the eccentric nut so the index pawl first touches the ratchet at 
the point shown in Fig. 1. Be sure to tighten the lock nut. 

(2)· (Index Pawl Stop) Line space the platen as suggested above for test
ing and at the end of the pawl movement release the tape slowly and 
notice if the platen continues to move in the same direction or moves 
backward from its motion of travel. If it moves in the same direc
tion, the stop is too high. If it moves backward, the stop is too low. 
Adjust the stop so there is no movement of the platen when the tape 
is released. 

To obtain the correct setting the stop is adjusted by loosening the two nuts holding 
the stop to the carriage frame and by moving the stop back in the slot to lower it 
and forward to raise it. (Fig. 3) --

CARRIAGE RETURN 

ADJUSTMENTS The chief reasons for adjusting the carriage return and line 
space are: 

(1) The carriage fails to return or line space. 

(2) Clutch locks machine. 

The following are ways to correct trouble: 

(1) Oil bearing points shown by arrows. 

(2) Check 1001323 end plate for wear. If end plate shows wear, replace it. 

(3) With the clutch toggle locked up, run the carriage slowly to the right 
by hand until the margin stop engages the toggle knockout lever 1014243. 
The toggle knockout lever should be released when the engaging edge 
of the margin stop is 1/8 inch from the top of the incline of the knock
out lever. (See Fig. 1) Adjust the link 1000739 until the knockouUever 
is released as described above. 
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1001324 
,,'~ClutCh Toggle ~8em • 

....... ".". ... 

,).000739 
~~,~" Link 

1000717,./' 
Link ' 

1000288 " ... 
Link ", 

~000285 
... ' .. " ' .' Side 

...... , .. ,. Xilockout 
~:_?I :Wver 

(4) Remove the 1001314 friction disc fram the clutch and reface it 
by rubbing it back and forth on a piece of fine sandpaper placed 
on a flat surface. Make sure that the disc is not glazed or 
oil soaked before you replace it. Opposite aidos of the disc 
must be parallel. 

(5) Install a new style 1014243 clutch toggle knock out lever on the 
rear rail and adjust the lever so it will release the clutch 
toggle a little less than one inch fram the stop on the tabular 
lever when tried by hand (i.e. Pica 9, Elite 10 spaces instead 
of 7, 8 or 9 as formerly done). After this lever he.s beon installed the 

May 1, 19:59 
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link that pushes the escapement pawls out of the rack should be adjusted 
so the pawla will be as close to the rack as possible (one half turn 
shorter on link 1000717 should cause pawls to drag.) 

FIG. 1 

Toggle Knock
out Lever 

.Margin Stop 
/...... /Margin Rack 

......•.. 

Toggle Knock-out Lover should 
released at this point 

(6) Adjust the clutch by tightening or loosening the clutch oper
ating lever. Place two thicknesses of 16 lb. bond paper 
between the end plate and the operating lever (when the clutch 
toggle is unlocked and down against its bottom stop). If you 
do not wish to use paper, use a .008 thiokness gauge. Tighten 
the screw and nut with the thickness gauge in position. The 
clutch pulley should have a slight drag at this setting. Re
move thickness gauge and the clutch should be set correctly. 
The carriage return should not be positive on short returns 
when set for triple line spacing. 

(7) Check and set the cam unit. 

(8) Examine the carriage return tape. It should pass over the 
roll on the hook lever assembly squarely. Tho roller should 
turn freely. 

(9) Make sure the platen turns froely on its bearings. To test, 
hold the detent roller down - away from the platen ratchet 
with a screw driver and spin the platen. Oil bearings if 
necessary. If ths platen then shows a bind, it is usually 
caused from a sprung carriage frame dus to the margin and 
tabular racks springing the frame. This can be eased by 
loosening the inside and outside nuts on the right end of 
the racks and tightening them evenly again. 

(10) The bind in the index pawl carrier may be caused by the nuts 
1090037 having been turned too tightly so as to force the 
washers against the pawl carrier. Reverse the washers. 

May 1, 1939 
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(11) If the machine continues to lock up, examine the rivet (for wear) 
located inside the base on the 1001324 clutch operating lever as
sembly. If the rivet shows wear, replace the whole operating 
lever assembly. 

(12) Check and set the cam unit. 

A noisy clutch is caused by either a bad bearing or play in the worm wheel 
shaft. Remove this play by using shim 1091079 or 1091080 next to the fibre 
worm gear. 

ADJUSTMENTS IN SEQUENCE To remove 1001314 friction disc: 

(1) Remove the clutch cover. 

(2) Loosen screws 1090010 and the clutch parts can be pulled off the shaft. 
There are three small coil springs 1090643 that may drop off the short 
pins on the 1001312 clutch pulley and get lost if the parts are removed 
carelessly. 

(3) Remove and reface the 1001314 friction disc. 

(4) Reverse the procedure, turning the clutch plate and spring assembly 
1001317 until the pins fit into the holes in the pulley assembly 1001312. 

(5) Before tightening screws 1090010 make sure that the end (inside the 
base) of the clutch operating lever assembly 1001324 goes over (on top 
of) the 1000285 lever. 

To adjust the whole movement: 

(1) Disconnect link 1000739 from the toggle intermediate lever 1014252. 
It is not necessary to remove the rear cover plate to do this. The 
link can be spread with the end of a narrow screw driver run through 
the tabular link opening in the rear cover plate. 

(2) Adjust cam unit to the power roll 1001328. 

(3) With the clutch toggle locked up, run the carriage slowly to the right 
by hand until the margin stop engages the toggle knockout lever 1014243. 
The toggle knockout lever should be released when the engaging edge of 
the marj?;in stop is 1/8 in. from the top of the incline of the knockout 
lever. (See Fig. 1) Adjust the link 1000739 until the knockout lever is 
released as described above. 

(4) Adjust the pawl release lever link 1000717 to a point where the escape
ment pawls can be just heard dragging against the rack when the clutch 
toggle is locked up. Then lengthen the adjusting link a full turn so as 
to be sure the escapement pawls will not drag on the escapement rack 
when the carriage is returned. (On machines where pawl release link 
1000717 has been discontinued, refer to page 12 of this section. 
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If the escapement pawls are held out too far by the pawl re
lease link, the clutch toggle will be prevented from lOcking 
safely past center and will cause the carriage to fail to 
return fully to the margin stop. 

(5) (a) Test carriage return movement. 

Adjust the clutch by tightening or loosening the clutch 
operating lever. Place two thicknesses of 16 lb. bond 
paper between the end plate and the operating lever 
(when the clutch toggle is unlockod and down against 
its bott~ stop). If you do not wish to use the above, 
have the line spacing lever set at double spacing, the 
carriage should return when spaced from 6 - 10 spaces 
out from the left hand margin. At triple spacing, it 
should fail when spaced out 6 - 10 spaces. 

(a) On the clutch operating lever assembly 
loosen screw 1090003. 

(1) ,To tighten - move the top of the 
lever with the elongated slot to 
the outside (away from the machine) 
and tighten screw. 

(2) To loosen - move top of the lever 
with the elongated slot (toward 
the machine) and tighten screw. 

(6) Inspect the carriage return tape 1000390 at the point where it 
goes over the roller on the hook lever assembly 1000310. ~,e 
sure the roller turns freely. Inspect the condition of the 
small index pawl spring 1090529 fastened to the index pawl 
1000327. 

(7) Margin rack adjustment (see "Margin Stop Rack") 

(8) Adjustment of the ear of toggle knock-out lever (see "End 
of toggle knock-out lever") 

On machines equipped with the late style pawl release lever, 
adjust the knockout lever 1014243 the same as before, having 
a wink of movement on the knockout finger when the clutch 
toggle 1001324 is in the raised or locked position. Adjust 
the eccentric. nut. 

MARGIN STOP RACK Adjust the margin rack by means of the nuts on either end 
which hold it to the carriage, so that the carriage will drop back a certain 
distance after striking the stop. This distance is gauged by moving the 
carriage slowly until the margin stop touches the stop on the tabular lever 
at which point an escapement pawl should drop into the escapement rack 
making an audible click. 

Ma.y 1, 1939 
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Machines have been sent to the field with the new style left hand margin 
stops since last July and reports indicate that they have helped to 
minimize tabular lever breakage. 

Therefore, when replacing a tabular lever we suggest you check the 
left hand margin ntop to see if it is a late style; if not, install 
one. You can determine this by examining the filler block. If it 
has been ground at an angle so that when contact is made, the lug 
on the tab lever and margin stop are parallel (point "A", Figure #1). 
The old style margin stop was not ground at an angle, so consequently 
only point contact was effected as shown in Figure 1t"2, Point ''B''. 

Tab Lever, ./ Top View ....... 
...... ~. 

~ P~i.nt "A" I 
;! New Style 

" IlIm~I!~Fd 
'. 

Point \''B'' 
6ld Style Figure 2 FIgure 1 

Finer 
Block 

~---'--' 

December 8, 19,9. 

'" ". Left Hand Margin stop 
"'~ 

-....... " Side View 
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This distance is sometimes referred to as "overbank" and should be approx
imately 1/2 a letter space. If the carriage does not have enough "overbank" 
it will lock up; if it has too much "overbank", an uneven left hand margin will 
be the result. 

END OF TOGGLE KNOCKOUT LEVER The purpose of this tip (See Fig. 2) 
is to prevent the clutch locking when the tabular and carriage return are oper
ated at the same time. 

This tip is adjusted by bending. If it is not high enough the clutch will lock when 
the carriage return and tabular are operated at the same time. 

If the tip is too high the toggle will not lock safely, i.e., the stop will not come 
against the screw head, and the carriage will fail to return all the way to the 
margin stop. 

TO TEST After the carriage return adjustments are correctly made, hold the 
carrIage from moving and touch the tabular key; move the carriage to the right 
until it is stopped by a tabular stop; touch the carriage return key. If the clutch 
locks, the tip must be bent higher. 

If partial carriage returns are being experienced, disconnect link 1000739 and 
test carriage return under power. If carriage returns all the way, your trouble 
is somewhere on the rear rail and not in the clutch. It is probably in the adjust
ment of the pawl release lever or in link 1000739. 

Toggle Knockout 
Lever 1014243 

CLUTCH PULLEYS The clutch pulley shown in Fig. 1 is used on machines 
23000 serIes and up. This type of pulley has two friction surfaces acting against 
the friction disc. The springs, 1090643, keep the outer clutch plate away from 
the friction disc when the pulley is idle. 
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Clutch 
Pulley 

," ; 

\ 

~riction Disc 1001314 

Clutch Plate and 
... ,,-;:SpringJ\Bsembly 1001317 

... ;.::? 
End Plate 1001323 

... "., .. (Grease) 

Spring 1090643 

FIG. I 

1001312 
Clutch pulley for 
12, 24 and 30 inch 
carriage machines 

1002448 
Clutch pulley for 
16 and 20 inch 
carriage machines 

TO REMOVE the friction disc or clutch pulley, disconnect the carriage return 
tape and loosen the screws 1090010, which hold the clutch operating arm 
1001324 to the side of the base, until the pulley assembly can be withdrawn. 
When replacing the pulley, make sure the clutch operating lever is over the 
intermediate lever 1000285 located inside of the frame, before tightening 
screws. 

Clutch Pulley 
Spring 100?79 

~ 1, 1939 

FIG.2 

for 12, 24 and 30" 
machines 

Q 

for 16 and 20" 
machines 
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REPLACl!MENT OF THE CLUTCH PULLEY SPRING 1000794 The spring must be wound as 
shown in Fig. 2. The end of the spring must be formed so it will press against 
the pulley hub. Form the spring by rolling the end between the thumb and index 
finger. If the spring is not properly formed, it will came out of the machined 
slot in the clutch housing and allow the return tape to became slack. 

To connect the carriage return tape to the clutch pulley, firBt move the 
carriage to the extreme left position, (uBing the margin release) and then 
wind the pulley until the spring is tight before attaching the tape. 

May 1, 1939 
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IMPROVnlENl'--ESCAPEMENT PAWL RELEASE LEVER #1,014,246 

MACHINES AFFEOl'ED: All models 

REASON: To prevent irregular margining when the carriage return key is 
used repeatedly, a redesigned Escapement Pawl Release Lever #1,014,246 has 
been added to the rear rail. 

This part removes. the escapement pawls fram the escapement rack when the 
Toggle Knockout Lever Assembly is locked up by the carriage return movement. 
It performs the same duty as link 1000247 which was superseded by 1000717 
now removed. 

1090594.·.S.Qrew 
............ ,.,~. Rear Rail 

1090879 Eccentric Nut ..... 
.--2~=====:!U:::::l.---.it._ 

0000 

ADJUSTMENT: Loosen screw #1,090,594 and turn eccentric nut 1,090,879 until 
the escapement pawls are taken out of the escapement when the carriage is 
being returned. The escapement pawls should clear the teeth on the escape
ment rack by about .020" - not over. 



IMPROVEMENT--:REl'UllN TAPE HOOK LEVER ASSEMBLY 
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MACHINES AFFECTED: Assembly #1,014,4ll Standard 12 & 30 inch Carriages cnly 
Assembly #1,014,416 Lift Platen Carriage 12 inch only 

REASON: To reduce service on the line space mechanism and to lengthen the 
life of carriage return tapes, assembly 1000310 Return Tape Hook Lever is 
being superseded by assembly #1,014,411 for standard carriages and #1,014,416 
for Lift Platen carriages. They can be installed in machines now in the 
field, using the same mounting screws. 

Carriage Return Tapes without the rubber end must be used with these assemblies. 

TO INSTALL: 

""" 1090895 Spring 

10144ll Std. 
or 

1014416 Lift Platen 

"Return Tape 

(1) Screw the aesemb1y to the bottom of the carriage. 
(2) Install the carriage return tape, hook it up. 
(3) Install spring with the closed end of the coil toward 

the front and the end pointing up. Hook the open end 
under the stud. Be sure to push the coiled end well 
into the slot of the mounting stud. 

May 1, 1939 
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REVIEW QUl!STIONS 

1. At what part of the carriage return, does the line spacoing take place? 

2. How is the clutch pulley spring formed? 

3. What Is the difference between a 12" pulley and a 16" pulley? 

4. Why should the links on the rear rail be disconnected, when completly 
ad.lusting clutch? 

5. What are the results from a worn clutch toggle assembly? 

6. What are the results from a worn slot in the friction disc? 

7. How can the extra slack in the carriage return tape be removed if the spring 
is completely coiled up? 

8. What is the correct adjustment on the toggle knock-out link? 

9. How far out of the escapement rack, should the escapement pawls be adjusted? 

10. At what point on the rachet, should the index pawl enter the tooth? 

11. What are the adjustments on the detent arm, and give its purpose? 

12. In case the clutch toggle does not pass the center line, name points to check? 

13. Where can the click in the clutch assembly be located? 

14. What is the purpose of the ear on the toggle knock-out lever? 

15. Why doss the knock-out lever have a hair pin spring on the bottom part? 

16. What is the effect of a weak spider spring on the clutch plate? 

17. If the left hand margin cannot be held when line spacing repeatedly, what 
parts should be installed? 

18. What is the proper adjustment to have on the margin rack for tolerance 
between the tab lever and the margin stop? 
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EWM CUSTOMER SFaVICE DEPAR'rMDT 
LFl"l'mi OJ' :msmtJCTIOB #55 

TOt ALL EIlM SALES AGElIT~~IBM SERVICE SllPERVISORS, AlID 
EIlM CUSTOMER .SERVIOJOO:II . 

The tactor~ is discont1n:u1ng the. marld.ng of clutch houa1.nga 
to shOll the recb1i:t1on ratio. 

AD:r clutch ratio can be determ1nild. by observing the number 
of turns the motor cllllPl1l!B requires· in arm to rotate the 
power rcll one cam,plete rsvo11ition. 

For Emmple!: On a 12:1 ration olutchJ after ma~ld.ns the 
pOwer roll aDd. tln'llinS the motor COUpling .tvelve revolutionB.1 
the power roll should.retm. tcs its oris:1=l posit1on, haT.lng 
cOmpleted. one revolution. . 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM CUstClli.er Serv4.ce M!IJ:Iager 

J'tIJ4mbart/ "fs 



LINE GAGE CAllD HOLDER 

PURPOSE: To hold oards and multiple copies olose to the platen. 
To line up oopies when a oorreotion is.neoessar,y in 
order that the oharacter will strike in the exaot posi
tion of the original character. Also to enable the 
operator to locate a desired writing position. 

Line Gage Card Holder .. 

this is a,.-+-'H-+-_··~ 

Seotion 12 
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......... 1090630 Washer 
Front Dust Cover 1000191 

ADJUSTMENTS: Strike up several characters and align the small verti
cal lines on the line guage card holder to the center 
of the character as disoribed in the above sketoh. The 
two screwel0900ll can be loosened and the card holder 
moved in any direction because of the oversize slot. 
The card holder should be formed SO that the clearance 
between the platen and the holder will be about 1/32". 

REPLACEMENT: It is advisable before assembling line gauge card 
holder to see if graduated lines on card holder line 
up with the graduation lines on the front scale plate 
(check by placing against front scale plate). If it 
does not, it oan easily be reformed by hand. 
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PLATENS 

The platen consists of an aluminum tube over which a rubber tubular cover is 
pressed. The cover is held to the core by a plastic cement. End plugs are 
pressed into the core to which are assembled shafts for the platen bushings 
and knobs. 

The left end of the platen containS the variable line space mechanism which 
is shown in Fig. 1. Any of these parts can be readily removed or replaced if 
necessary .• 

To take the variable line space mechanism apart, unscrew the platen clutch 
release button, loosen the two set screws on the platen knob and remove it. 
Remove the four screws 1090591 holding the platen clutch cover 1002321 to 
the platen. 

Pl~ten Clutch Release Button 1002337 

\ Platen Knob 1002335 FIG , I 
\1, \ \ Screw 1090520 

\ \ \ 

\ \ \ 
'. 

\ 
\ 

Platen Bushing 1002334 

" \ S~rew 1090591 
\ \ 

'\. 

\. \\ 

Platen Clutch Cover 1002321 
\\ 
\ \ 

\ ., 
\\ '\\ 

\ \. 

.,/ 

•. / 

Platen Cover 
I 

,/ 
/ . Afuminum Core 

./ ,.1'// 

.. / 

.•. 

\. Platen Ratchet Release Shaft 
\\ 1002324 

\. 
Spring 1090593 

\. 
\ Platen Ratchet Wheel Driver 1002325 

Platen Ratchet Wheel 

When assembling or inspecting the platen mak~ sure the bushings turn freely on 
the platen shafts. 
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AVAILABLE PLATENS AND THEIR USES The various platena and their uses are listed 
below. The numbers referred to will be found on the right end of the platen 
cover. 

It is difficult to establish definitely the number of carbon copies that mB¥ be 
made on any grade of platen due to variations in paper, thickness of forms, 
size and condition of the type, and the ~uality of carbon paper used. 

The following list and general description will help in determining what 
platen to use for a given application. All platens are .available as listed 
below for both the standard and the lifting platen carriage. 

The Q-l PLATEN is intended for general correspondence and 
up to five carbon copies. The core is a heavy wall tub
ing and tends to decrease typing noise. 

The #3 PLATEN is a hard platen of standard diameter. This 
is usually satisfactory for work up to nine copies, but due 
to the increased over-all diameter with that number of car
bon copies "over-printing" may occur in same places. By 
"over-printing" is meant that there mB¥ be a shadow over 
the character and a platen of smaller diameter is needed. 

The #4 PLATEN is a hard platen 1/32" undersize in diameter. 
This platen is satisfactory for carbon copy work where 
from 8 to 12 copies are re~uired. 

The #5 PLATEN has a special grade of rubber adapted to 
typing on MULTILITH PLATES. This platen may also be 
used for general correspondence but a #Q-l platen is to 
be recommended. 

The #6 PLATEN is 1/32" smaller in diameter than standard, 
but has the same grade rubber as the #Q-l platen. This 
platen is standard e~uipment on IEWM Bill Writing Machines 
and gives satisfactory results with five to ten carbon 
copies using Gothic or large Pica type. 

The #7 PLATEN is a hard platen 1/16" smaller in diameter than 
standard. This platen is usually used for Bill Writing 
work where· ten or more copies are re~uired, or in cases where 
extra thick forms are used, having a thickness of 1/32" or 
over. In such cases a sample form.should accompany the 
order so that the platen mB¥ be properly adjusted at the 
factory. 

NOTE: The number on the right end of the platen denotes the size of the platen 
and the hardness of rubber used. The same system is used with lift platens. 
(see price parts list) 
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When ordering platens specify: 

(a) Platen number i.e., 1002382 (for 12" quiet platen) 

(b) Number of teeth on the ratchet. 

Example: 1002382 -- " teeth, quiet platen assambly. (or see parts catalog 
for numbers) 

PLATEN RATCHETS The number. of lines per inch of writing is determined by the 
number of teeth on the platen ratchet and the setting of the line space lever. 

Platens are supplied with a 33 tooth ratchet (6 lines to the inch for single 
spacing) unless otherwise specified. Other ratchets for special line spacing 
are available or can be made on order. 

If the number of teeth on the ratchet cannot be accurately determined to give 
the line spacing desired, send a sample of the spacing to the factory. If the 
form is a multiple copy form, send a complete set with carbon paper as the 
number of sheets and thickness is a determining factor. 

The following chart lists the number of special parts necessary to install the 
corresponding ratchet. The number of lines to the inch for a certain setting 
of the line spaco lover is also given. 

For adjustment of the ratchet after installing, see "Line Spacing." 

Number of Teeth Setting of the Number of Lines Special Parts 
on Platen Ratchet Line 'ma.ce Lever to the Inch Necessarv 

1 5-1/4 Detent Arm Assem. 305-291' 

29 

1 6 

" 
2 ~ 

3 2 

"- Detent Arm Assam. 305-29T 
44 h 

-

Detent Arm Assem. 305-62T 
55 

-2- '5 Index Pawl Carrier 309-62T 
Index Pawl stop 325-62T 

2 '5 6 Detent Arm Assam. 305-62T 
62 3 3.8 Index Pawl Carrier 309-62T 

4 2.8 Index Pawl stop 325-62T 

2 6 Detent Arm Assam. 305-62T 
66 3 4 Index Pawl Carrier 309-62T 

4 ~ Index Pawl stoP 325-62T 
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PLATEN ADJUSTMENT Ring nnd Cylinder. The platen is called a cylinder. The 
flat surface on the segment is cal~ed an anvil or ring. The purpose of the 
ring is to prevent over-printing or to give the type bars a stop, so the type 
will not emboss the paper excess1vely or cause the characters to be blurred. 

The type bars will emboss the back of the paper if the platen is too far for
ward. The type bars will print too lightly if they strike the ring harder 
then the platen, caused by the platen be1ng too far back. 

The platen rests on two yokes, 1000397 and 1000371, which are adjustable either 
forward or backward by eccentric screws 1000339, located on each end of the 
cal'ringe frame. 

__ Platen Yoke 
.... _./ .... 1000397 L.R., 1000371 R.R • 

....... ..Nut 1090036 

......... Eccentric Screw 1000339 

Left End of Carriage Frame 

To secure good results on any application it is necessary to have the platen 
parallel in relation to the type, that is, so the type strike with the same 
impression on both ends of the platen. The period and CClllll11a are good charac
ters to uae when checking the platen for being parallel. 
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Platen (cylinder) 
.. , ....... 

Type Bar 

Ring or Anvil 
.... 

Type Bar Segment 

TO ADJUST THE RING AND CYLINDER 

(lY Insert a piece of paper and tear off u piece of the corner 
about 1/2" wide and 2-1/2" long. 

(2) Place the piece of paper between the cylinder and the type 
and hold. the type bar against the platen with the fingers 
below the ring. (Place the paper between the ribbon and 
the platen) Pull the paper out slowly so as to get the 
feel of fricti~ at that point. 

(3) Place the paper between the type bar and the flat surfacc 
on the segment (ring), pulling it out slowly so as to get 
the feel of friction at this pOint. Have the fingers near 
the type head when checking this adjustmcnt. 

The type bar should touch the segment with a 11 tt10 more pressure than it 
does the platen. Try this adjustment on both ends of the platen, using the 
same bar. Try several bars, especially those with a large type area, so as 
to get an average setting. 

Turn the eccentric screws 1000339, moving the platen yokes 1000397 and 
1000371 forward or backward until the correct setting is obtained. 

This adjustment must be made with great care if good typing is to be expected. 

If the application on which the machine is installed requires the typing of 
a number of carbon copies, the ring and cylinder must be adjusted to that 
number of copies. 

In cases where the machine is to be used for a single copy or for such work as 
stencil writing and also for manifold work, it may be necessary to use a 
standard and an undersize platen to obtain the best results. 

May 1, 1939 
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The paper is inserted into the carriage between the platen and rear feed roll 
1000680 and is guided towards the printing point by the paper feed deflector 
and front feed roll 1000689. The paper is held fil~y against the platen by 
pressure of the paper feed rolls 1000680 and 1000689 and exerted from springs 
1000374 and 1000375 through the shaft 1000306 and feed roll lift arm 1000331. 
The pressure can be increased or decreased by shaping tIle platen latch springs 
1000374 and 1000375. 

The feed rolls are mounted on a flexible paper deflector to form a unit assem
bly held in position on the shaft 100069)1 w:1ich fits in lever 1000331. 

Carriage ,~d Plate 

.// 

\. 

Paper Deflector 

1000680 Rear Feed Roll Assem. 12" 

1000336 R.h. 
1000337 L.h.Platen Latch 

1000371 R.h. 
1000397 L.h.Platen Yoke 

10003'74 L.h. 
1000375 R.h. Latch Spr. 

" ',,1000689 Front j\'eed 
Roll Assem. 12 

Act. 

"',\1000331 Feed Roll Lift Arm. 
\ .. 

\ 
\1000694 Equalizing Shaft 

ADJUSTMENT~ ~revent the paper from slipping. This is usually caused by 
lack of pressure of the feed rolls against the platen. To increase this press
ure unhook the platen latch springs 1000374 and 1000375 from the platen latches. 
With a spring hook, draw the springs down between the feed roll actuating shaft 
1000306 and the carriage frame. Straighten the arms of the springs by pulling 
downward; this will wind the coils more closely around the collar and they will 
contact the platen latches at a higher point when replaced. Adjust both springs 
so the tension will be about equal. 

Keeping the platen and feed rolls clean will also help slippage. Use Carbon 
Tetrachloride or alchol. 

There is a limit as to the amount of feed roll pressure that can be applied. 
If the carbon paper is soft, additional pressure will cause the carbon paper 
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to mark the copy sheets. If this condition exists, the customer must be ex
pected to do his part by using a harder grade of carbon paper. 

To Prevent Stencils, Carbon Paper or Thin Tissue from "Treeing" or Wrinkling. 
Examine the feed rolls for freeness and end play. The feed rolls should turn 
freely end there should be no end play or side play at the bearing· points. 
Adjust the bearing screws and tighten the lock nuts. Decrease the pressure 
of the feed rolls against the paper by pulling forward on the platen latches 
1000'36 and 1000"7. This will slide the spring arms down so as to contact 
the platen latches at a lower point. Care must be used not to weaken the 
pressure more than necessary. 

On long carriage machines instruct the operator to insert the stencil so it 
is held by only one set of feed rolls to further reduce wrinkling. 

OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CORRECTION OF PAPER FEED TROUBLES ARE LISTED BELOW: 

(1) Examine the paper feed roll actuating shaft 1000306 for side play. 
Sometimes the collar 1090067 loosens and slides on the shaft. 
This would allow the whole assembly to have side play. To 
tighten, loosen the screw a little and slide the collar against 
the platen latch and tighten the screw. There is a flat sur
face on the shaft to hold the set screw that goes through the 
collar. 

(2) EXamine the deflector for SigllS of friction caused by the paper 
rubbing on it. The best way to check the way the deflector is 
formed is to hold the deflector by the equalizing shaft, place 
the platen in it and spin one of the knobs. The platen should 
turn freely on the feed rolls. By turning the platen and de
flector around and by holding it up to the light you can see if 
it needs re-forming and can see the exact spot if it does. The 
deflector can. be re-formed by hand. Sometimes the outside edges, 
where the deflector protrudes over the front feed rolls, become 
straightened or turned up. 

(,) Try to feed in fifteen sheets of thin paper. Then release the 
feed rolls and see if there is freedom to straighten this amount 
of paper. If you do not have this freedom you can make this 
correction by bending down the feed roll lift arm 10003,1 until 
it almost touches the carriage frame, with the release lever in 
the release position. This will give the maximum clearance 
for straightening the paper. 

(4) The clutch should be adjusted so that when the carriage returns 
to the margin stop, the impact will be as light as possible. 

(5) Examine the platen for freedom. There may be a bind caused by 
the nuts on the margin rack or the tabular rack not being 
tightened evenly. This would spring the carriage frame; put
ting a bind on the platsn bearings. Try the platen for freedom, 
holding the detent roller down from the platen ratchet and with 
the paper release lever in the forward position. The platen 
should spin freely. 
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(6) The e~ualizing shaft 1000694 should be parallel with the actuating 
shaft 1000306, also perfectly level in order that even pressure 
can be obtained on the outside rollers. 

(7) Check the deflector for turning straight. Hold deflector in 
hand and place platen in the center and spin platen, It 
should not travel either way, but perfectly straight. 
Twist deflector to correct. 

(8) Check the edges of the feed rolls for being rounded off. 
Use a piece of emory paper to correct. 

(9) On stencil applications, adjust the feed roll pressure as 
light as possible, and evon up the pressure on each rubber 
roll. 

(10) Insert stencil to have maximUm coverage by feed rolls. 
Long carriage machines insert either on right or left 
side. 

(11) Raise paper table by loosening screws 1090013 on each side 
and tilting paper table back. This allows stencil to be 
inserted at a different angle. 

The correct feed rell pressure is tested by inserting 
a tension strip between each outside rear roller and 
turning the platen two spaces. 

_1,1939 

Adjust the Feed Roll Tensions as Follows: 

12" 
16" 
20" 
24" 
20" 

3 - 3t Ibs. 
2-3/41- 3 lbs, 
2 - 2J;- Ibs, 
1-3/4 - 2 Ibs. 
It'' - 1-3/4 Ibs. 
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There are three types of feed rolls which have been used all carrying the 
same number. This makss it necessary to specify the type of roll needed 
as well' as to give the pal't number when ordering feed rolls. 

D~-~ 

OJ! ~-1_6 
1000680 (rear) 

(threaded shaft, held by nut) 

aD=O 
1000680 (rear) 

(held by cone point screw) 

1000680 (rear) 
(held by pilot point screw) 

Style 1 

Style 2 

Style 3 

1000689 (front) 
(plain shaft) 

1000689 (front) 
(held by cone point screw) 

m.r~-I~ lL't-____ r----L-il, 

1000689 (front) 
(held by pilot point screw) 

Neoprene Feed Rolls and Neoprene Paper Bail Rolls are available for use with 
wax stencils. The platen contacts the stencil backing sheet·but the feed 
rolls and paper bail rolls come in direct contact with the stencil, and thus 
have a tendency to swell due to the wax in the stencil. 

It is advisable on stencil cutting machines to suggest washing the platen 
and feed rolls off each night. Also insert a sheet of paper between the 
feed rolls and platen at night to prevent wax from getting on the platen, 
which Will cause the rubber to become spongy. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. What is the proper feed roll tension for a 12" mnchine? 

2. What are the effects of a glazed platen? 

3. What should be checked, if the carbon marked the manifold copies on each line 
space? 

4. How many different types or styles of feed rolls are there? 

5. How much end J?lay should there be in the feed roll deflector? 

6. What are the results from using swollen feed rolls? 

7. Wllat should be the clearance between the deflector and the platon in ,the releas 
ed posl tlon? 

8. Why should the platen turn straight with the deflector? 

9. How much feed roll tension should there be in stencil writing? 

10. What are the causes of stencil wri~~ling? 

11. Why is the International Electric Writing the best machine for stencil writing? 

12. How can the proper speed be determined for maklng manifold copies? 
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MARGm RELEASE 

THE PURPOSE is to'permit writing beyond the margin stop setting at either 
end of the writing line. 

OPERATION When margin release button is pushed in, it operates through 
bell cranlt 1000218 and tabular actuating lever 1000227 to raise the left 
hand end, of tabular lever 1002806 and lower the right hand end (which 
carries the horizontal lug that lies in the path of the margin stop) so 
that the margin stop can ride over the top of it. 

NOTE: When the margin stop is set on the right Side, sa;y at 60, and the 
operator find.s it necessary to use margin release, the clutch will not 
return the carriage to the left margin stop. It only goes about 1/2 
way, and the carriage return key must be used again, leaving the platen 
indexed twice for one complete return. Some operators expect a service 
man to correct this. This is inherent in the design and crumot be cor-
rected by the service man. . 

(1) Remove the margin release button 1000044. 

(2) Remove segment suide plate 1000412. 

(3) Pullout margin release push rod 1000219. 

When the carriage locke, in most cases it can be released by pushing in on the 
margin release key. 

Tabular Actuating Lever 10oo227. ........ __ .I'~.: .. ' .... "-
',:.~ .. <~=:: .... 

1092806 Tabular Lever Assam. 

Push Rod 1000219 
" 

...• \ 

', ... .> ~ ... 

\ 1~b0218 Boll Crank 
I 
I 

1000412 Sogmont Guide Plato 

1000044 Margin Ro1oase Button 
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THE PURPOSE of the stroke counter is to count all type impressions and space 
bar spaces. 

OPERATION Link 1000260 and adjusting link 1090278 serve to connect esoapement 
trip lever 1000265 to count~r levor. Spring 1090489 holds link 1000260 against 
the front end of slot in escapement trip lever 1000265. 

When the type bar travols toward the platen it operates through the universal 
bar, link 1000260, trip lever 1000265 and another link 1000272 and spring 1090489, 
to pull the oounter lever towards the front of the machine. The pull is exerted 
through the spring and the link acts only as a spacer to keep the two levers 
the right distance apart. 

1000265 Escapoment Trip Lover \ 
\ \ 
\ 

. .................. . 
....... , 

......•• , .............. ~ .... ,. 1090014 Screw 
..... 

". 1010023 Counter( 10-1) 

'"1010020 Bracket 

1090278 Adj. Link 

1000260 Link 

1090!~89 Spring 

ADJUSTMENT Be sure that spring 1090489 between oounter lever and trip lever 
holds the link against forward end of slot in trip lever. Lack of sufficient 
tension on this spring can be the cause of a counter to bo inaccurate. Screw 
adjusting link 1090278 (that is connected to counter lever) in or out on link 
1000260 so when the type bar is against the platen the counter lever will 
str~ke the stop on the bracket. Adjust the link fram this point until the 
correct setting is obtained. 

NOTE: If the counter is fast and the linkage is set correctly, shorten spring 
1090489 to correct this condition. 
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Check counter with all type bars and space bar striking each several tilnes. 

The 10 to,l counter should be recommended where there is a choice as it is 
the easiest and quickest to check. 

Do not discuss counter settings, ratios, or adjustments with the typists. 
Lubricate the counter at each end of link 1000260. 

STROKE COUNTERS FOR MACHINES EQUIPPED WITH LIFl'nrG PLATEn CAARIAGE 

For attaching the stl"oke counter to machines equipped with the lifting platen 
carriage the bracket 1010004 shown in Fig. 2 is used. Note that the screws 
holding the bracket to the rear of the base are different from those shown 
in Fig. 1 for other types of machines. 

'The same stroke counter, spring, and link 1000260 are used. The ajijustments 
are made in the srune manner as for the standard machine. 

1010004 Counter Bracket ,.' 
/ 

-/ 

/ .. ~~ .. ' ,-

j 1010004 

/ 1~0029 Screw 
/ 1090031 Nut 

/ 
t090489 Spring 

i000260 Link 

" Counter 1010023 (10-1) 

......... 
,,1090029 Screw 

Rear Base Plate 

REAR COVER PLATES For use with counters the rear cover plate has a section 
cut out. 

A special rear cover plate 1010001 is for use with lifting platen carriage 
machines with counters. 
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September 16, 1941 

EWM CUSTOMlm SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #52 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, .JJlM SERVICE SUPERVISORS, AND 
EWM CUSTOMIm SERVICEMEN 

SUBJECT: STROKE COUNTERS 

Due to the change to short-tooth escapement, two 

. changes have been made in the stroke counter attachment. 

A curved I1nk#1017531 supersedes #1000260. The 

lug on the counter bracket #1010020 has been turned up 

seventeen degrees. The bracket retains its former part 

number. 

1017531 
Link 

JWLenhart/ ,lfs 

1010020 
Counter Bracket 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Customer Service Manager 
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LIFTING PLATEN CARRIAGES 
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PLATENS The lifting platen carriage is equipped with a #6 platen unless other
wise s,Pec1fied. This platen is of the same grade rubbel' as the #Q-l platen, 
but 1/"52" undersize. For types of platens available see (Platens). 

RING & CYLINDER Unless sample forms are sent with an ardor, the ring and 
cylinder on lifting platen machines is adjusted to a five part sample form. 
When a lifting platen machine is installed the ring and cylinder must be Bet 
to the forma that are to be used. 

This adjustment is made by the eccentric stude 1090676 which hold the liftins 
platen to the rear of the carriage frame. 

Latch Assembly L.H. 1012786 
R.H. 10127?0 

.......... 

Platen Latch Shaft· 1012798 """., 
Latch Spring 1090689.".,." ..... '-, ... , 
Keepers L.H. 1012760" "" "'" 

R.H. 1012761 

Platen Arm Assem. 

......... 
'\ "'. L.h. 10127~0 Spring 

\ R.h. 10127 9 

\. 

·'·· .. Nut 

\\1090676 Eccentric Stud 

1090734 Eccentric Stud 

Check the adjustment of the line' spacing after changing the ring and cylinder 
adjustment. 

FEED ROLL PRESSURE: The feed roll pressure is applied by the coil spring under 
the feed roll actuating arm. The pressure can be increased or decreased by 
adjusting the screw 1090673 under tho carriage trame. The screw is adjusted 
by standing the machine on its back and loosening the lock nut 1090669 with a 
3/8" socket wrench. 
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..... Feed. RollAnd. Deflector 
Assembly 

1090672 Spring 

'. 1012762 Guid.e 

.............. ..•. .1090669 Nut 

'1090673 Ad.j. Screw 

If more pressure is required. than can be obtained by the above adjustment, 
remove the screw hold.ing the paper release lever to the feed. roll actuating 
shaft so as to remove the spring. Stretching the spring will increase the 
feed. roll pressure against the platen. Too strong a feed roll pressure 
will make it d.ifficult to latch the platen. 

LATCH KEEPERS The keepers must be adjusted. to the thickness of form used. 
If ad.justed too low the platen will latch hard.; if ad.justed too high there 
will not be sufficient feed. roll pressure allowing the forms to slip. With 
the forms in place, adjust the keepers 80 there is a small play between 
the keepers and the latches when pressing d.own on the platen (approximately 
1/64"). Ad.just both sid.es equally. The keepers are adjusted. by loosen
ing the two nuts which hold. the keepers to the carriage frame. The elong
ated. slots in the keepers allow for the adjustment. 

ECCENTRIC ON PLATEN LIFT LEVER. The eccentric 1090734 on the platen lift 
lever is ad.justed so the latches strike the keepers near the edge of 
the latches. Prop~r adjustment of the eccentric causes the platen to 
latch easier and. causes less wear on the keeper. 
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REGISTER PIN ASSEMBLY AND LEADING Er:GE GAUGE 
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Page 3 

The top cover of the lifting platen machines is drilled so that either the 
leading edge gauge or the register pin assembly can be fastened to it. 

The leading edge gauge is for use with fanfold type of forms. There are two 
gauges, 1012966 for use with forms up to 8/i-" in length and 1013019 for uee 
with forms up to 11" in length. 

The register pin assembly is for use with open web forme and is adjustable 
for two widths of perforations, 2-3/4" and 4-1/4" centers. To adjust for the 
wider spaced holes, move the right pin assembly to the left end of the plate 
and the left pin assembly to the right end of the plate. 

There are three register pin assemblies 1012965 for 3/8" holes, 1013281 for 
5/16" holes and 1013263 for 1/4" holes. 

Do not use the leading edge gauge and register pin assembly on the same 
machine. Patents prevent us from doing this. 
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REGISTER PIN ASSEMBLIES 

1012965 Register Pin Anm. 3/8" Dia. 
1013263 Register Pin Asm. 1/4" Dia. 
1013281 Register Pin Asm. 5/16" Dia . 

.. 1090751 Knob 
Spring 1090691 

,1090727 Screw 

1090668 Screw 

1090022 Screw 

Front Top Plate 

--Front Top Plate 

1090046 Loch-washer 

1090010 Screw 

LEADING EDGE GAGE ASSEMBLY 
1012966 Loading Edge Gage 8" 
1013019 Lead.ing Edge Gog!, 11 " 

1012969 Stop Ann. 

10J.2967 Slide Asm. 8" Long 
1013020 Slide Asm. 11" Long 
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1090795 

1013344 Latch Catch Assem. 

1090794 Spring 

1090818 stud 

\ 
-1013460 Trigger Lever Asse81mTI:.:---+--+-":ZZ; 

1090008 Nut 

1090840 Washer ._---I---..I.I.r"= 

1013458 Trigger 
Assem. 

\ 1090254 Washer 
1090688 Nuts 

1090366 
\'~~cer 
~ ~090776_Stud 

1090688 Nuts 
1013355 Cam Click 

1013341 Lift Lever 

1090734 Ecc.stud 

1013350 Latch Assem.LH 
• 

1090688 Nut 

~3336 Platen Arm Assem. 

~--1013356 Guide Assem. LH 
1090663 Nut 

1013335 Keeper LH 
1090652 Nut 
1090024 Screw 

.-J...---::::::--I090779 Ecc. Nut 

1090008 Nut 
1013324 Lever LH 

...-t--_l090036 Nut 

1090015' Screw 

1090680 Screw 
~1090688 Nuts 

1013331 Feed Roll Release Lever Assem. 

MARCH 1 1939 LEFT SIDE VIEW OF CARRIAGE 



1012729 Index Pawl Stop 
1012723 Index Pawl~ 
Carrier Assem. ~ 

1090037 Nut 

1012801 Stop Assem.-___ 

1012743 RH 
1012746 LH 
Springs 

1090337 Spr-LH""-_ 

1000305 Detent 
Arm Assem. 

1000364 Spri 
1090037 Nut 
i090383 Ecc.Nu 
1090383·Ecc. 

1090895 

MARCH I 1939 

1090843 Spacer 

1012730 

1000417 Spacer 
~ 

1090034 Nut---
1090020 Screw 

12727 Lever Asm ----........ u 

1090364 Screw 

1013 71 Bracket 
013870 Double Screw 

i013872 Bracket 

--1090034 Nut 

VIEW A-A 

1090822 Spring 
1013456) RH Spring Arm 
1013457) LH 

1090034 Nut 
1014416 Return Tape Hook Lever Assem 1090621 Washer 

LEFT INSIDE VIEW OF CARRIAGE 



1012940 Paper Table Assem. 

1000426 Paper Table 
Lining 

1090394 Washer 

1090291 Screw 

1012938 

1012737 E~ualizing 
Shaft Retainer 

1090524 Screw 

1012755 Deflector 
Assem. 

Friction Block 1000680 

/ 
1000689 Feed 

1090594 Screw Roll Assem. 

1090672 Spring 

1090669 Nut-----

109<:9673 Screw __ 

1012785 Deflector 
Retainer Spring 

'--...... 
1012762 Feed Roll 
Spring Guide 

END VIEW OF PAPER TABLE VIEW SHOWING FEED ROLL PRESSURE PARTS 
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1013304 

1012974 Bail & 
Latch Assem.LH 
1000741 
Final Knockout 

1013329 Lever & 
Bushing Assem 

1090796 Pin _____ __ 

1090687 

MARCH 1 1939 

1013307 Bushing LH 

1013307 Platen Clutch Cover 
& e Assem. 

1012752 Bail Guide 
As LH 

1012738 Front 
Paper ~ 

1090417 Collar 

1090512 
Spring 

1000332 Arm. 

1090668 """""'''1= 

1002496 
Support 
090022 
Screw 

FRONT VIEW OF LIFT PLATEN CARRIAGE 

1013304 Bushing 

1090664 Pin 
1090015 Screw 

1012740 Bail 
Latch Assem. 

Screw 
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Platens The lifting platen carriage is equipped with a #6 platen unless other
wise specified. This platen is of the same grade rubber as the #1 platen, but 
1/32" undersize. For types of platens available sec (platens). 

Ring !llld Cylinder Unless sample forms are sent with an order, the ring and 
cylinder on lifting platen machines is adjusted to .020 thickness of paper 
or for a five ~art form 

This adjustment is made by the turn buckle 10138"rO which is located on each 
side of carriage frame. Nuts 1090034 have to be loosened before turning 
turn buckle. 

Note: When making ring and cylinder adjustments, always check the index pawl 
1012724 for entering the platen ratchet correctly, also when the index pawl 
bottoms on stop 1012801, the detent arm 1000305 bottoms in the platen ratchet. 

Note:. This adjustment also effects the paper clearance, which is set to the 
form used so that it can be shifted around to be straightened. 

Feed Roll Pressure. The feed roll pressure is applied by the coil spring 
1090672 under the platen lift arm. The pressure can be increased or de
creased by adjusting the screw 1090673 under the center of the carriage 
frame. The screw is adjusted by sta.nding the machine on its back and loosen
ing the lock nut 1090669 with a 3/8" socket wrench. 

If more pressure is required than can be obtained by the above adjustment, 
remove the screw holding the paper release lever to the feed roll actuating 
shaft so as to remove the spring. Stretching the spring will increase the 
feed roll .pressure against the platen. Too strong a feed roll pressure will 
make it difficult to latch the platen. 

~Keepers (Left #1013335 and Right 10133;4). The keepers must be adjusted 
to the thickness of the form used. If adjusted too low the platen will latch 

. hard. If adjusted too high there will not be sufficient feed roll pressure 
allowing the forms to·slip. With the forms in place adjust the keepers so 
there is a small play between the keepers and the latches when pressing down 
on the platen. (approximately 1/64"). Adjust both sides equally. The 
keepers are adjusted by loosening the t~ nuts which hold the keepers to the 
carriage frame and turning the eccentric screw 1090779 to raise or lower, 
according to the forms used. 

Eccentric on Latch Catch Assembly The eccentric works in conjunction with the 
latch and the trigger arm on the feed roll release. The latch catch assembly' 
1013350 is adjusted by the eccentric 1090818 so the latch will just touch 
the keeper, 1013335 when the platen comes down into position. Proper adjust
ments on the eccentric saves wear on the latches and the keepers. 

Paper Clearance This adjustment is made by loosening nut 1090688 and moving 
arm 1013329 either up or down. Set the clearance at a minimum for the thick
ness of form uset, to prevent carbon marking as the feed rolls release into 
position. Afte~ ~king the adjustments, check feed roll pressure. 

Eccentric on Platen Lift Lever The eccentric 1090734 Controls the distance the 
latch 1013350 travels behind each keeper. It is adjusted so that the latch 
will engage the keeper about half way back on the hook, after the paper feed 
mechanism has gripped the paper. 
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FRONT FEED POSITIONING PLATE 

INS'l'RUCTIONS FOR INSTALATION 

(1) On Lifting Platen machine, change location of tic rod 1012757 
from point "a" to point "B", on Fig. 1. 

FIG 1 -1012757 Tie Rod 

~/@\'·". 
~ ) 61 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

,"BII 

:t~\~\r ~ 
~ 

Remove 1014123 tie rod from positioning plate, Fig. 2, and place 
in hole in extension plate at point "c" on Fig. 1. Do not lock 
in place yet. 
Adjust the adapter collars and bushings for the correct spacing 
to fit the adapter bracket, 1012990. 
Place the positioning plate on the tie rod, 1012757, and then 
on the 10J.4123 tie rod. Be sure the flat spring is under the 
tie rod as shown in Fig. 2. 

(5) Tighten nuts to lock 1011.123 tie rod. 

\ .. 
.....•. 

Spring 
':-'. 

..•. 109003l~ Nut 
1090688 Nut 

May 1, 1939 

'1012981 Paper Plate Asm. L. H. 

"1012989 Paper Stop 

1090751 Thumb Nut 
1090728 Thumb Nut 

. 1012990 Adapter 
Bracket 

1cll4123 Tie Rod. 

1012896 Adaptor 
Bushing 

1012897 Adapter 
CoEar 



Instructions for assembling Front Feed Bail Assembly to 
1ifting Platen Machines. 

14175 Front -: ........... .. 
Feed Pail Assem. 

Spring 
123 

. ...... . 
........•...••.• -.. 

1atch Assem. 13350 

Lift Ann 13341 

Platen Arm Assem. L H. 

Bail Knife Assem. 
10049 

........... __ .. --_·······-··-1. H. Bail Arm Assem. 
12972 

Remove #10049 Paper Bail Shaft and Knife Assembly, #12740 Right Bail Arm and 
1atch Assembly, and #12974 1eft Bail Arm and Latch Assembly. Replace the 2 
#90337 Carriage Release Universal Ear Springs with 2 #90881 Carriage Release 
Universal :3ar Springs. (Hook springs in holes in Cerriage Frame End Plates) 

Assemble #14061 Front Feed Bail Assembly on the Plat.en Arms (see sketch) using 
4 #90018 Screws and 2 #90731 Lockwashers. Assemble 2 #123 Springs on #14061 
Front Feed Bail Assembly. 
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1012875 Handle Assem.··· 
1012867 Truck & Bushing Assem. 

. 1012857 Roller 
/.1012856 Roller Mounting Bracket 
i ;' 1013275 Stop Assem. 

1013380 Front Form Guide Assem.L. H. \ l 1013277 Stop Rack 
, 1012853 Track '. _ ;- n -, 

10\~28i61~~~:~~~r~;~~t ~_,~.,. 
_c= , _____ .~~= -:0, 

Te Lri ~;.?:,,\--,-~~. ~'-:"~,---I f J ·· _. - ,- - - ~ 

I '. . ,/ 1013279 __ ... ---1 
I, '\ !=:~ I 

I \ 

I-' .. 

i@! ~'" 
If .. ' 1012912 Front Guide Tube ~i:-[;", - ,,~ -;-~. 1012858 Rear 6~ide Tube/·· 
'r .... 1013382 Front Guide Assem.R.!l~:C:lli'" -. -:~,,_, / .... :- 1013385 Form Guide Rod/' 

"- 1013884 Grooved Wheel ". <.. ..' -~- 1090777 Collar .. , .......... ···· U .' 
'1090718 Thumb Nut ..-- .. ' . . 1012860 Rear Form Guide ,/ 

1012898 Spring-- ... _ ...... ----.. ..' . _ ... '--- .. ·A· .. ·· 1090718 Thumb Screw ./ 

1012869 Truck Compensating' Arm ,." 

1012913 Paper Shim ,:~, .. ~-. .. .. · .. Blade Support 

1090697 Stud ..... , . ~ .. '~:. ~ gJ[ .. ' \ 
1012859 Spring Retainer . ' ~ 

1012894 Hinge ~=============;~~:J 
Connection ' J 

10~~I23" . \ {~~;~~7~S~~:!r~)rrier Support ~..::::.:::::.::;.'. 1090798 Nut 
1013885 Forms Carrier Support 
Compo (Short Wel1.Desk) 



FORMS CARRIER ATTACHMENT 
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1. The Forms Carrier Attaching Bar should be fastened in the upper bracket 
holes. 

2. The locating collars should be set so·that the groove in the knurled 
collars line up with the outside edge of the rear feed roller. 

3. The knurled collars should be an the outside collars. 

4. The pressure springs should be compressed to about 7/8 of an inch. 

5. Remove the two upper base screws and install the hinge screws. The 
points should be to the outside of the machine. 

6. Install carrier support, adjusting foot screws to level support. 

7. Assemble handle to underside of carrier truck. 

8. Attach off-set guides to the machine end with thumb sorew out. 
Straight guides to the rear of the carrier. 

9. Attach carrier to the attaching rod. 

10. Install the blade support on the Forms Carrier truck. 

11. Adjust the carrier support to ride centrally on carrier support rail. 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

Turn the hinge screws in or out to bring support rail parallel 
to machine. 
Turn the foot screws up or down to level support. 
The roller bracket screw hole is elongated for further adjustment 
to center rolls on bar. 
Forma Carrier must be at right angles to the adapting bracket. 

12. Thread the forms between the rear and front guides beneath the guide 
shaft, having the forms circle the platen inside of the tear-off bar 
and guides. . 

Set the forms to be in the center of the platen. 

13. For fanfold forms, lay a carbon blade on each post, across the top 
of the forms. Adjust all paper guides so the forms will lie centrally 
in the machine. The end of the carbon blades should lack approximately 
3/16 of an inch from reaching the folded edge of the forms. 

The guides are adjusted to touch the edge of the paper, but not buckle it. 

Run the carbon carrier truck back and forth to check the front and rear 
guides for being straight. Readjust all guides until the forms lie 
perfectly straight. 
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January 28, 1943 

TO: IBM CUSTCHER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND ElM CUSTCHER ENGINEERS 
SUBJECT: NEW STYLE SLITTER BLADES FOB MANUAL SHIFTING FOBMS CARRIER 

MACHINE 

Misunderstandings have arisen in the field concerning the form-width
capacity of the new slitter blade. 

When using the 12" blade support #1012948 with slitter blades, the 
ma.ximum. width form accommodated is 7-7/8". Therefore, if it is 
necessary to slit the standard 8-1/2" form, we issue a 14" blade 
support #1012949 Which has the ma.ximum. capacity of 9-7/8" wben using 
slitter blades and is designed to be used on the 12" forma carrier. 

) 0 

u 

" ~ , ! ) 

---
0 ( 0 

Part Number (1019177 B.B;. 
(1019178 L.R. 

EJ 

SLITTER BLADE 

u 

The 16" blade support #1013104 will slit forma up to 11-7/8", which 
is the widest form that the present style of slitter blade will ac
commodate. 

B. F. Sheridan 
HOWickman:mfh EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 
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14. Check the above by latching platen down and turning two or three bills 
through the machine. 

15. Fold the carbon paper B~lmrely over the blade and use clips to pre
vent it from moving. 

Ir usine carbon paper without the sewed strip, use a piece of bond 
paper over the carbon to prevent carbon rrom tearing. 

16. The black blade support post goos on the lert side or the truck and 
the black tipped blades with the lugs which are used as spacers and 
guidos, go in the down position. The carbon side or the paper should 
always be up. 

17. Slitter blades should rit very close to the perrorated sides to pre
vent the wire rram pulling the forms sideways. 

The slitter wires should be approximately 3/32 of an inch inside the 
rold in the rorm, then the curved end of the wire will project out 
the correct distance. 

18. Open web rorms, use a single blade which will be supported on each 
end. 

Use the same procedure as ror ranrold rorms to align paper straight 
into the machine. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

19. Set the lert hand margin stop at the outer margin and set tabular 
stop at the outer margin and set tabular stop ror all the columns. 

Af'ter the last item is written, retUrn the carriage and the rorm should 
bo central on the leading edge gage which is attached to the top cover. 

20. Use the lort hand to unlatch the platen. Ir using open web, it is 
advisable to hold rorms beroro raising platen to prevent sheets rrom 
slipping. 

21. With right hand catch the edge or tho rorms and pull them against the 
vertical stop on the leading odgO gage. Hold rorms firmly and push 
the carbon carrier back into the next position. 

May 1, 1939. 
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22. It is advisable to set rear carrier stop at a point that will allow 
the carbons to be shifted about 3/4 of an inch past the perforated edge. 

23. While holding the forms firmly against the vertical stop, latch the 
platen into position. The written bill can be torn off and the new 
bill in the first writing line position. 

If the work is heavy·, it is advisable to adjust gage to bring the forms 
to the perforated edge for tearing off. 

May 1, 1939. 
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CARBON PAPER RIBBON ATTACHMENT 1012650 

The carbon paper ribbon feeds from the right hand spool to the left hand spool 
and the direction of feed cannot be reversed. After the ribbon is wound on 
the left spool the spools are interchanged. The ribbon is thus ussd on both 
the top and the bottom. 

The ribbon is fed by a mechanism operating from the left ribbon feed lever, 
and is wound on the left spool by the action of the spring belt operating 
from, a pulley attached to the power roll. 

INSTALLATION 

(I) The right hand ribbon spool bracket 1012651 is a template 
for locating shaft extension hole in left side of base. 
Use two each of 1090052 collars, 1090005 screws and 1090034 
nuts (one nut on inside of base and one outside) to hold 
template in position. Drill through base with #22 drill. 
Be careful to drill through straight to prevent striking 
power roll shaft locating boss. Snap power roll in place 
and through hole just drilled, insert pulley and shaft 
assembly and screw same into power roll. 

Tens 1 on Al'In "". 

~
FIG'l 

1090650 Spring 
-" ....... ~ ... 

___ ._...L _______ ....!t--C==:::===-_~1090254 'Iasher ' ... 

o o 

", 
". 

\\\ f==:3 

Drill 5/32" Or #22 Drill 
Ribbon Spool 
Bracket Assam. 
R.H. 1012651 

(2) Remove front plate and drill 9/32" hole located as shown in 
Fig. 2.. This is a clearance hole and can be filed to clear 
part if necessary. 

Re-assemble front plate to machine and add right hand bracket 
On top of plate, holding in place with two front plate scr~s. 
Place left hand bracket in position and before tightening, 
be sure drive pin is in position in slot and against ribbon 
feed pawl le~er. 

May 1, 1939 
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(3) Remove cloth ribbon. 
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Fig. 2 

(4) Remove top scrm', that holds left corner ribbon guide. Place 
carbon paper ribbon guide 1012680, on outside of base and hold 
same in place with screw just removed. Head of screw is now 
on outside of base. One screw now holds each corner guide in 
place which is sufficient. Paper ribbon guide may havu to be 
adjusted slightly by bending to ~lide ribbon between feed 
rolls properly. 

(5) Feed ribbon through guides as shown on drawing, attach end to 
spool hub, place on shaft an~ clamp with thumb screw. 

(6) To change spools from left to right hand position, remove 
thumb screw and place spool flange and hub assembly upon 
which paper is wound to right hand side of machine and proceed 
as in No.5. 

ADJUSTMENTS Adjust link 1012703 so that hand operation of type bar will feed 
ratchet far enough forward for the check pawl to drop into the tooth. Then 
set the feed pawl eccentric stop to prevent overthrow. The feed wheel should' 
lock when the type bar is in the basket. 

There is a slight variation in the base castings and when feeding attachment 
is crewed securely in place there should be very little play between the bent 
drive pin and the ribbon feed lever of the v~iting Machine. If there is too 
much or too little clearance at this point, bend the end of the drive pin 
slightly one way or the other to provide prop or clearance. Be sure that the 
drive pin does not bind even the slightest amount in the bushing. 

May 1, 1939 
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Remove ribbon lift bar spring from bottom of the Writing Machine for uniform 
impression. This spring can be left unhooked so long as the attachment is 
left in place, even though it is not being used. 

If the carbon paper ribbon feed attachment is removed fram the machine, re
hook this spring. 

To prevent carbon paper ribbon breakage: 

(1) The characters must not strike too near the edge of the ribbon. 
Adjust the ribbon throw. 

(2) The spring bolt must not pull too hard. Stretch the spring to 
regulate the tension. 

(3) Tho imPression indicator must be set eo the type bare will strike 
lightly so as not to cut the ribbon. 

(4) The ribbon must food through the tension arm on the right spool 
bracket as shown in the drawing to prevent tearing. 

Carbon Paper Ribbon 

300 feet long - 17/32" wide 
#18 - Heavily Carboned 
#187 - Mcdium Carboned 

If a carbon ribbon attachment is to be installed on a machine of 10,000 or 
20,000 serial number, specify the serial number when ordoring the attach
ment so the correct power roll will be supplied. 

May 1, 1939 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALIGNING TYPE 

THE PURPOSE of aligning type is to adjust the characters so they will print 
evenly and in alignment with each other at the printing point. 

TYPE GUIDE Many tilnes service Dlen try to align machines when all the align
ing trouble lies in the type guide. It has become worn or the throat has 
opened up until it no longer "guides" the type bar to the paper. We haYe 
redesigned the type guide used below 20,000 sorios because the guides wore 
too rapidly. Therefore many of the older machines now in use will require 
the type guide replaced, especially where close alignment is required. 

BEFORE REMOVING THE OLD GUIDE, select a type bar which enters the guide 
exactly in the center of the throat. Replace the old guide with the new one. 
Try the same type bar for entering the new guide as it did the old one. Do 
not adjust the type bar to the new guide, but the guide to the type bar. 
The guide must be peened to the left or to the right to adjust as required. 
Do not attempt to knock the guide over with a hrumner because the center 
of the segment 1s not strong enough to permit this. 

ADJUSTMENT OF GUIDE . Remove the guide, place it on a solid block and peen 
the back edge by using a round nose chisel or peening hammer. It may be 
necessary to do this seyeral times, but the guide bar must enter exactly 
in the center of the guide or the alignment of all bara will be affected. 

To move the Type guide Opening To the right 
peen the.left side of the guide. 

To move the type guide opening to the left 
peen 'the right side of the guide. 

The throat of the guide should be polished Just enough to allow the typs bars 
to pass through freely. Fold a piece of emery cloth over a heavy card to do 
this. 

May 1, 1939 
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TO 'l'EST Strike up the keyboard against the "N" to test the location of the 
new type guide. Start with the number 1 key (Q), 2 key (A), 3 key (2), 
4 lcey (z), etc. 011 through the forty-two keys, using the "N" between each 
one. 

If the type on the left aide of the keyboard print high and the right side 
low, the type guide lies too far to the left. 

If 'the type on the left side of the keyboard print low and the right side 
high, the type guide lies too fal' to the right. 

ALIGNMENT The type bars are aligned in relation to each other by using the 
"N" as a guide. The small "n" for the lower case characters and the large 
"N" for the upper case characters. Ths "N" is used as a guide becal1se it 
is a vertical character in design and is located in the center of the type 
basket. It is advisable to check the "N" before aligning other characters 
to it - making sure it is straight and enters the type guide without strik
ing it on either side. 

IT IS VITALLY IMPORTANT THAT THE CAM UNITS ARE PROPERLY SET IN RELATION TO 
THE POWER ROLL BEFORE ATl'EMPTING TO ALIGN TYPE. (See "Cam Units") 

There are two other adjustments to care:f'uJ.ly check BEFORE and .AFl'ER an align
ing tool is used: 

(i) That the type bar is on ring and cylinder. 

(2) That the type bar enters the type guide in the center 
of the slot and does not ride the guide on either 
side. 

There is not set procedure to follow for aligning type. Each type bar may 
need a slightly different adjustment to position the character so it will be 
in line with the others at the printing point. However, unless on~ has had 
a great deal of experience, it is best ,to follow the procedure that governs 
the alignment of a single type bar after it has been installed in the machine. 

The procedure 1s as follows: 

(1) Mjust type bar for ring and cylinder 

(2) Center type bar in type guide. 

(3) Twist type on feet or so it strikes evenly on both sides. 

( 4) Center the lower case letters between two small "n' s" • 

(5) Center the upper case letters bet'W'een two capital "n's". 

(6) Raise or lower type. 

(7) Cut type (only when necessary). 

May 1, 1939 
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(1) TO ADJUST TYPE BAR FOR RING AND CYLINDl!:R. The platen is called a. 
cylinder. The flat machine~ surface on the segment is Wl anvil or 
ring. The purpose of the ring is to prevent over-printine. The 
type bar must be adjusted so it strikes tho ring on tho segment the 
same time it touches the cylinder. If the bar strikes the cylinder 
and does not touch the ring the character will print darker than the 
others, appear blurred or emboss the paper. If the type bar strikes 
the ring harder than it shou.ld, it will cause the tyPe character 
to print lightly. 

Tllerefore, it is necessary to have the platon parallel in relation to 
the type, i.e., so the t,ypo strike with the sruno impression on both 
ends - not light on one and heavy on the other. The period and comma 
are good characters to use in checking the plat on for being parallel. 

The platen, when it is in the machine, rests on two yol:os 1000397 and 
1000371 which are adjustable, oither fOl~d or backward, by eccentric 
screws 1000339 (see "Platen Adjustment") 

Insert a shoet of paper in tho machine and toar off a pioco of tho 
corner about one-half inch wide and two and one-half inchos long. 
Hold the type bar against the platen firmly but not tightly with the 
thumb. Place a strip of paper between the cylinder (platen) and the 
type, pulling it out slowly so as to get the feel of friction at that 
point. Place the paper between the type bar and the flat surface on 
the segment at the point where the type bar strikos the segment. Pull 
it out slowly to get the feel of friction at that pOint. Tho type 
bar should touch the segment with a little more pressure than it does 
the platen. Try severill of the bars so as to get the feel of the ring 
and cylinder adjustment of that particular machine. 

IF THE TYPE BAR STRIXF.9 HEAVIER ON THE CYLINDER than it does on the 
ring, bar bend the type bar with tool 6-8 backward onousb to allow 
the ring to take its portion of the type blow. In severe cases it ~ 
be necessary to use the mauler tool and peen out the stock on the 
type bar at the point whero it touches tho segment. Be sure after 
making this adjustment that the type bar is conterod in thetypo 
gUido. 

FIG I 

~ 
May 1, 1939 
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IF THE TYPE BAll STIlIlCl!S THE RING TOO HARD, it is necessary to bar bend 
the type bar with tool 6-s forward enough to allow it to strike the platen 
alJnost as hard as it does the ring. In severe cases it ID£J:Y be necessary 
to file the type bar at the point where it strikes the i-ing. Be sure 
after making this adjustment that the tyPe bar is centered in the tyPe 
flUide. 

Il'l NEAIlLY ALL CASES WERE THE TYPE CUTS OUT TIlE CRARACTERS 01'1 STEl'lCns, 
IT IS BECAUSE THE '1'Y.PE BAR IS STRIKING '1'00 HARD 01'1 TIlE CYLINDER. 

(2) TO CEl'lTER TYPE BAR Il'l TYPE GUIDE. Push the type bar slowly into the type 
guide by placing the end of a finger tip in back of and near the bottom 
of the type bar. Watch how the bar onters the type guide. Bend the type 
bar either to the right or to the left 'with three-prong pliers or by 
holding the bar firmly near the segment with a pair of pliers and with a 
twister adjust the upper part of the type bar enough so it will go into 
the type guide cen'ta-ally when it is being pushod into it slowly by the 
end of a finger tip. 

FIG.2 

TO TWIST TYPE ON FER!' OR TO ADJUST nOPE SO IT WILL STRIKE THE PAPER 
EVENLY ON BOTH SIDES OF THE CHARACTER. Use the type wrenches 1002428. 
Catch the type bar just below the type in the narrow slotted end of 
one of the wrenches and with the wide slotted end on the other wrench 
twist the type either to the right or to the left - holding the type 
bar firmly with the lower wrench so as to only twist tho type bar 
where the type is soldered on to it. 

May 1, 1939 
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FIG.3 

(4) TO CENTER 'mE SMAIJ.. TYPE CHARACTERS BErWEEN TWO SMALL "n IS" • With the 
machine writing small letters strike the one to be centered with the 
"n" (nananana). 

Use the side aligning tool (knockover T-3951 or T-2401). Place the 
type bar in the end of the tool and move the character as much as 
needed. 

CARE MUST BE Ex:CERCISED WHEN PLACING 'mE SIDE ALIGNING TOOL ON 'mE 
BAR. MAKE SURE THE TYPE BAR IS IN POSITION AND THE JAWS OF THE SIDH 
ALIGNING TOOL MOVE THE TYPE THE DI1lECTION INTENDED. 

FIG.4 

~d &£feel 

(5) TO CENTER UPPER CASE CHARACTERS BErWEEN TWO CAPITAL "N Is" • With the 
machine writing the capital letters strike the one to be centered 
with the capital "N" (NANANANANA). Use type wrench 1002428. Hold 
the type bar against the platen with the thumb a,nd center the char
acter by pul11ng the type e1ther to the right or to the left, as 
the case ~ be. 

~ 1,1939 
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(6) TO RAISE OR LOWER TYPE 

(al To raise - Fig. GA. To raise the type to the line of 
writing use maulers or the tool with rounded jaws and 
peen the bar in the throat on the inside as much as 
needed - try a little at a time and peen in the same 
place again if possible - or if necessary. 

This stretches the stock on the inside of the bar and 
~ leave the upper half of the capital letter print
ing lightly. If it is necessary to correct this, use 
the type cutters - the tool with the sharp jaws -
and cut the type as ShOiIIl in 17 . Be careful not to 
cut the~oo close to the type face. 

(b) To lower - Fig. 6B. To lower type to line of writing 
use maulers or the tool with rounded jaws and peen 
the bar'in the throat on the outside as much as 
needed. Try a little at a time and peen in the same 
place again if possible - or if necessary. 

May 1, 1939 

This stretches the stock on the outside of the bar 
and~ leave the small character printing lightly. 
If it is necessal"y to correct this, use the type 
cutters - the tool with the sharp jaws - and cut 
the type as shown in #7. Be careful not to cut 
the type too close to the type face. 
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FIG, 6 B 

OOU 

(7) TO CUT TYPE. Cut type only when absolutely necessary. It is explained 
in #6 - To raise and lower type. 

FIG 7 

NOTE: There are certain characters that appear out of alignment when used 
in unusual combinations. Before attempting to make any correction, strike 
each letter between two "n's". Thus ascertaining which character, if any, 
needs aligning. 

May 1, 1939 
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"OVERPRINTING" AND UNDERPRINTING" Overprinting ia caused by the upper case 
characters striking the paper when writing in the lower case. This causes 
a mark to appear over the small case characters. Underprinting is caused 
by the lower case characters striking the paper when writing in the upper 
case, causing a mark to appear under the capital letters. 

The following instructionB will help to eliminate this condition: 

(1) Check the platen adjustment, making sure the type strike 
the anvil on the segment at the same time they do the 
platen. See ring and cylinder adjustment. 

(2) Adjust the basket so the type print evenly on the top and 
bottom of the characters. If "overprinting" still results, 
adjust the basket to cause the characters to print heavier 
on the bottom than on the top. If correcting for "under
printing", adjust the type to print hoavier on the top. 
(Soe Shift) 

(3) Check the motion of the baslcet shift. (Sec Shift) 

(4) If "overprinting" occurs when typing a multi-copy form, it 
cfu~ be reduced or eliminated by tho use of an undersize 
platen. 

(5) Form the card holder to keep the paper against the platen 
as closely as possible without causing the carbon paper 
to ma:"k the copy sheet. 

UNDERPRINTING Underprinting may be caused by a burr or piece of solder on 
the lower edGe of the type face. 

HEAVY IMPRE,s.§10N If a character prints with too heavy an impression, it can 
be corrected by using the 6-s bar bender to adjust the bar to strike with 
more force on the anvil of the segment than on the platen. 

If the impression cannot be reduced sufficiently by the above, it can be 
corrected by replacing the type bar spring 1090341 with a heavier spring 
1090161. The charncter may then strike too light. This is corrected by 
stretching a few coils of the spring. Do not stretch the entire spring 
as it may then be too weak. 

LIGHT IMPR~SION If a character prints with too light an impression, bend the 
bar to strike harder on the platen than on the anvil of the segment. Use the 
6-s bar bender as above. 

EMPHASIS OF UPPER CASE (CAPITAL) CHARACTERS The emphasizing of capital letters 
is made possible by the design of the type basket shift. The type basket does 
not shift vertically. It swings on four flat springs which are fastened to the 
rigid members of the machine. 

When the basket is shifted for capital characters, it is brought down on an 
arc. This method of swinging the type basket frem a pivot point increases 
the leverage of the type bars causing the upper case characters to strike 
the paper with a greater impulse, thus allowing the large area characters 
to print with the same density as the ronall ones. 

May 1, 1939 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Why should the type bar enter the type guide correctly? 

2. What are the results from a cem being set too far from the power roll? 

3. How is "ring and cylinder" set when make six copies? 

4. Should the bar be heavier on cylinder or on ring? 

5. What is meant by "off feet"? 

6. What is the purpose of the knock-over tool? 

7. When should the maulers be used? 

8. Why is a character used, near the center of the lcey board as a guide bar? 

9. How can the speed for stencil writing be determined? 

10. What is the proper tool to use on this condition nhnhnhnhn? 

11. What is the proper tool to use on this condition N0NvN0NON0? 

12. What is the proper tool to use on this condition nxzuruml!.rumx? 

13. What is the proper tool to use on this condition NBnbnbnbnbn·/ 

14. What is the proper tool to use on this condition ndndndnNDNDNDN? 

15. What precautions should be used when making manifold copies? 

16. How is the speed determined for manifold copies? 

17. What effect will a worn type bar guide have on the aligrnnent? 

18. What effect will a heavier spring on the typr bar have on the strike-up? 

19. What usually is the cause of a blurred character? 

20. How can a type bar be adjusted to hit heavier? 
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OPERATION The ribbon moves with the platen while typing. The carriage move
ment is transmitted through the drive tape to the right hand feed roll which 
unwinds the ribbon from the right hand spool. If the carriage were allowed 
to pull the ribbon directly from the spool, the ribbon would tend to "Tie up" 
in the corner guides. In this manner an unused section of ribbon is to the 
right of the platen--a section equal to that which has been typed on that 
line. When the carriage is returned, the pawls engage to hold the ribbon 
stationary and the platen moves behind the fresh section of ribbon. 

As the carriage mOVBS to the left during typing, the used section of tape is 
wound on the left spool by means of the drive spring. This spring must have 
only enough tension to wind the tape as additional tension tends to draw the 
ribbon tight in the guides and this is apt to break the ribbon or cause the 
carrtage to tie up. 

The ribbon is kept from moving during carriage return, tabulation and carriage 
movement, by operating the release levers and with the lift arm in the corres
pondence position by means of the pawls which engage and hold the corner ratchet 
wheels. When the lift arm is in the correspondence position, the brake is also 
effective in preventing the ribbon from moving. 

FASTENING OF FRAME The Hektowriter frame is attached to the rear of the machine 
by three screws #1090946. The frame is kept parallel by three spacers which 
separate the frame from the base. ThUB the frame is easily removable from the 
machine. 

RIBBON CARRIER ASSEMBLY is hinged to the carriage end plate extensions by 
screws #1090748. These screws, which thread into the arms of the ribbon carrier, 
should be tightened, and then backed off a quarter to half a turn, before the 
nuts #1090034 are put on. 

~--1015227 Handle on Paper Bail 

"\~ 

Figur~e 1 v'~ /'~~ 1014390 Flanged Pulley 

j' 7 \~=P' 

1014042 L. I Carriage Ext. Plate 
1014041 R. i 1090734 Eccentric 

(e-~~ ~ 
~~~ 

\-'----"<, 1:, 
/::.:~;) 

1090749 Eccentric 

~ e~;:-r 

1014127 R.H. 
1014128 L.R. Latch Lever 

1014807 R.H. 
1014805 L.H. 

1090748 
. Screw 

1 0034 
Nut 
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CORNER GUIDES (Front) (#1014041 R) (#1014042 L) The ribbon corner guides are 
held to the lift ar.m by screws #1090003. The guides have enlarged holes for 
adjustment. The left and right guides are set in the "high" position. The 
guides are then moved forward or backward until the ribbon just clears the 
platen when the arms are in the down position. 

The guides must then be adjusted for equal height so the typing will be an 
equal distance from the edge of the ribbon on both ends of the line. This 
is done by lowering the high guide. The ribbon between the guides must be as 
tight on tqe ~ as on the bottom. Unequal tension on the edges of the ribbon 
will cause the ribbon to break. T,ype on the left end, then tabulate to the 
right end of the platen and type. The characters on the ribbon must be an 
equal distance from the edge. 

The guides must be cleaned each day with alcohol to insure proper operation. 

CORNER GUIDES (Rear) (#1014807 R) (#1014805 L) The rear corner guides should be 
set in a central position. See that the guides are so formed that the ribbon 
has equal tension on the edges. 

PULLEY RIBBON BRACKET ASSEMBLY (#1014809) This assembly must be adjusted so 
the ribbon will not feed off the rollers. The two holes through which the 
screws pass where the assembly is fastened to the frame are enlarged for ad
Justment. 

Figure 2 
--1014146 Ribbon Pulley. 

1014809 Pulley Ribbon 
Bracket Assembly 

ECCENTRICS (#1090734) The eccentrics determine the position of the lower writ
ing line on the ribbon. They must be adjusted so each touches the lift arm. 
The underscore should make a line 1/32" from the bottom edge of the ribbon. 
T,ype a full line with the underscore to be sure the guides are level. See fig. 1. 

ECCENTRICS #1090749 on the Carriage Frame are the adjustment for the middle 
position of the ribbon. The underscore should strike the ribbon 3/16" from the 
bottom edge of the ribbon. Adjust the eccentrics so the lift arms rest on both 
eccentrics equally. See fig. 1. 

LATCH LEVERS Left #1014128 Right #1014127 The latch levers provide a means of 
moving the ribbon from the lower to the central position. The hairpin sprjng 
(#1000123) on the right lever must be formed to avoid interference with the 
collar on the shaft. See fig. 1 
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RATCHET PAWLS Left #1014764 Right #1014762 There are two pawls on each rat
chet wheel. The inner pawls on each aide are to limit the motion of the wheel 
to one direction. These pawls must be free. 

The outside pawls are to lock the wheels to prevent feeding and rewinding dur
ing oarriage movement other than escapement for typing. 

The spring on the left of the rear freme keeps the pawls in the rest position. 

The two springs on the central vertical shaft allow the ,awls to have movement 
when the ratchets turn from one tooth to the next. They also prevent the pawls 
from being for~ed into the toeth. 

LINKS #1014785 & #1014786 The adjustable links are to be so adjusted that the 
pawls engage the ratchet teeth at exactly the seme time. The pawls must safely 
reach the bottom of the teeth. In the rest position the pawls should clear the 
teeth approximately 1/16". There must be back-lash in the ratchets with the 
pawls engaged to allow the pawls to drop out freely. The only means of adjust
ing for back-lash is to peen or arind the pawls. No back-lash may result in a 
bind and cause the pawls to fail to release. 

1014754 1014799 
F1gure 3 lFeed Tape 

1014785 Link 

There is a set screw under the left latch lever which 
lock out shaft in place. To remove the shaft, remove 

The shaft should be kept clean SO the cem assembly will operate freely. The 
rollers of the cam assembly should be oiled. 

1014790 Lock Out 
Shaft 

Figure 4 

..----1090949 Eccentric 
, Stud 

1014794 Lever & Link 

1016340 Cam Assembly 
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BRAKE #1014781 The purpose of the brake is to hoid the rewind spool from turn
ing while the carrier arms are ir. the "up" or correspondence position. If the 
rewind spool turns from jar of the machine, the slack will be taken up in the 
ribbon and the carriage ~ tie up. This may cause the machine to pile or the 
tabular to fail. 

1090918 

1090955 

Rear Frame Assem. 

Bracket 

1016342 Rewind Spool 
Shaft Assem. 

For tabulation, carriage return, and moving the carriase by using the carriase 
release levers, the brake is not designed to be effective even though it is 
moved nearly into engagement with the spool. 

To adjust the brake, put the carrier arm in the "up" position. Adjust the 
brake pressure, by means of the eccentric stud #1090949, so there is suffic
ient pressure to keep the spool from turning during tabulation or other nor
mal operation of the machine. Do not set the pressure harder than is neces
sary to accomplish the above as additional pressure puts a load on the cam 
assembly #1016430 which must be overcome for carriage movement. 

DRIVE TAPE #1014799 The drive tape rotates the ribbon feed ratchet from the 
carriage movement. A spring #1090768 supplies tension to the tape. When the 
pawls are engaged in the ratchets, the tape slides over the pulley on the right 
hand feed ratchet. There are no adjustments other than the spring tension 
which should not require changing. See Fig. III 

PRESSURE ROLLER ASSEMBLY #1014772 The spring of the pressure roller assembly 
must supply sufficient pressure to prevent the tape from slipping between the 
rollers. 

The pressure roller must be parallel with the feed roller to keep the ribbon 
from feeding off the roller. See Fig III. 
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TO: ALL EwM SALES AGENTS, IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS, AND 
EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUllJECT: REDUCING BEJcrO RIBBON BREAKAGE 

The following procedure should be used to turn the Hektowriter platen 
back, after a correction has been made, without tearing the ribbon: 

Place the thumb on the ribbon at the top of flanged 
pulley and exert .a tension on the ribbon·1n the di
rection as shown by the arrow. 

This will tishten the Hekto ribbon between the paper 
and the platen thus leaving the platen free to turn 
in either dlI-ection without catching the ribbon. Be 
sure to have the bail rolls off the paper for this 
operation. 

PIQ;('8 thu.m~ het'c ____ i 
, 

R. F. Sheridan 
lMl ~, CustOlll8r ~~1ng 
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June 10, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENG:rnEERING SUPERVISORS .AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: POSITIVE MASTER HEKTOWRITER FOR GELATIN MASTERS 

The positive master Hektowriter differs from the reverse master Hektowriter 
as follows: 

The carbon coating on the ribbon faces away from the operator on the positive 
master machine. This is accollqllished by using different guides with more 
angle, spaced away from the carriage about one-hal~ inch. Both carbon paper 
spools rotate in a counter-clockwise direction with the ribbon coming off the 
top of the supply spool and going in the top of the rewind spool. The re
versed rotation makes it necessary to reverse the rewind spool check pawl 
and spring. 

The right-hand. pressure roll guide is muchh1gher to allow for the ribbon 
coming off the top of the supply spool. 

REAR FRAME AND SPOOLS OF pO~ITIV£ MAHER HEKTO 

In all correspondence concerning change-overs from reverse to positive 
Hektowriters be sure to give the machine serial number. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

HOWickman: jIIIe 
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September 1, 1942 

TO: IllM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: NEW J!ALL BEARING FOR 1lEKT0'WRITER REWIND SPOOL SHAFT #1019325 

We have designed a ball bearing for the Hektovri ter rewind. spool shaft 
to el1m1ne.te feeding troubles created when the former bearing became 
worn or heav1J,y loe.d.ed. This bearing cannot be installed on en old 
frame in the field because of the precise tools necessary for the 
drilling operation to accommodate the new e.asembJ,y. 

Old rear frames llIUBt be properJ,y labeled end, be sent to the factory at 
Rochester. The bearing will then be installed end the frlll!ie returned. 

HEI-<TOWRI TER REWIND BEARING 

101&15,/-J1. RE:WIND 
SPOOL. ASS'\' 

I0900~7 SPACER 

I019J1.61 ElALL RACE: 

1090955 BALL 

10904";~ NUT 

1090'8'71 
I090887j WASHER 

10905"3+ SPACER 

All hektowriters with serial ll1lI!Iber 68352 end up are equipped with this 
new bearing. 

R. F. Sherid.m 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

HOWiokmsn.mf'h 

/ 
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DRIVE SPRING #1014800 The driv~ spring keeps a constant tension on the re
wind spool. This tension must be 'enough to wind the tape to insure enough 
space betveen characters on the ribbon. Overlapping of characters ~ indi
cate lack of tension on the drive spring. If there is too much tension on the 
spring, the ribbon will be pulled tight in the guides and the carriage ~ tie 
up on tabulation on carriage return. 

To tighten the spring, cut out a section. To loosen the spring, stretch a ~ 
section. It ~ be necessary.to shorten nev springs to obtain the proper ten
sion. 

The drive spring should be crossed near the pover roll pulley to drive the 
rewind spool in the correct direction. See Fig. V. 

HATCHEr ON REWIND SPOOL #1016342 Holda the tape from unwinding from the re
wind spool vhen the carriage is moving to the right. 

CARRIAGE TENSION The carriage tension should be adjusted to start at approxi
mately 2-1/4 pounds. This ~ be increased if required for tabulation. 

TABULAR GOVERNOR The tabular governor is not connected on Hektovriter. Suf
ficient braking force is supplied by the ribbon. 

TABULNTION When tabulating, tvo or three character spaces are skipped on the 
ribbon. This results from the normal operation of the machine and cannot be 
eliminated by adjustments. If additional space is lost, it ~ be the result 
of too heavy a tension on the drive spring. 

WORM HOUSING Starting approximately 44,250 serial number, the Hektovriter is 
equipped with a 12:1 gear ratio. The ratio is stamped on the bottom section 
of the housing. 

PLATEN Q2 platen givee the best copies for the impression is deep enough to 
~ good contact with the duplicating paper. 

RIBBONS The quality of vork produced from the Hektovriter master is to a large 
extent dependent on the quality of the ribbon used. It is especially important 
that the ribbon be clean on the back. Some ribbons are flaked with ink on the 
back and the back edges are coated. This causes the ribbon to stick to the 
guides resulting in the carriage being slov in action. Ribbons are available 
w.nich are clean on the back and much service trouble can be avoided by their 
use. 

Ribbon Dimensions: 

For Model A - 1/2" wide - 300 ft. long 

For Model B - 9/16" wide - 300 ft. long 

For Model C - 9/16" wide - 450 ft. long 

February 10, 1941 
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EDIPHONE TYPEASE EXTENSION 

Supplied by Thomas A. Edison Inc. 

THE PlnrPOSE of the extension is to raise the Typease control levers so they 
can be operated efficiently from the International keyboard. 

The Typease switch extension operates the control levers on the Typease mech
anism assembly by means "Of two auxiliary levers and shafts. These control 
levers start, stop, or repeat the speaking from the cylinder on the Ediphone 
transcribing machine. 

Base 

a: 

1010160 
Bracket 

'" ..•. 
....•. 

"" 
., ........... . 

101015'5 
Switch Extension 

\. {d90552 Screw 
1090000\" 
Screw \ ..... 

1010154 Ediphone SWitch 

Base Front Plate 

d 
i i ! \ 1010160 

! 'Bracket 
I 
i 1090041 Nut 

1090000 Screw 

1b10154 Ediphone Switch 

Ediphone Switch Extension Assembly 

INSTALLATION Remove the shaft, spring and hook between the bosses on the 
Typease shown at (a). Place the clamps 1010160, inside the Inte~ational 
frame and fasten securely to the Typease with screws 1090000 and nuts 

'1090041. 

May 1, 1939 
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Remove the two short screws on the front plate and fasten the extension using 
screws 1090552, these screws are longer to compensate for the added thickness. 

Be sure that the cable from the TYPease to the transcribing machine does not 
run under the power roll or near the~. Run the cable to the side of the 
International under the keys and in front of one of the rubber feet along the 
outside of the typewriter base. 

The Typease Extension is serviced by Thomas A. Edison, Inc. 

May 1, 1939 
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The Ditto Company have two methods of reproducing copies. 

The flat bed maohine which uses the gelatin roll must have the master 
written on the front of the sheet. 

This can be obtained by using a ditto ribbon and inserting in the same 
way as the writing machine ribbon. Do not emboss master copy for the 
ink will produce heavy edges and light centers. 

When using direct process place a sheet of ditto carbon, with the carbon 
side facing tho master sheet. It i.s advi.sable to use a sheot of thin 
paper to prevent tho cutting of the carbon papor. This method is used. 

Use an aged #1 platen and have the speed of the machine down as low as 
possible and still have a good deposit of ink. 

The Stan&ard Duplicator and the Onnig are other duplicating methods used 
in the field and will produco the llame rosulto as the Ditto Liquid 
Duplicator. 

The International Hektowriter is tho ideal mechine for writing the re
verse masters for these machines. The correct amount of carbon is 
deposited to produce about 450 copios and at tho same time show a good 
saving in carbon paper cost over tho sheot carbon method. 

There are many. difrerent kinds of stencils on thc market, but the more 
common ones are A. B. Dick and Remington. 

The cushion sheot servos a two-fold purposo. It servos as a cushion 
sheet, provonting the cutting out of characters and it pioks up the 
wax which is pushed away when the typo strikos tho stencil. 

When adjusting the speed of a machine, set the impression indicator so 
that the period, comma. and dash will j'ust print. We recOlJllllend using a 
#1 platen. 

In case you run into trouble the first thing each day and the trouble 
gradually clears up during the day, inquire about the condition of the 
stencils. If they are kept in a cool place, the wax becomes brittle 
and will cut out. Place the stencils near a radiator and warm up the 
platen. 

The type should be cleaned quite often because a certain amount of wax 
is picked up and the type faces beoome filled up, causing blurry 
looking oopies. 

Instruct the operators not to use an excess amount of type cleaning 
fluid for it travels down the bars into the segment slots. 

May 1, 1939. 
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When the stencil has been written, the cardboard backing sheet is torn 
off and the "ax sheet is placed face do"ll on the mimeograph machine. 
In the places where the wax is separated, the mimeograph ink which is 
inside the cylinder, is fed thcough a pad allo"ing even dIstribution 
allover tho surface bringing out a diatInct strike-up. 

The reason why the Electric vlri.tinr; Machine is the best stencil writer 
on the market is because the touch of the op~rator is entirely inde
pendent. Regardless of the amount of prossure exerted on the tey 
levers, the characters come out the same; "heroas on the manual machine 
an operator must be very car0ful how the r01Uld characters like the 
c-d-o-e··g-p are strl:ck u:? 

MULTILITH 

'1'he multilith is a dir0ct··to··plate application used with the carbon 
ribbo:1 machine. Tho zinc plates ulled arc> al)out .005 thick and a lot 
of care should be used in handling them so as to eliminate any scratches 
or grease marks. 

In some instances the custol:1er wants to usc both sides of tho plate, 
therefore, the speed of the machin0 shOUld be low enough to giva a good 
impreSSion and still not emboss the back of the plate. 

Do not attempt to align any type from the plate strike-up. Make out a 
sample of work at different speeds and run the plate off on the multi
lith machine, picking tho one which does not enboss and yet looks good. 
Use it as a guide in alignment. Before aligning any bars, it is advis
able to use a different tension spring on the type bar, also to adjust 
the cam if possible. 

A sheet of Kodaloid the same size as the zinc plate placed behind the 
plate helps to eliminate the plate embossing. 

'l'he spring off the ribbon lift bar should always be disconnected. 

Lessen tension on right hand ribbon feed pawl. 

Install a heavier spring #1,090,161 to give lighter impression. 

Stretch out original spring to make bar print heavier. 

Load the type bars for heavier impression by. adding some solder to 
the type bars. 

~y 1, 1959. 
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SHIPPING INSTIWCTIONS FOR FIELD MEN 

It is very 1Jnportant th!lt a 11 ttle thought and. care be taken when 
packing shipmentBjin order that you may be assured of having pack
ing material available when it is needed, it is advisable to save 
a few of the cartons, boxes and. excelsior from same of the ship
ments which h!lve been received in :the past. Never under any cir
cumstance should small parts be packed loose in a carton with a 
typewriter unless wrapped and pa~ded in such a way as not to 
shake around loose in the carton. Even though the material 
being returned is defective, used, worn out, or merely being 
returned for credit, it should be packed carefully. It is also 
very important that the same method of packing be used as that 
at the factory. It is very often possible for us to salvage 
some parts of the stock returned even though the assembly as 
a whole is useless. If it is carelessly packed and becomes 
damaged, the parts may become a complete loss. A substantial 
saving may ~e made in postage, exprt;lss charges, or freight 
charges by accumulating the stock before returning and making 
fewer but larger shipments. 

R011rING SHIPMENTS 

Do not ship typ~~iters back to Rochester by express unless it is 
a rush repair job or for some other good reason. Route amallship
ments of parts, etc. weighing less than 30 pounds via express 
or parcel post, but use freight on all shipments weighing more 
than 30 pounds. Uninsured parcel post rates are usually less 
'than the express rates and is therefore more desirable than ex
'press. If parcel post is used, be sure and see that the regula
tion fourth class mail postal instructions are visible on the 
outside of the package authorizing the postmaster to "open for 
postal inspection". The post offico will charge the regular 
first class letter rate if this notation is not on the package. 
It is advisable to use the standard company fourth class ship
ping labels which have this notation printed on the left margin. 
All of the motor carriers and most of the railroads give free 
store door pickup service and it is only necessary to call the 
carrier for a pickup. Perhaps the simplest procedure in most 
cases would be to call the same carrier that is used in ship-
ping your freight from Rochester. This practice would assure 
the use of perhaps the most reliable carrier. 

DAMAGED SHIPMENTS 

When a shipment has been discovered damaged in transit, don't 
roturn the SEme to Rochester for repairs until you have notified 
the agent of the carrier in your town and shipment has been 
inspected by a representative of the carrier. These instructions 
are extremely important as it is impossible to file a claim 
for concealed damage unless shipment has been inspected by the 
carrier exactly as received at the destination. It is also im
portant to notify Mr. LeRoy in the shipping department at the 
factory of damaged shipment in order that he may prepare claim 
for damages against the carrier. 

May 1, 1939 
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November 16, 1942 

TO: IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERrnG SUPERVISORS AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 
SUBJECT: rnSTRUCTIONS FOR PACKrnG 12" AND,16" STANDARD ELECTROMATICS. 

The following paragraphe and accompanying drawings describe the proper method 
of packing our 12" and 16" machines. It is iJnportant to remember that on the 
drawings a solid line represents a crease toward, and the dotted line a 
crease away from, the packer. 

1. First set up the carton shell and glue the four bottom flaps in place. 
Now tape the se6llls. 

2. Piece (B) is folded from both ende to form rectangular tubes, and is in
serted in the carton to form a cradle for the machine. 

3. Place the machine in the carton so that the rectangular tubes of piece 
(B) extend along the side of the machine. Leave room in the front and 
back between machine and carton. 

4. Piece (C) is folded starting with the small flaps show on the E.H. end. 
These flaps are folded up tight to the body of piece (C). Piece (C) is 
then placed in back of the typewriter with cutout (Cl) opposite motor end 
plate. 

5. Piece (D) is folded from either end. As the folding takes place, the 
door marked (Dl) is held back and the window (D2) is held open to act as 
a lock to hold the folded wings in position. This piece is then pushed 
into place in front of the machine with the pants marked (ll3) extending 
along the sides of the machine. 

6. Piece (E) is folded similar to piece (B) and is inserted between (C) and 
the carton wall. 

7. Piece (F) is folded to form a spring wall to hold the carriage in place. 
Because the spring tension in these folda is broken down by the vibration 
of shipping, we suggest that tissue paper be forced into these folda on 
one end to prevent too much movement of the carriage. 

B. (G) is foldad as show, starting from left and working toward the right. 
Tape the main folds together and insert in carton with little flaps fac
ing back of carton and cutout over the tab key set finger. 

9. The top piece (H) is folded to form a (V) in its center and is inserted 
to accommodate piece '(C & G). 

10. Now close flaps, glue and tape. 

R. F. Sheridan 
HOWickman:mfh EWM Malla8er, Customer Engineering 
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When a machine is to be fastened to a desk either for a trial or be
cause it is a permanent job, it is ~uite essential that markers be 
used to locate the holes. The IIlIlrkers are usually made from 1/4" 
stove bolts, and the heads cut off and ground to a point. 

~ Grind To A Point 

'1 ,L-
~~ :}:::.wfillfiIillJ iJillIiTiJiHl) 

t" STOVE BOLT 
COUNTERSINKING TOOL 

The machine should be set back approxilliatcJ.y 2" from the front edge of 
the well board depending on the style of desk. The reason for the 
above is to allow the desk cover to close level <lith the top of the 
desk. Otherwise, the front plate on the typewriter will hit on the 
top. Also the machine should set in center of the desk well. 

If the typewriter is to be fastened to a sliding board, it will be 
necessary to countersink the hole with a propor tool to allow the 
head of th~ 1/4" screw to clear the bottom board. 

When the machine has to be raised to clear the ends of the carriage, 
install different bolts in the feet and either use 1/4" nuts as spacers 
or use a rubber roller off tho rear feed roll and cut it to size. By 
keeping the rear of the machine up, it does not change the position of 
the keyboard to any degree. 

When adjusting the operator's chair, the elbows of the operator should 
be about level with the keyboard. 

Note:- In some cases it is advisable to install rubber bushings in 
the holes drilled in the desk to remove some of the desk 
noise. This is more COIllIllOn in steel desks. 

If a machine is fastened down SOlid, it will sometimes causs 
the tabulation trouble. 

May 1, 1939. 



DUTIES OF A SERVICEMAN 

1. Keep your department always looking clean. 

2. Keep your machines in A-l shape. 

3. Make out your reports daily and return to Rochester weekly. 
As well as the warranty parts. 

4. Keep your machine performance oharts up. 

5. Always keep busy. 

6. Give good service to your customers. This means instant service, 
not half hour. 

1. Favor the customer and operator. Operator never wrong. 
Use a little psychology. 

8. Carry proper supply of parts to reduce working time. 

9. Keep up your quarterly inspections. 

10. Obtain all information about call on the phone. 

11. Be able to instruct an operator. 

12. Remember that when the serviceman is called, it is because of 
trOUble, and conditions with an office manager or superintendent 
and operator are not 100%, you must cope with this condition. 

13. Take your time and be thorough on tho adjustments. Eliminate 
call backs. 

14. Make sure you have a clean cloth in your service kit, also 
keep service kit neat. 

May 1, 1939 



FORMSWRITER 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

The Formswriter is shipped in three sections: 

1. Base Assembly 

SECTION 26 
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2. Forms Track Assembly and Platen Closing Cam Assembly 
3. Machine Assembly 

1. Place the machine on the base with the feet in the holes of the base. 
2. Place the forms track on the rails, sliding the forms tracic connector 

on the margin rack into the groove on the forms track, Fig. 4. The 
four rollers should touch the rails, if not, twist track slightly by 
hand. 

3. Attach the platen closing cam assembly to the carriage, Fig. 1. 
4. Thread the cord through the pulleys, Fig. 1 & 9. Be careful not to 

cut the outer fibres of the cords on the guides. Position the guides 
so the cord does not rub on them. 

5. Raise the forms track at the rear (with the track to the left as far 
as possible) and wind the parallel drive shaft #1015417, Fig. 7, 
approximately one-half turn. Lower the forms carl'ier onto the gears, 
making sure there is a slight amount of back-lash between gears and 
rack. Too much tension adds to the load of the carriage return and 
back spacer. Too little tension may result in type piling. There 
should be enough tension for tabulating one stop with the carriage at 
the left. 

6. Set the formica blocks into the groove of the carrier support rails, 
Fig. 7, and tighten the hex. screws securely. Check for binds. The 
blocks must fit freely into the grooves to prevent binding. 

7. See Page 2 for adjustment of the third rail. 

MACHINE ASSEMBLY 

PLATENS - The lifting platen carriage of the Formswriter is equipped with 
a #6 platen unless othel~ise specified. This platen is of the same grade 
rubber as the Ill, but is 1/32" undersize. For various platens available, 
see Page 2, Section 13. The same style of platens are used on all lifting 
platen machines. 

RING AND CYLIIIDER - Unless sample forms are sent with an order, the ring 
and cylinder on all lifting platen machines is adjusted to .020" of paper 
which is approximately a five-part form. 

This adjustment is made by the turn buckle i~1013870, Fig. 4, which is 
located on each side of the carriage frame. Nuts #1090034 must be loosened 
before adjusting the turn buckle. 

NOTE: After making the ring and cylinder adjustment, always check the index 
pawl #1012724 for entering the platen ratchet correctly. Also, when the 
index pawl bottoms on the stop #1012801, the detent roller #1000305 must be 
adjusted correctly to the ratchet teeth. See Page 2, Section 11. 

NOTE: This adjustment also affects the paper clearance 1fhich is set to the 
form being used so that it can be shifted easily to straighten the paper. 

July 1, 1940 
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FEED ROLL PRESSURE - The feed roll pressure is applied by the co11 spring , 
#1090672 under the platen lift arm, Fig. 5-C.' The pressure can bo increased 
or decreased by adjusting the screw #1090673 under the center of the carriage 
frame. The screw is adjusted by standing the machine on its back and loosen
ing the lock nut #1090669 with a 3/8" socket wrench. See Fig. 5-C. 

LATCH KEEPERS - (Left #1013335 and Right #1013334). The keepers must be 
adjusted to the thickness of the form used. If adjusted too low, the platen 
will latch hard. If adjusted too high, there will not be sufficient feed 
roll pressure, allowing the forms to slip. With the forms in place, adjust 
the keepers so there is a small play between the keepers and the latches 
when pressing down on the platen (approximately 1/64"). Adjust both sides 
equally. The keepers are adjusted by loosening the two nuts holding the 
keepers to the carriage frame and turning the eccentric nut #1090779 to 
raise or lower as required. 

ECCENTRIC ON LEFT PLATEN LIFT LEVER - The eccentric works in conjunction 
with the latch and the trigger arm on the feed roll release. The latch 
catch assembly #1013350 is adjusted by the eccentric #1090818 BO that the 
latch will just touch the keeper #1013335 when the platen comes down into 
pOSition. Proper adjustments on the eccentric save wear on the latches and 
keepers, Fig. 1. 

PAPER CLEARJ\NCE - This adjustment is made by loosening nut #1090688 and 
moving arm #1013329 either up or down. Set the clearance at a minimum for 
the thickness of form used to' prevent carbon marking as the feed rolls re
lease into position. After making the adjustments, check the feed roll 
pressure. 

ECCENTRIC ON RIGHT PLATEN LIFT ARM (FIG. 2)- The eccentric #1090734 operates 
in connection with the right hand platen latch to determine the depth of 
engagement of the latch with the keeper. Adjust the eccentric #1090734 so 
the latch engages the keeper half way back on the latching surface. 

WORM HOUSING AND CLUTCH PULLEY - A twelve to one (12:1) gear ratio worm 
housing is used on the Formswriter so that the motor will deliver greater 
power for carriage return and back spacing to take care of the additional 
load. The housing is identified by the number 12 stamped in the casting. 

The second stage clutch pulley #1015356 has been found to be the most suit
able for the Formswriter. This is identified by two notches in the edge of 
the pulley. 

THIRD RAIL - A third rail 1's used to resist the load on carriage rollers 
when closing the platen. The rail is adjusted sothe roller does not quite 
touch the rail unless a slight force is applied to the rear of the carriage. 
The reason for this being that the roller is unnecessary during the normal 
operation of the machine, but resists excessive loads when applied. 

The third rail is adjusted so there is paper clearance (.003") between the 
rail and the rollet. The holes 'in the arms holding the rail to the rear of 
the base are enlarged for adjustment. 

July 1, 1940 
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HARGIN RACK AND CONNECTOR (FIG. 3-A) - A special margin rack with a connector 
assembly is used on the Formswriter. Thc connector is the means of DIDving 
the forms track with the carriage. 

PLATEN LIFTING SPRINGS - There are three springs in retainers to lift the 
platen. These springs must be ordered and installed as assemblies. They 
are not adjustable. One spring assembly #1015450 is required and two spring 
assemblies /11015444 are required. 

CLOSING CAH ASSEJ-ffiLY 

THE PAPER TABLE - The paper table is removed from the closing cam by tuihook
ing two springs #1090171, Fis. 3, which hold it to the cam side plates. 
First, remove the stop and paper clamp. 

TEAR-OFF BLADE - The tear-off blade is held to the paper table by two shoulder 
rivets. The paper blade is r.ot adjustable and cannot be made adjustable 
because of patents. However, tho blade can be fastened to the paper table 
at the factory tc fit a specific form so that when the form is set at the 
first writing line after shifting the carbon, the tear-off blade will coincide 
with the perforations. 

PAPER CLAHP SLIDE - The paper clamp slide is made in various le~ths for 
different length forms. The standard lengths are 6" #15472, lIt" #16521, and 
13~" #15471. A sal1ljJle of the form should accompany the order. The slide is 
removed by first removing the paper table and then removing three screws which 
hold the slide in place. 

PAPER CLAHP (FIG. 5 & 6) - The sliding paper clamp moves in the clamp slide on 
four formica rollers. These rollers run on two eccentric studs on the left 
and two plain studs on the right side of the clamp. By means of the eccentric 
studs, the clamp is adjusted to run freely without excessive play in the slide. 
There is a hole in the slide through which this adjustment is ~Bde. 

The slot in the clamp has been made shallow in event it is necessary to write 
close to the top of the form. In some cases, the slot may be too shallo1f to 
get a sufficient grip on the forms. If this causes trouble, the slot can be 
filed deeper to obtain a better grip on the forms. 

~~AW OORD SPRING PULLEY (FIG. 5-B) -
pulle'y is to take up slack in cord. 
clock1fise direction and should have 
taut. A slack cord will get caught 
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The purpose of the draw cord spring 
The spring pulley #1015473 pulls in a 

only enough tension to keep the cord 
in the pulley Guides or around other parts. 
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FORMS TRACK AND TRUCK 

"v" BELT (FIG. 9) - The purpose of the "V" belt is to provide a means of 
posi tioning the blade support stop. Tension is maintained by means of an 
idler pulley, Fig. 9-C. The belt tension is adjusted by means of the screw 
#1090930, which is reached through a hole in the rear paper guide plate. 
The belt must be kept tight. 

OPERATING CORDS (FIG. 9) - There are three operating cords. Cord #1015558 
extends from the pulley on the platen closing cam to the forward end of the 
retracting spring. Cord #1014913 extends from the rear of the retracting 
spring around a pulley and to the rear of pulley slide assembly #1014702, 
Fig. 9-D. Cord #1014909 extends from the blade support truck stop, forward 
around guide (snubber) #1014683,back through the pulley block, and is fasten
ed to the blade carrier truck. 

Cord #1015558 is 27" long 
Cord #1014913 is 17" long 
Cord #1014909 is 48" long 

The correct ad,justment for the length of the cord and spring system should 
be made at "A" Fig. 9-D. It should be necessary to make this adjustment 
only when replacing a cord, or if the cord should stretch. If the cord is 
short, the platen closing cam will not tip forward to the top cover guide 
and long forms will not line space near the end of the forms because the 
spring tension is becoming effective. 

The paper clamp slide should tip forward so that the closing cam touches 
the guard on the top cover and should "float" in this position. If the 
cord is ~, the blade support truck will not go all the way back because 
of lack of tension. 

RETRACTING SPRING - The spring #1091237 supplios the tension to retract 
the carbon paper. 

BLADE SUPPORT TRUCK - See Fig. 10. The blade support truck is adjusted to 
the track by eccentric screws #1091092 which act as a bearing for the 
formica rollers. Adjust these eccentrics so the truck is parallel to the 
track, has a minimum of play and rolls freely. 

BLADE SUPPORT - The blade support is made in 12" and 16" lengths. The same 
support uses fanfold or open web blades, the difference being in the blades 
themselves. Thus, combinations of blades can be used in the same holder. 
There is no difference between left and right fanfold blades. 

Open web blades are held in both posts. Fanfold blades are held in one post 
only. 

In the 12" and 16" blade supports, there aro thrco styles: 

1. For 8 blades 
2. For 12 blades 
3. For 16 blades 

The blade support is removed by pressing lever #1014905. 

July 1, 1940 
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THE GEAR RACKS #1014735 (FIG. 7) - These racks are adjusted to have the 
proper clearance with the formica gears on the parallel drive shaft. The 
holes in the racks are elongated for vortical adjustmnnt. This adjustment 
is carefully set at the factory and should not be disturbed unless it is 
absolutely necessary. 

CARBON PAPER - The actual carbon length which can be used is 26". A 27i" 
sheet allows l~" for folding around the blade. 

CLIPS - When clips are used to hold the carbon paper, staggering them reduces 
friction of the carbon paper. To prevent tearing of the carbon paper, fold 
a piece of bond paper over the carbon fold before putting on the clip. 

WHEN THE MACHINE FAILS TO TABULATE OR LETTERS PILE - Usually, it is caused 
by the lack of sufficient main spring tension in the forms carrier itself, 
thereby leaving the carriage main spring to do all the work. This spring 
should have sufficient tension so the machine will tabulate one letter 
space with carriage in left hand writing position, and letters will not pile. 

To increasG the spring tension, loosen the hex. screws just back of the 
carrier rail supports, slide the formica blocks out of the carrier support 
rails, and raise the carrier truck above the fibre gear. Wind the spring 
slightly by turning the shaft. Replace the guide blocks and tighten the 
screws to prevent the track from leaving the supports. 

Separating or spacing the bladcs, as a general rule, will not allow the 
carbon to shift more freely as may bo supposed. The higher blades are from 
the track, the greater the snubbing action bccomes between the carbons and 
the forms as they pass beneath the platen when it is raised. Keep the carbon 
blades in the lowest slots in the blado support. 

July 1, 1940 
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PROPORTIONAL SPACING MACHINE 
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PROPORTIONAL SPACING - The proportional spacing ma!!hine is 
equippE.d with three star wheel escapements which can operate sep
arately or in combination. Starting with the rear, the escapement 
wheels space the carriage two, three, and four units. This makes two, 
three, four, five, six and seven unit spacing possible by operating two 
wheels in combination. Two, three, four, and five units are used with 
the present type design. 

With these combinations of carriage spacing a book type of correct 
design can be used on the proportional spacing machine. 

The selection of the star wheels is made through selector bars which 
are actuated by the cams. The selector bars correspond to the type 
bars, thus if a type bar is changed to one requiring a different spacing 
it is necessary only to change the selector bar to provide the correct 
spacing. In most cases the upper case characters require different 
spacing than the lower case, which is provided by shifting, with the 
basket, the bails against which the selectors operate in making the 
space selection. 

!lliIT. - A unit is 1/32 of an inch---32 units to the inch. All move
mentfDf the carriage must be regarded in terms of units. 

TYPE AND TYPE BARS - The type is 12 point in size. A point 
Is 1/72 of an inch and is a measure of type size. The type is soldered 
1/32 of an inch higher than our other type. The purpose of this is to al
low more space between type heads when they are on the rest felt. The 
type heads are ground as narrow as possible to eliminate colliding. 
Notice the "M" and "W". In replacing type bars, be sure they are 
ground to prevent colliding. 

The rivets of the 27 and 33 type bars are countersunk to avoid interfer
ence. This is necessary because of the narrow segment spacing between 
slots for these bars. 

TYPE SEGMENT - The slots in the type segment are spaced in pro
portion to the width of the type bars they accomodate. 

TYPE BAR REST FELT - The type bar rest felt is thinner than that 
used on the standard writing machine. The purpose of this is to lower the 
type heads in the basket, thereby allowing more space. Replace felt with 
the one designed for this machine only. Rest Felt--#1016347. 

February 25th, 1941 
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CAMS - Standard cams are used for the Back Spacer 
Carriage Return 
Shift 
Both Space Bars 
Tabular 

The tabular unlatching cam is a single lobe cam---4I1001103 

The front letter cams have the long extensions----4I1016202 
The rear letter cams have the short extensions---4I1016205 

The cams are adjusted in the usual manner except. that when adjusting 
the letter cams allowance should be made for the weight of the selector. 
This is done by pressing very lightly on the cam extension when checking 
cam for adjustment. 

If a new letter cam has been installed make sure the selector bar adjust
ment is correct. See Selector ·Bars. 

SELECTOR BARS - When a cam is operated, the corresponding 
selector bar is raised to operate the escapement pawl or combination of 
escapement pawls through the bails and escapement operating levers. 
The projections of the selector bars correspond to the required spacing 
of the type face with which they are working. 

If a type is changed to one requiring a different spacing, it Is necessary 
to change the selector bar. 

Adjustment - The selector bars must be adjusted to have the proper 
clearance with the bails. They are to be adjusted to have approximately 
1/16" clearance as shown below. The adjustment is made with the 
411090278 adjustable link. If there is too much clearance the escapement 
will fail. If there is not enough clearance the long selector bars wlll touch 
the power roll when they are in the raised or operating position. 

When adjusting the selectors, make sure the bails are against their stops. 
If adjusting a number of selectors, wire the bails to the stops or use rub
ber bandR to hqld them. 

11000108 Link to Cam Extension 

Selector bar 
Fulcrum Shaft 

411016089 

February 25th, 1941 
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After adjusting the selector bars, check the adjustment by operating the 
type bars by hand. Hold each bar against the platen. There must be suf
ficient movement to safely operate the escapement pawl latch. The 'selec
tor bar must not raise high enough to touch the power roll when the type 
bar is against the platen. 

SELECTOR BAILS - The purpose of the selector bails is to transmit 
motion from the selector bars to the escapement operating levers. There 
are three bails. The rear bail operates the three unit escapement, the 
center bail operates the two unit escapement and the front bail the four 
unit. The bails by being moveable also provide a means of changing the 
space selection from one value in the lower case to a different value in 
the upper case by shifting with the type basket. 

There are four pOSitions for the bails: 

1. Lower case pOSition ------ normal spacing 
2. Upper case position ------- normal spacing 
3. Lower case pOSition ------ expanded pOSition 
4. Upper case position ------- expanded pOSition 

When the bails are actuated by the selector bars, they in turn operate the 
escapement operating levers which pull down the escapement latches 
through the connecting lihk. See drawing on page 4. 

Adjustment. The bail assembly must be centrally located on the bail stop 
brackets. On the left end of the bail assembly shaft are two collars with 
set screws. These collars are to be so adjusted that the bail assembly will 
be centrally located. 

To properly adjust the bails in relation to the projections of the selector 
bars, shift the basket to the upper case pOSition and place the expanding 
control lever in the expanded position .. Adjust the #1090278 link attached 
to the link extending from the shift toggle acfuating shaft so that the b'ails 
are directiy above the projections of the selector bars, see Figure 4 be
low. Shift the basket to the lower case pOSition and check. 

Push the Expanding Control Lever in, which is the normal pOSition, and 
move the adjustable stop on the key lever spring support plate to the cor
rect pOSition so that the bails are directly above the corresponding pro
jections. 

Make sure the correct position has been found for the bails by trying 
several type bars to see if the correct spacing is obtained. 
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SELECTOR BAILS 

FrG f3 Double Proj~ction 

Single Projection 

FIGU 3 unit 2 unii 4 ~ 3 unit 2 unit 

r---~--\Y------, r--~ 
'r= _________ ~3~uni~t~sp~a~C~in~g~ ________ )~ ______ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ------

FIG #3 +_+_-$-- FIG_#4 __ ~ 

[ 4 unit~ [ 5 unit spacing ~-J'"' 
Normal Expanded 

The shaft oil which the selector bars are mounted is fastened to the base 
by two brackets. These brackets are held by screws which pass through 
elongated holes in the brackets. The brackets are pOSitioned toJhe rear 
of the machine as far as possible. This provides an adjustment for mov~ 
ing the selector bars as a group forward or back so' that the projections 
on the left and on the right will touch the bails on the center line. 

The position of the selector bails is controlled by the position of the type 
basket. Any change iB the position of the basket will affect the position of 
the bails which must then be corrected. 

If the bails are not properly adjusted, the front bail may interfere with 
the adjustable links attached to the long selector bars. 

Through incorrect adjustment of the bails, it is also possible for the es
capement operating levers to interfere with the next forward bail. See 
diagram. 

c.======~=;;;:==::::J 4 Unit Bail 

.' Bails 1 j move 
with 
Type 
Basket 

1016089 

c:====:::::;:=~~~~::t:==:J 2 Unit Bail 
1016085 

C::======~:::::::~~~::\====:J 3 Unit Bail 
1016081 

Bails Check clearance here 

L I "Escapement Operating Lever #10111112 
LEscapement Operating Lever #1016109 

Escapement Operating Lever #1016104 



Escapement Pawl 
PI'ODt and Rear 1016042 

Center 1016048 

\ 

~~ 
/ 

Center Escapement 
Wheel 11016009 Pront Carrier stop 
Pront Escapement 1016033 
Wheel fl016015 Rear Pawl Carrier Stop 1016036 
Rear Escapement 
Wheel #1016005 
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1090172 

Link 1016362 

Left - #1016364 
Center - #1016366 
Right - #1016365 

Center Escapement Pawl Carrier Assembly #1016045 
Front & Rear Escapement Pawl Carrier Assembly #1016038 

CENTER ESCAPEMENT PAWL CARRIER ASSEMBLY & ESCAPEMENT WHEEL 

February 25, 1941 
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ESCAPEMENT WHEELS - There are three escapement wheels! the 
rear wheel for 2 unit spacing, the center wheel for 3 unit spacing, and 
the front wheel for 4 units. The wheels are mounted on a shaft and turn 
on ball bearings. These bearings have been packed with grease at the 
factory and require no further attention. 

The adjustment of the escapement wheels has been carefully made and 
tested at the factory and should not be disturbed. 

When oiling the machine, a small amount of oil on the' gears mounted on 
the escapement wheels will reduce the possibility of a bind. 

Do not disturb the setting of the lock nuts on the end thrust bearings of 
the escapement shaft as this adjustment controls the freedom of the es
capement wheels. The center escapement wheel has a shadow of side 
play to assure freedom while turning. 

ESCAPEMENT PAWLS AND CARRIER ASSEMBLY - There are 
three escapement pawl carrier assemblies--one for each escapement 
wheel. Their puppose is to provide a stop for the excapement wheels 
and a means of allowing the escapement wheels to turn one tooth at a 
time for carriage escapement. 

The escapement pawl carriers are pivoted on the two pointed screws. 
Their side motion is limited by two pawl carrier stops. 

The escapement pawls, #1016042 and #1016048, must be free from binds. 

Removal: The escapement pawl carriers can be removed as an assembly 
by first disconnecting the springs and links and then backing away the 
upper cone shaped screws. 

When replacing the carrier, adjust the cone screw so the carrier ~ 
fectly free and has very little end play. 

Do not oil the escapement pawls as the oil will cause their action to be 
sluggish. Put a drop of oil on each of the cone screws. 

ESCAPEMENT PAWL CARRIER STOP - There are two carrier stops 
for each escapement pawl carrier. The forward stop determines the 
rest pOSition of the escapement pawl. The rear stop limits the motion of 
the pawl. The position of the two stops Is adjustable forward and back 
and their distance apart is adjustable. 
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ESCAPEMENT PAWL CARRIER STOP - Continued - The stops are 
adjusted by loosening the screws holding them to the casting. The stops 
should be set so the forward face of the escapement pawl is flush with 
the forward face of the escapement gear; (Fig. 1) This is determined by 
the forward stop. The rear stop is to be set so the escapement pawl 
clears the escapement wheel by 1/16 of an inch at the end of its travel. 
(Fig. 2) This stop acts more to prevent excessive motion and must not 
be set so close as to prevent normal motion of the pawl assembly. 

Pawl nush wit~ This position is deter
mined by the forward 
Pawl Carrier Stop. 

(Normal Position) 

Escapement Wheel +--~ 
This position is deter
mined by the rtlar Pawl 

c:;:\ ~ Carrier Stop. 

c::==::;Lb=+:::::;:==<=~c-- (Escaping Position) 

I ~ 1/16" clearance 

ESCAPEMENT RACK - The escapement rack is attached to the car
riage by adjustable screws. The adjusting screws, #1091028, act as ad
justable spacers by means of which the excapement rack can be set to 
have the correct clearance with the escapement pinion. 

By correct clearance is meant that there must be sufficient clearance 
between the rack and pinion so there will not be interference to cause 
a bind in the carriage and still the clearance must be kept to a minimum 
to prevent back lash in the gear teeth. 

To test for the proper clearance; Move the carriage to the right until 
stopped by the margin stop. Hold the carriage firmly against the stop 
with the carriage release lever held down. Test the back lash in the 
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ESCAPEMENT RACK - Continued-

escapement pinion ratchet wheel, #1016029, by trying its movement with 
a feeler such as a thin screw driver oi rod. By unhooking the paper table 
springs, the escapement pinion ratchet wheel may be reached from the top 
of the machine just in back of the carriage. 

Then move the carriage 1 1/2 to 2 inches to the left, move the margin stop 
to the right and check for clearance at this position. Test for back lash 
over the entire carriage length. There "must be a slight movement in the 
escapement pinion ratchet wheel. 

To adjust for the proper clearance: First loosen the screws, #1091029, 
and then loosen the lock nuts, #1091030. Adjust the screws, #1091028, up 
or down to obtain the proper clearance. 

This adjustment must be made carefully. A slight bind here will cause the 
characters to pile. 

To remove or replace the escapement rack. remove the screws, #1091029, 
and back fhe adjusting screws, #1091028, until they are flush with the car
riage frame. 

Nut 1091030 

Carriage Frame - 1016405 

February 25th, 1941 

Screw 1091029 

Adjusting Screw 1091028 
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Escapement Pinion" Ratcbet 
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ESCAPEMENT TRIP SLIDE .- The purpose of the escapement trip 
slide is to operate the escapement pawl carriers. The selection is 
made by the cam action and carried through the selector bars, bails, 
escapement operating levers to the escapement operating links which 
draw down the escapement latches. The actuated latch or latches are 
then in the path of the eccentric studs, #1012466, as they are brought 
forward by the escapement trip sijde. 

Adjustments - Turn the eccentrics so they are towards the escape
ment mechanism. Then adjust them iDdlvidually, so when looking 
from the top, there is equal clearance between the studs aDd the es
capement latches. See figure 1. After the elearimce has been made 
equal, the correct clear.anee is set by the eseapementtrip link No. 
1016383. See fig\u'e 2. The clearauee here should be adjusted so 
thatwlth a type bar against the platea the rear face of the pawl will 
be flush ,nth the rear face of the escapement gear. This will.leave 
approximately 1/16" more movement allowed befoJ,"e hitting the pawl 
carrier stop. Be sure to check the bars on the ends and center of the 
basket for correct universal bar adjustments. 

The three escapement operating links are adjusted by means of the 
adjustable link n016362. These liilks should be adjusted so that the 
pawl latches are safely engaged with the. eccentric n012466 when 
the escapement slide assembly mOVeS forward. There should be a 
clearance of approximately 1/32" between the bottom of the latch. and 
the top of the eccentric when in a normal position. (a) Figure 2. 

Equal Clearance 

Spring .1090164 

Eccentric Stud 1012466 

Link #1016365 

IJDk #1016364 

IJDk nOI6366 

(Escapement Operating Links) 

February 25th, 1941 

FIG #2 Side View 

FIGfl - Top View 

Latch #1016044 

Escapement trip 
Lever & Slide Assem. 
n016176 

l\.djustable Link #1016382 
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DETENT PAWL ASSEMBLY - The purpose of the detent pawl is to pre
vent backward rotation of the escapement mechanism: The carriage re
turn ratchet is allowed to turn in one direction only. 

The correct adjustment is that shown in the diagram. The detent pawl 
should have about 1/32 of an inch clearance with the teeth of the ratchet 
wheel. Make this adjustment by moving the mounting bracket in the 
elongated slots. 

Due to an accumulation of tolerances, the pawl will have a different 
clearance with various teeth of the ratchet wheel. It is therefore ne
cessary to make the adjustment to that tooth which gives the least clen.r
ance. 

The leather stop should be adjusted so there will be a small clearance 
between the under side of the pawl and'the face of the tooth. This adjust
ment is made by loosening the nut on the detent pawl and the screw hold
ing the detent pawl bracket. 

Rear Rall 

#1016062 Detent Pawl 
Mounting Bracket 

1/32 

" 
'~-----' 

1 \ 

#1016058 Detent Pawl Brkt. 
~-+----~----:rl---?/' 1 / \ / 

, ~ / /H016064 Detent Pawl ',...... // --- ---
Carriage Return Ratchet 
Wheel Assembly #1016022 

DETENT PAWL ASSEMBLY #1016367 

February 25th, 1941 
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BACK. SPACER - The back spacer moves the carriage to the right 
one (1) unit. The back space assembly is attached to the escapement 
frame by two screws. The screws pass through two elongated slots in 
the back spacer bracket which allows the back spacer to be adjusted up 
or down. 

In operation, the back space pawl, #1016057, moves downward to engage 
the escapement pinion ratchet wheel which it turns until the pawl, No. 
1016057, strikes the pawl stop. The carriage return pawl, No. 1016027, 
has now engaged the next tooth and holds the carriage in its new position. 

There are three adjustments; 

1. The eccentric which is set at the factory and should not have to 
be disturbed. Adjusted for maximum pawl travel. 

2. The up alid down pOSition of the back space bracket which determines 
the relation of the back space pawl to the teeth of the escapement 
pinion ratchet wheel. 

3. The adjustment of the back space connecting link. 

Back Space Pawl #1016057 

Escp. Mech. Frame 

Elongated Slots 

Adjusting Screws 

Pawl stop 

/ 
/ 

./ 

Carriage Return Pawl 
#1016027 

) Rear View 

~ Escapement Pinion 
Ratchet Wheel #1016029 

ack Space Connecting Link #1016182 

BACK SPACE ASSEMBLY #1016051 

February 25th, 1941 
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BACK SPACER ADJUSTMENT - First check the cam for correct 
power roll clearance. 

Operate the escapement by hand until the carriage return pawl, No. 
1016027, is in the position shown in the drawing. CAt the top of the 
gear'> 

1. Operating the back spacer by hand, hold the pawl, No. 1016057, 
against the pawl stop. This is the full travel of the back spacer. The 
carriage return pawl will have dropped into the next tooth and should 
be in the position shown in the diagram (b), i.e. it should feed one and 
a half teeth. 

This adjustment is obtained by raising or lowering the back space as
semhly in the elongated slots. 

2. A4just the connecting link so that when the cam has nearly reached 
its h~hest point, the back spacer will have completed its travel. Ob
serve this by turning the power roll over by hand and watChing the pos
ition of the carriage return pawl, No. 1016027 • 

. It will be found easier to make this adjustment on the upper adjustable 
link rather than the one shown in the diagram. 

3. The eccentric determines the entering position of the back space 
pawl relative to the teeth of the escapement pinion wheel. This should 
not have to be disturbed. 

DIAGRAM (b) 

February 25th, 1941 
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MARGIN RACK The margin rack used on the proportional spacing 
machine is an (8) pitch rack. Since th~re are 32 units to the inch, there 
are (4) units to each tooth on the margin rack. For this reason, in set
ting the left hand margin, it is necessary to make sure the margin stop 
is in its normal position--after setting the left margin press the carriage 
to the right to "seat" the margin stop. 

The setting of the margin rack and the tabular rack must correspond so 
that the carriage can be tabulated and positioned by the carriage return 
to the same position. 

If both the margin rack and the tabular rack are to be set, set the tabu
lar rack first, and then set the margin rack to correspond. 

Adjustment of the margin rack; The margin rack must be set so there 
is as little motion as possible between the margin stop and the margin 
release lever. (See diagram). The margin rack must also be set to cor
respond to the tabular rack. 

First tabulate the carriage. Then position the margin rack so the margin 
stop is as close to the margin release lever as possible and still allow for 
the margin stop to be pressed down or slid into position without interference. 

If the margin rack is not properly adjusted, an uneven left margin may 
result. 

Margin Stop #1013922 

Minimum Clearance Here - approx. 1/64 

February 25th, 1941 
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Return 
Pawl 

---

J!;s:ca:pelne.m Pinion Ratchet Wheel Assembly 1 
#1016029 

Spring #1091069 

1/32 Clearance t 

~~
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~~. Pawl (raised 
~ position) 

10' ( \) DIAGRAM (b) 

\ / " / ........... __ ........ / 
CARRIAGE RETURN PAWL OPF l'ING MECHANISM 
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CARRIAGE RETURN PAWL OPERATING MECHANISM - To release 
the carriage for movement to the left such as tabulating or movement 
by hand, it is necessary to raise the carriage return pawl. When the 
carriage return is operated, the carriage return pawl is raised to pre
vent its dragging on the escapement pinion ratchet wheel. The mech
anism for releaSing the pawl is shown in the diagram. 

The carriage release pawl lever, No. 1016162, can be operated in three 
ways; by the carriage release levers for moving the carriage by hand, 
by the toggle knock-out for carriage return, and by the tabular pawl re
lease, No. 1016137. 

The release ratchet revolves with the carriage return ratchet assembly. 
The release ratchet also can move relative to the return ratchet assembly, 
arid it is this relative movement which raises the carriage return pawl. 
The relative movement is brought about by the carriage release pawl en
gaging the release ratchet at the position (1). 

ADJUSTMENTS - Release Pawl Bracket Assembly: No. 1016158: The 
release pawl bracket assembly must be adjusted so the carriage release 
pawl properly engages the release ratchet at the position (1). To watch 
the pawl engage the ratchet it is necessary to line up the holes in the 
three escapement wheels by operating the latches of the escapements by 
hand. The release pawl must be clear of the teeth when in its normal 
position. When operated it should engage a tooth as shown in the follow
ing figure. 

To make this adjustment, loosen the two nuts and position the bracket 
assembly, No. 1016158, until the proper position is found. 

Toggle-Knockout Connecting Link-l016168: Adjust the connecting link 
to such a length that when the toggle knock-out lever is in the raised 
position, the carriage return pawl will be raised so as to have 1/32 of 
an inch clearance with the escapement pinion ratchet wheel. See dia
gram (b). Too much clearance may be the cause of an uneven left mar
gin. If the link is adjusted too long, the release pawl lever will strike 
the stop and the toggle knockout will not lock up safely. 

February 25th, 1941 
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Tabular operated Connecting Link - 1016167: After the tabular mech
anism is properly adjusted. adjust the connecting link so the carriage 
return pawl will be raised 1/32 of an inch from the escapement pinion 
ratchet wheel when the tabular operating lever is latched down. If ad
justed too long the release pawl lever may again strike the stop. 

Operation of Carriage Return Pawl by Carriage Release Levers: 
Adjust the washers on the ends of the margin rack so the pawl is al
lowed to come safely out of the escapement pinion wheel when either 
carriage release lever is pressed down. 

If the above three adjustments cannot be obtained correctly, it is 
because the release pawl bracket assembly has not been correctly 
positioned. 

TOGGLE KNOCK-OUT LEVER - 'The toggle knock-out lever is ad
justed in the same manner on the proportional spacing machine as on 
the standard machine. It is to have about 1/32 of an inch clearance 
with the under side of the margin rack when it is in the raised position. 

If the adjustment of the toggle knock-out lever is changed, either raised 
or lowered, the link connecting from the lower part of the lever to the 
escapement pawl release must also be changed. 

CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH AND TAPE - The speed of the car
riage return is reduced by using a small diameter pulley especially 
designed for this machine. The number of the pulley is 1016359. Be
cause of the small pulley diameter, it is necessary to hold the carriage 
return tape to the pulley with a screw. This makes the carriage return 
tape special but one can be made from a standard 12" tape by cutting off 
the end and punching a small hole for the screw. 

CARRIAGE TENSION TAPE AND DRUM - The main spring drum is 
eccentrically shaped for the purpose of keeping constant tension on the 
carriage during its full traveL A standard main spring is used but wound 
tighter when putting on the tape to give a heavier carriage tension. The 
heavier tension is necessary because of the additional escapement parts 
which must be operated. An old style spring retainer is used since the 
drum does not have a clearance groove. The carriage tension tape is 
held to the escapement rack with a screw. 

With the tabular lever latched out, it should require 1-1/2 pounds tension, 
on the spring scale to hold the carriage stationary. 

February 25th, 1941 
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Clutch Pulley ..••........••.•. 1016359 
Carriage Return Tape ..•..•..••. 1016361 
Screw to fasten .•.............. 1090011 

Carriage Tension Tape .......•... 1016337 
Screw to fasten ..........•..... 1090011 
Main Spring Drum ....•...•..... 1016125 

CARRIAGE REMOVAL - If the carriage is removed, replace the 
trucks in the same position as they were. This will prevent disturb
ing the adjustment of the escapement rack. 

To remove the CARRIAGE: 

1. Disconnect the tension and return tapes from the carriage. 
2. Remove the two screws holding the escapement frame to 

the front rail. 
3. Loosen the screws holding the rear rail. Remove the right 

hand screw holding the rail to the frame. 
4. Remove the carriage trucks. 

Rear Rail and Escapement Assembly is removed as a complete As
sembly. 

1. Disconnect the Toggle Knockout actuating link. 
2. Disconnect the Back Space link. 
3. Remove the Escapement Trip Link 
4. Disconnect the two escapement operating levers. (Space Bars) 
5. Remove the ribbon feed assembly and shaft. 
6. Disconnect the three escapement operating links. 
7. Remove the three tabular links. 

Notice that there are .030 shims under the rails. 

GOVERNOR - The purpose of the governor is to retard the motion 
of the carriage during tabulation. The governor is of the centrifugal 
type, the breaking action increasing as the speed of the carriage tends 
to increase. The governor requires no adjusting. 

The governor is driven from a gear on the escapement pinion through 
• an idle gear (the large gear) which engages a small gear on the governor 

shaft. 

When the carriage is moved to the right, such as return of the carriage, 
the governor is turned backward and does not set up enough friction to 
interfere. 
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GOVERNOR - Continued. 

Removal - The governor can be removed by removing the bracket to 
which the governor and idle gear are mounted. This bracket is mount
ed on the rear of the power frame by three screws. 

The governor case is riveted to the bracket. When replacing for ser
vice, replace the governor assembly, the spacers, and the bracket as 
one complete unit. 

Part number for replacement--l016324. 

There is a hole in the rear of the base through which a screw driver 
may be put to adjust the position or remove the governor. The brac
ket holding the margin bell must first be removed in order to reach 
the governor bracket screws. Adjust the governor bracket to a posi
tion where the idle gear meshes loosely with the driving gear. Be 
sure there is some back-lash in this gear train so as not to cause a 
bind. 

February 25th, 1941 
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Cam (c) 

abular Lever Operating Arm 

Adjustable 
Bracket (b) 

Link #1016384 

Link #1016381 
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TABULAR MECHANISM The tabular mechanism of the propor
tional spacing machine operates in an entirely different manner than 
that of our other machines. There are two cams, one of which raises 
the tabular lever and releases the escapement and the other releases 
the tabular lever after tabulation is completed. The cam which operates 
the tabular lever is a standard single lobe rear cam. The releasing cam 
is a small single lobe cam. Its contour is such that about one half re
volution is necessary before any movement of the cam frame takes place. 
The purpose of this dwell is to allow time for the carriage to come to 
rest before engagement of the return pawl. 

OPERATION - When the large single lobe cam is released by the key 
lever, its motion is transmitted to a bell crank located on the tabular 
bracket. This bell crank raises the tabular lever into the path of the 
tabular stops. At the same time, link No. 1016167 is operated to re
lease the carriage. The tabular lever and link are held in position by a 
latch which slides over the lowered end of the tabular lever operating 
arm. 

The carriage moves until stopped by a tabular stop coming against the 
tabular lever. This moves the tabular lever slightly to the left. This 
motion is transmitted by a connecting link to a lever which releases 
the second cam. .The second cam operates through a link to release the 
latch which is holding the tabular lever operating arm down. This res
tores the tabular to its normal position. 

Adjustments; <Disconnect pawl release link No. 1016167) 
1. Make the proper adjustment of the large single lobe cam. This 

is a standard adjustment. 

2. Adjust the eccentric (a) on the tabular lever bracket to limit the 
motion of the tabular lever so it cannot be moved into the teeth 
of the tabular rack. This eccentric is an overthrow stop and 
normally the tabular lever does not touch it. 

3. The tabular lever must be adjusted to have the proper engage
ment with the tabular stop. The proper adjustment is shown 
in the drawing. Make this adjustment by moving up or down 
the bracket (b) to which the latch is fastened which holds the 
tabular lever operating arm down. There should be about 1/16 
of an inch clearance between the tabular lever and the rack. 

4. The tabular latch link, No. 1016384, must be so adjusted that 
it will operate the tabular so the latch will safely engage the 
tabular lever operating arm. Turn the power roll over by hand 
to check this. The tabular lever operating arm should go slight
ly below the latch as a safety factor and then come up against it. 
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5. The tabular operating connecting link, No. 1016167,. is the next 
adjustment. This is described on Page 16 and illustrated on 
Page 14. 

6. When the tabular moves to the left, it engages a cam (c) which 
is fastened to a shaft. At the lower end of this shaft is a lever 
to which is fastened the unlatching trip link. No. 1016379. The 
purpose of this link is to release the small single lobe cam by 
the movement of the tabular lever. This link is fastened to the 
long release lever. 

Adjust this link so the small cam is released before the tab
ular lever reaches its full travel. With the power turned on, 
move the tabular lever back and forth by hand to test for a 
safe adjustment. This link must have no interference with 
adjoining parts. 

7. Next adjust the unlatching link. No. 1016381. which is operated 
by the small cam and which unlatches the tabular lever. Trip 
the small cam and turn the power roll over by hand. The link 
should be so adjusted that the latch will be drawn from the tabu
lar lever and a safe distance from it before returning to a nor
mal position. 

If this link is adjusted too short, it will not allow the latch to 
come safely over the tabular operating arm. 

8. The cam described under (6) is held against the tabular lever 
by a coil spring which is around the lower part of the cam shaft 
under the bracket. This spring is adjustable and should be so 
set that the cam will return freely to its normal position against 
the tabular lever but there should not be too much tension. Too 
much tension on a short tabulation might keep the tabular lever 
from moving far enough to operate the release cam. It should 
not be necessary to change this spring tension. 

9. Tabular Rack - The tabular rack and the margin rack must cor
respond since one position on each represents four units. The 
easier way is to first adjust the tabular rack - tabulate - and 
position the margin rack with the stop against the release lever. 
(See Margin Rack). 

If the margin rack is set and it is desired to set the tabular rack, 
this is done by trial and error. Set the tabular rack where you 
think it should be - tabulate - and then see if the margin stop can 
be slid into its correct position against the margin release lever. 
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,; 

If this position is not correct, move the tabular rack - it can 
lack but one unit of being correctly set relative to one of two 
tabular stops. 

After the tabular rack is correctly set on the right unit so that 
the tabular 'and margin racks correspond, it must then 'be set 
correctly to that unit of space. To do this first operate the es
capements by hand until the carriage return pawl No. 1016027 
is at the top. Then with the power off, press the tabular opera
ting lever down and allow the carriage to.be held by the tabular 
lever. Then watch the carriage return pawl No. 1016027 and 
trip the tabular latch (d) and notice what part of the tooth the 
pawl No. 1016027 engages. Adjust the rack so that the pawl will 
engage the tooth far enough back to always drop safely into the 
same tooth. This could be the cause of uneven tabulation. 

10. Try the tabular operation with power. If the tabular is operated 
until the carriage comes to the end plate and the tabular button 
is touched twice, two tabulations will be stored and the carriage 
will tabulate after carriage return. This is a normal condition. 

RIBBON FEED MECHANISM AND RIBBONS- The ribbon feed mech
anism is designed to use carbon paper ribbon as this is most suitable 
for the purpose for which the PS machine has been designed. The feed 
mechanism operates from the escapement mechanism so that the ribbon 
is proportionally spaced which results in maximum saving of ribbon and 
still assures that each character will strike a fresh piece of ribbon. 

The mechanism requires no adjusting other than being free from binds. 
A bind in the ribbon feed will cause faulty spacing of the carriage. 
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RIBBON LIFT MECHANISM - The proportional spacing machine does 
not have a ribbon lift control rod as the ribbon is narrow and-feeds 
through but once. The need for a stencil position is eliminated by mere
ly breaking the tape whe.l it is not needed. This is the main difference 
between the lift mechanism on the P.S. machine and the standard writing 
machine. 

The ribbon must raise to the correct height to assure proper printing 
and prevent the ribbon from breaking. This adjustment is shown in the 
diagram. 

-----Platen 

I 

--+--~+ ---1\t:;;--

I 

Ribbon guide #1016248 

(a) 

To cause the ribbon to throw higher, loosen the hexagonal screw (a) 
and move the arm back. To lower the ribbon move the arm forward. 
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SPACE BARS - The machine is equipped with two space bars one of 
which moves the carriage two units and the other three units. 

There are links connecting the space bar bell cranks with the escape
ment operating levers which provide an adjustment. These links are 
to be so adjusted that the levers which operate the escapement assem
blies should have approximately 1/8 inch clearance with the escapement 
latch, No. 1016043. To check this adjustment, trip the space bars, one 
at a time, and see that the escapement assemblies are safely operated. 

MARGIN RELEASE - When the margin release lever is in the normal 
position, there should be a small clearance <010" to .015") between the 
margin release lever and the margin rack. There is an adjustable ec
centric screw mounted on the tabular bracket which acts as a rest stop 
for the margin release lever. Adjust this screw to obtain the clearance 
described above. 

CARD HOLDER - The card holder has a double purpose. Aside from 
the customary purpose it is used as a means of repositioning the car
riage (See Operator's Instructions). To set the card holder to act as a 
guide, type a series of Capital "H's". Space the carriage twenty to 
thirty units and type another series of "H's". Move the carriage back 
and type two "H's". Then back space the carriage (16) units and posi
tion the card holder so that the straight line or positioner is placed ac
curately between the two "H's". See the diagram below. 

(1st).O (3rd) 0 (2nd) 

ZHHHH -- \ ~~HHHHH 
Card Holder 
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KEY BOARD INTERLOCK - The key board is equipped with an inter
lock, the purpose of which is to protect the type from collision. Since 
but one key can be operated at a time, collision of bars is eliminated and 
the danger of the machine becoming jammed due to careless operation is 
reduced. 

The interlock consists of one less roller than there are character keys -
the rollers being contained in a channel bar under the front end of the key 
levers. The spacing of the rollers is so adjusted that there is space be
tween any two at one time for a key lever. Thus when a key lever is de
pressed, the space is entirely filled and another key cannot be pressed 
until the first is released. 

The ends of the key levers are rounded to aid in spreading the rollers. 
Only special key levers can be used for replacement. 

The correct adjustment is made by pOSitioning the stops so only one key 
can be pressed down at a time and so that the key will be free to return. 

DO NOT OIL THE INTERLOCKS - THIS WILL CAUSE THE ROLL
ERS TO STICK IN THE GUIDE; 
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PLA TENS - The platens used in the proportional spacing machines 
are of a special rubber and have been carefully selected to give the 
best results. The quality of the printed work is dependent to a large 
extent on having the correct platen. 

A soft platen will cause the characters to be fuzzy and heavy. A soft 
platen will also cause the lower case characters to be overemphasized. 
A hard platen will cause the reverse condition. 

To obtain the best results from a platen do not use a backing sheet. 
A backing sheet will result in the characters laCking sharpness. 

The platens to be used in the proportional spacing machines are marked 
(8). (The first few machines built had either a hard #1 or a #2 platen). 

MOTOR. CONDENSER and RESISTOR - It is necessary to use a 
General Electric motor because the casting of the latest Westinghouse 
interferes with the bail support bracket. 

The resistor and condenser is special in that the leads must be longer 
since the assembly is positioned farther from the terminal block. 

RIBBONS - The carbon paper ribbon is 9/32 of an inch wide and ap
proximately 400 feet long. Four inChes is the largest outside spool 
diameter which the ribbon container will accomodate. The inside spool 
diameter must be at least 11/16 of an inch. 
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The Toll Biller is different from the standard machine in the fOllowing 
features: 

1. May have narrow platen with "straight feeding" features for 
billing form. Is equipped with paper chute. 

2. Special "cut out" locking bar as some keys are in "do~" 
position when at rest. 

3. No·shift mechanism. 

4. #10,000 series tabular rack and lever used. Carriage moves one 
space beyond tabular lever as compared with two spaces on standard 
machine. Tabular cam is double lobe for faster tabular action. 

5· Carriage return may be on left or right. 
from the right side by a universal bar. 
either side. 

If on left, is operated 
Tabular lever may be on 

6. If a full length platen is·used the machine has a 9" writing line. 

7. May be equipped with a line counter-. 

B. Automatic features. 

OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC FEATURE 

The keyboard and type arrangement may vary but the principle of operation 
remains the same. 

Refer to the drawing. Assume that the character "20" has been pressed. This 
releases #40 cam which will print (2). As the cam operates, the cam frame 
operating through the link, raises the "0" transverse bar at the right and 
lowers it at the left. Lowering the "0" bar at the left- releases the single 
lobe cam through key lever #00. This causes the "0" to print. This cam is 
single lobe for correct timing purposes. 

The "0" transverse bar has been raised at the right against the forked member 
of #43 key lever and as it starts to fall back into its position, cam #43 is 
released, which operates the carriage return key lever through the cam frame, 
link 1017240 and 1017241. 

This completes the automatic cycle. 
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SEQUENCE OF OPERATION 

1. Double printing numeral key is pressed. 

2. Cam operates - cam frame having extension. 

3. Transverse bar is raised. 

4. Second cam (on left) is operated. 

5. As pivot bar is lowered, int.ermediate cam is released which 
operates the carriage return. 

ADJUSTMENT OF AUTOMATIC FEATURE 

1. Check the adjustment of all cams (standard cam adjustment). 

2. Links on the right end of "0" and "5" transverse bars must be 
adjusted to raise the #43 key lever to safely trip the inter
mediate cam #43. With the power off, turn the motor coupling 
until the cam is at its high point then hold the tyPe bar 
against the platen. The #43 key lever should be approximately 
1/64" from. the top of the key lever guide comb. 

Adjust all links on the right in this manner. 

3. With type bare which operate the "0" and "5" transverse bars 
held against the platen (same as above) adjust the links on the 
left to lower #0 and #00 key levers to approximately 1/64" from 
the bottom of the guide comb. This will safely release the cams 
to operate #00 and #0 type bars. 

4. Release any double printing number key and turn the motor coup
ling until the intermediate cam #43 is at its high point. Ad
just either link #1017240 or 1017241 so the right hand carriage 
return key is lowered to within 1/64" of the bottom of the guide 
comb. 

A different keyboard arrangement may require a different arrangement of links 
between the cam frame extensions and transverse bars, but adjustments are the 
same. 

Notice that there are two holes in the cam frames for the links to the trans
verse bars. Links to the rear transverse bar are placed in the rear holes. 
Links to the front bar are placed in the front holes. 
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1017211 "00'" Key Lever 
1017212 "0" Key Lever 

100 
To Cam 1017228 ~~~ 

To Cam 1017229 --~-

1017242 

"5" Character 

·0" Character 

Spring 1091278 
Cam Unit 

1017238 1017230 

Pivot 

. Letter Cam Unit 1017225 
Transverse Bar 

1017239 
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KEY BUTTON ARRANGE.MENT 

Connecting Link 1000223 

::-..~~_1017214 

Connecting Link 
1017241 

To #43 Cam 
.~ 

Link #1017240 



TOLL BILLER AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE RETURN 
ATTACHMENT NO. 101811.5' 
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(018120 
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Section 26 
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The paper feed on the Toll Biller is different from the standard machine 
and is so designed as to automatically align and straighten forms. This 
is accompliahed by having the front feed roll exert all of the pressur~ 
on the form and adjusting the rear roll to merel~ touch the paper and 
act as a guide in feeding the form to the front rolls upon initial lnser
~ion. 

The center rolls of the rear feed roll assembly are grooved and undersized 
to allow~ight pressure 'on the form. The rotating power comes from the 
outside rOllS which are in contact with the platen. 

The rear rollers should be light enough to allow the form to slip 
sideways for purpose of correcting a crooked feed. 

Tho forms chute ~hould be adjusted to give a minimum clearance with 
tho form. It should also be positioned to center the forms with the 
center of the front feed roll. This will prevent side slippage. 

If trouble is encountered with forms feeding crooked, check the deflector 
for side shift by holding it in one hand and rotating the platen with the 
other hand. If the platen moves to the left or right make corrections by 
twisting the deflector: Check the rear feed roll for proper clearance. It 
should grip the form as lightly as possible. It may be necessary to reduce 
tho diameter of the center rollers. This can be done by holding a strip 
of sandpaper or emery cloth, slightly wider than the form, with the abrasive 
si,le toward the feed rolls and rotate the platen until the desired result 
is accomplished. 
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DATA: 

PACK HOLDER 

#1015675 USED ON 12" Carriages, 9 inch writing line, for forms 4-3/4 to 

10 inches wide and up to 11 inches long. 

#1015825 Used on 16" Carriages, 13 inch writing lino, for forma 4-3/4 

to 14 inches wide and up to 11 inches long. 

WHEN ORDERING: - Forms Pacle Holders for installation on machines now in the field, 

check Tabular Rack to see if tho right hand end of the rack is drilled so the 

Final Stop Pin Can be transferred to the inside hole. It is necessary to use 9" 

writing line Tab Rack Assombly(same as used on Lift Platen Machines) to avoid 

interference. In case the Tab Rack on the machine is not drilled for a 9 inch 

writing line, it will be necessary to order the proper Tab Rack Assembly with 

the Forms Pack Holder. 

On later style machines the Tab Rack Assemblies are coming through 

with the extra hole drilled and to avoid dela;r it might be easier to transfer a 

late style rack to the machine which you are equipping with the Forms Pack Holder. 

In the event the Forms Pack Holder is being installed in a machine made bofore 

we went to the 10" writing line the Tab Rack will not have to be altered. 

The same procedure is necessary on a 16" machine. 

INSTALLATION: -

1. Remove platen and deflector 

2. Set machine on its back and pull carriage to extreme right. 

November 29, 1939 



FIGURE I 

T-6655 

POINT A 

o 

Section 29 
Page 2 

'"~ RIGHT SIDE OF CARRIAGE 

. BOTTOM OF CARRIAGE 

;. Remove final atop #1002526 from right aide of aarriage, pla.ce 

templa.te T-6655 as shown in Figure 1, drill (#29) and tap (#8-;2) hole at 

point "A" for #1090018 final stop screw. 

4. Set machine back on feet and remove the following: 

8.. Bail levers assembly 

b. #1090020 Spacer (between carriage L.R. end pla.te and 

bail levers) 

c. 1/1000418 R. R. Paper Table Spa.cer 

d. Tabular rack (this will be installed at "c" below 

if it is for a 9 or 1; inch writing line) 

e. Carriage tt~ rod #1000;16 - 12" carriage or #1002518 -

16" carriage. 

5. Install the following: -

8. #1015683 L. R. Extension pl/1-te (replaces #1090020 spacer) 

b. #1015684 R. R. (these plates are 

flush aga.inst carriage end plates. 

c. #1012524 tab rack 12" - or #1012835 tabular rack 16" 

d. #1015685 Bail Levers 12" or #1015815 BaH Levers 16" 

e. #1015896 Spa.cer R. H. (this replaces #1000418) 

f. Repla.ce standard tie rod. 
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g. #lOl~57 tie rod with the bushings and springs on. 

6. Relll!lve 4 screws that hold rear base plate to machine and molUlt 

#1015681 third rail brackets (see drawing) 

7. For installing the remaining parts (see drawing) 



QUl!STIONS AND ANSWERS 

Questions and Answers 
Page 1 

Q. What is the cause if the switch should fail to operate? 

A. 1. May be caused by broken coil spring in switch; replace 
switch assembly. 

2. May be caused by loose screws which hold insulation 
pieces together. 

Q. If the motor should stop or fail to start what can be the cause? 

A. 1. Governor collector ring dirty. 
2. Governor brushes stuck in holder. 
3. Governor or armature brushes worn. 
4. Motor bearing set up due to lack of oil. 
5. Defective wiring. Check all connections. 

Q. If motor speed does not respond to the L~pression indicator, what 
is the cause? 

A. Defective governor points. Replace governor assembly. 

Q. If the typing impression should vary what should be the reason? 

A. 1. Motor bearings setting up due to lack of oil. 
2. Defective governor points. Replace governor assembly. 

Check line voltage to make sUre machine i8 installed 
on correct current - AC or DC. 

Kay Levers and Cams 

Q. If a key is pressed without operating the type bar, 
what can be the cause? 

A. Cam sticking (See Cam Units - Service ) 

Q. If a character repeats when operated, how can this be corrected? 

A. May be caused by a bent cam release lever or arm over which the 
fork of key lever operates. May be caused by cam being adjusted 
too close to power roll. Inspect the cam and 'check adjustment. 

Q. If key lever operates hard what is the cause? 

A. The cam release lever needs to be oiled at the point of operation 
in the key lever slot. 

May 1, 19}9 



Questions and Answers 
Page 2 

Type Bars 

Q. What is the oause if the type bar rebounds? 

A. Type bal' felt pad worn - ahould be replaoed or built up. 

Q. If type bars oollide what should be the oause? 

A. Rebounding of bara oauses oolliding. 

Q. If the oam operates when a key is pressed but the bar does not print, 
what should be the oause? ' 

A. 1. Dirty type se~nt slot or a burr on the Side of an adJaoent 
type hoad. 

2. The link oonneoting the type bar and the bell orank !I1aJ'" be 
out of plaoe. 

Alignment 

Q. If a oharacter prints light and dark alternately what oan be 
the oaUse? 

A. This is oaused by an :lmperfeot cam unit which should be replaced 
and oon'eotly adjusted. 

Q. If a oharaoter prints too hard how can this be correoted? 

A. Replace the type bar spring with a heavier spring 1090161. 

Q. If a charaoter is out out when writing a stencil how can 
this be oorrected? 

A. This can be caused by the bar striking either too hard on 
the ring or on the cylinder. (See Alignment to correct this 
condi tion. ) 

Q. If a shadow appears over or under a character what is the cause? 

A. See (Aligning - Overprinting and Underprinting) 

Type Piling' 

Q. What is to be corrected if the type piles? 

A. .1. There may be a bind in the carriage movement resulting 
from a bind in the spring drum or resulting from dirt 
in the carriage rails. ' 

2. The escapement trip link !I1aJ'" not be properly adjusted 
(see Escapement) 

3. A fow coils !I1aJ'" need to be removed from the spring 1090341 
connecting the LUliversal to the escapement trip lever 1000265. 
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~ling (continuedj 

4. Check the carriage tension. 

Questions and Answers 
Page 3 

Q. If the tab lever goes one space beyond the tab stop instead of two 
spaces how is this to be corrected? 

A. 1. Check for a bind in the tab lever. 
2. Check the bite of the end of tho tab lever on the tab 

stops. It may bo necessary to replace the tabular latch 
1000236 with a ahorter one. 

3. Test the carriage tension and tho tension of tho spring 
1090626 on the rebound check lover. Too heavy a tension 
on the spring 1090626 may causo this trouble. 

Tabular Friction Governor 

Q. What is the cause if, when the tabular is operated, the carriage 
moves slowly and then stops beforo reaching the end of tho tabulation? 

A. The 1~lction governor is set too tiGhtly. Loosen the two nuts 
1090453. (See Tabular Friction Governor) 

Q. When operating the tabular, if a rasping noise comes from the 
rear of the machine what is to be corrected? 

A. Lengthen the adjusting link operating the friction governor 
pawl a turn or so until it catches on the teoth of plate 
1000711 when the tabular is operated. 

Q. If the back spacer moves the carriage two spaces what is to 
be corrected? 

A. This condition results from too much play in the back spacer 
linkage. (See Back Space Mechanism - Adj. 5.) If this docs 
not correct trouble, check adjustments as outlined. 

Q. If the interlock arm is forced and locks near the bracket 
on the rear rail how can this be corrected? 

A. Check the adjustment of the back space pawl stop 1000565 
under the rear rail (See Back Space Mechanism) 

Note: A little oil on the back space pawl will cause it to operate 
and relocate better. 
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Type Basket Shift 

Q. If the type basket fails to remain against the stops when shifted -
bounds back or does not shift quite to the stop, what is to be 
looked for? 

A. Oil the shift toggle joints as this may be caused by a bind. In
spect the shift hairpin springs 1000123 and 1000125 for sufficient 
tension and for not interferring. Check the clearance of the shift 
head (T lever) behind the pins on shift latch lever 1001414. 

Carriage Return Mechanism 

Q. If the carriage returns part way and then fails what is the cause 
of the failure? 

A. 1. The cam may not be set correctly. 
2. The tip of the toggle knockout lever may be fonned too high. 
3. ~~e pawl release link may be adjusted so as to hold the escape

ment pawls too far out of the escapement rack. 

Q. What is the reason if the clutch locks When the carriage is returned 
or when line spacing. 

A. 1. The clutch friction disc should be inspected. It must be 
free from grease or oil so as not to return the carriage 
with too great an impact on short returns. 

2. The cam may be adjusted too close to the power roll 
3. Oil the clutch toggle joints. If a bind occurs in the toggle, 

the clutch mechanism will lock. 
4. See Carriage Return Mechanism - toggle knock-out lever adjust

ment. 
5. Adjust the carriage to return as easily as possible on short 

return without failing fram 9 spaces fram stop. 
6. Make sure the end (inside the base) of the clutch operating 

lever assembly 1001324 goes over the 1000285 lever. 

Q. What is the reason for the carriage return tape not winding on ito 
pulley? 

A. This is due to a broken or incorrectly shaped clutch pulley spring. 
(See Clutch Pulley Springs) 

Q. If the carriage moves away fram the left hand margin when the carriage 
return is operated for line spacing, how is it to be corrected? 

A. Adjust the escapement pawl release link on the rear rail so the 
escapement pawls are as close as possible to the escapement raclc 
when the clutch operating lever is locked. If the pawls are ad
justed too close they will drag when the carriage is returned. 

Pap~ Slipping (Lifting Platen Machines) 

Q. What can be done to prevent forms slipping? 
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Paper Slipping (continued) 

Questions and Answers 
Page 5 

A. 1. Increase the feed roll pressure (see Lifting Platen Carriage) 
2. Adjust the carriage return so it will return the carriage 

wi th as little iJnpact as possible, 
3. Raise the fonns as near to the forms carrier as possible. 

(to be continued) 

May 1, 1939 



Question and Answers 

Page 6 

Q. How can I out down ths time spent on service call reports1 

A. In order for the servioemen in the field to save time while 
making out servioe oall reports and determining whether it 
is a warranty or a oharge call, we make· the following sug
gestion: 

By the use o~ a soriber or a sharp tool, mark the date of 
installation on the left inside part of the base, Just in 
baok of the rubber insulating bushing used for the lead 
cord. 

This is for the servioeman' s information only and the ous
tomer need not know anything about th~.s marking. 

May 1, 1939 
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o -1-

Lead Cord 

DO YOU KNOW THAT:!! 

When a sudden ohange talces plaoe in 
either the spaoe bar, tabulator or 
the baok space oam, the trouble oan 
usually be traoed to a missing leather 
stop 1090193 on that particular bell 
orank. 



Questions ann Answers 
(Continuen) Page 7 

Q. What is the procenure usen in installing a counter on the late lltyle 
lifting platen machines? 

A. On all lUting platen mnchines above 28,332-L, it will be necessary 
to inlltall a special counter bracket, 1013933, (refer to nrawing) 
becaulle of the smaJ.l amount of clearance between the carriage ann 
the back cover. 

1. The ear on bl'ac!cet 1010020 must be offset about 3/32" up, 
so the link will not interfere ann can be a.djusten, or 
the link can also be offset to allow link clearance on 
bracket· 1010020. 

2. The holes in the base shouln be enlarged by removing the 
threads, using a round file, a smaJ.l nril1 on a reamer. 

3. Assemble the brackets and counter together, using two 
1090014 screws, first up through the bottom holes of 
bracket 1010020, through counter and into the special 
bracket 1013933. 

4. Attach ths spring 1090489 and link 1000260 to the escapement 
trip lever and to the counter 1010023. 

5. Fasten the counter assembly undernsath·the lip on the rear 
of the base using screws 1090014. 

6. Acljust the countor the same as on a standard machine only 
it may be necessary to remove the counter each time because 
of its inaccessibility. 

Note: There must be clearance between the link 1000260 and resistor 
housing 1001277. 

~ 

~_£:ft c:=:==:::::. • 
Counter Bracket 1010020 

Anjustab1e Link 1090278 
1000260 Link 

1090489 Spring 

1000260 Link 

................ 

DO YOU KNOW THAT; jj 
A 25 caliber rifle cleaning wire 
brush simplifies the cleaning of 
the motor bearings. 
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Page 8 Questions and Answers 
(Continued) 

Q. What can I do to make the thin c8.1'bon sheet slip easier between the 
continuous forms? 

A. By eliminating tho statio elsctricity which builds up between the 
sheets of continuous forms and the strip carbon sheets. Static 
electricity is caused tram atmospheric conditions and fram handling 
tho paper itself, as well as tho electric machine which may dis
charge a little and it would bo picked up in the paper. 

See the drawing and the suggested way in which to ground the forms 
carrier to eliminate the static electricity. 

Ground Wire 

To be attached to radiator, water pipe, or electric conduit 
pipe. 

May 1, 1939 

DO YOU KNOW THAT::: 

If the vulcanized part of the carriage 
return tape is worked between the thumb 
and fore-finger, it will became pliable 
and conform to the diameter of the pulley. 



Questions and Answers 
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Q. Why is the front scale and paper deflector on a Hektowriter Machine 
adjusted differently from a standard machine? 

A. Many of our servicemen in the field are reforming the paper deflector 
fingers on Hektowri tel" l1l!l.chinos so that the front scale will lay 
against the platen. 

In order that the Helct.ograph ribbon will move freely in back of 
the original copy, the fingers on the deflector assembly have been 
bent down as in diagram below. The fingers in turn hold the front 
scale about .020" away from the platen, giving Hekto ribbon moro 
freedom to slip and preventing ribbon breakage. 

Front Scale" 

Bent Deflector"
Finger 

,J 

DO YOU KNOW THAT!!! 

The easiest way to replace an adjustable link on the 
bell crank link 1000019, js to fold a small piece of 
paper under the broken link before removing with 
spring hook. The paper will hold the link up while 
the broken one is being removed and the new one 
installed. 

,!'lay 1, 1939 



Page 10 
Question and Answer 

{Continued) 

Q. What adjustments to make in order that the Strip Carbon Paper 
Carrier will st~ on the track? 

A. Many of our servicemen are havIng trouble ill adjusting the 
trucks to st~ on the track. Sometimes the trouble is caused 
by the grooves in the wheels, 10128'70, not being deep enough. 
Or, perhaps the tension spring on the two wheels, which 
actuates the Truct Compensating ~, is not sufficient enough 
to keep the carrier in place. Or, ~be the track itself 
has bellied, allowing the carrier to jump off. 

Listed below are suggestions offel'ed to help correct this trouble: 

1. Replace the four grooved wheels, 10128'70 to the new style "heel, 
1013884. ThIs wheel has a much deeper groove and should help 
eliminate most of the trouble. 

2. On carl'iers, which jump the track between the Rear Rail Support 
Assembly and the Adapter Bracket on the rear of the machine, order 
bracket, 102856. Then locate the one hole on the Track Assembly 
between the first two large perforated holes on the bottom of 
the track, drill and attach the bracket down tight, doing the same 
procedure with the middle and the end holes. As this brace is 
brought into position it will remove the belly and keep the track 
the required distance between the rails. 

3. Looking at the bottom view sketch of the Carbon Carrier Truck, 
remove the tension spring, which actuates the Truck Compensating ~, 
1012869, drill two holes using a 1000019 drill, 5/8 of an inch 
from either side of thc pivot screw. Then elongate these two 
holes in order that the arm can be set and locked in to position 
by using two screws, 1090722. When using this suggestion, it will bo 
necessary to chock tho Carrier at all points on the track and 
make sure the carrier is tight and yet free from binds. 

""'" 
.._ • .l~~:..1~ 

...... 

::~ G",O"'~:' >\ 
1012869 Compensating· .. .,. 

Arm 

Pivoting Stud ...... . . ...... . 

---
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(continued) Page 11 

Q. Is it possible to replace the shift latch 1000066 on left hand shift 
lever without removing the shift key lever? 

A. The latch can be replaced by ordering latch 1000066, stud 1090885 and 
nut 1090268. 

1. File off the battered head of the old stud. 
2. Install the new parts as in diagram below. 
3. Use the same 1000049 button and tension spring 1090172. 

······_ .. ·1000049 Key Button 

1000066 Shift Latch 

1090885 Stud ,... 
1090268 Spring 

May 1, 1939 

DO YOU KNOW THAT! ! ! 

To correct irregular line spacing 
use a spring with more tension on 
small tooth rachets, instead of 
the regular 1090529 spring. 



Page 12 QUESTIONS AND ANSW'ERS 
( continued) 

Q. What are the points to be covered when making a QUARTERLY INSPECTION? 

A. Listed below are the points outlined as follOWS: 

1. Grease and check platen bearings, clean with alcohol or carbon tetra. 

2. Grease line space spring 1090475, grease other points outlined 
on Page 5, Section 11. 

~. Remove and grease bearings on all feed rolls, eliminate end-play. 

4. Remove end play from feed actuatiIl6 shaft looo~06. 

5. Check trip link 1000260, using bars 1, 21, and 42. 

6. Oil Escapement pawls. 

7. Oil and grease tabulator working parts. 

8. Clean eraser dust and dirt from carriage and rail assembly. 

9. Check motor bearings, oil hole must be open, clean armature 
and governor rings, grease butterfly button •. 

10. Grease clutch toggle points shown on Page 5, Section 11, grease 
thrust bearing screw, roughen friction disc. 

11. Brush dust and dirt from all came. Do not oil unless necessary 

12. Grease the small rivets attached to the ribbon control plate 
1000079. 

l~. Grease power roll shaft 1000664. 

14. Inspect carriage return and tension tapes. 

15. Grease hair pin springs 100012~ and 1000126. 

16. Oil space bar equalizing rod. 

17. Check the operation on the following: 
Carriage return. 
Tabulator and friction governor. 
Back spacer. 
Type basket shift and motion. 
Space bar assembly. 

18. Try each character on the keyboard, checking alignment. 

19. Check ribbon feed and reverse mechaniam. 

20. Check margin rack and stops. 

~l. Remove all dirt and hairs from felt pad to prevent sticking cams. 
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QUEETIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) Page 13 

Q. What is the diffe~ence between the 10,000 series and the 20,000 series 
machines shift adjustments? 

A. The followiIlB outline will compare the two styles accordiIlB to adjustments. 

Adjustment 

1. Cam 

2. The "T" lever 
eccentric screw 
1090294 is used 
to raise or lower 
the head of the 
lever. 

10,000 Series 

1. The release lever on the 
cam must fallon the back 
of the lug. 

2. The "T" lever must be just 
visible over the top pin 
when the cam releases to 
shift the basket with 
power. 

3. The screw and lock 3. 
nut 1000132 loca-

Turn in or out so that the 
"T" lever just clears the 
closest pin. Ramove the 
power roll and shift the 
basl{et to both posi tiona 
by the use of the shift 
cam and key-lever. 

ted underneath 
machine adjusts the 
clearance on the 
pins. 

4. Two screws 1090023 4. 
located on the 

Adjust for light on top or 
bottom. Loosen bottom screw 
and tighten top to correct 
light on top. Work each 
side evenly. 

lower part of the 
basket. 

5. The knurled screw 
1090075 located 
opposite the T 
head. 

6. Double lock nuts 
1090034, located 
on screws 1000402 
on oach side of 
the basket. 

7. Screws 1000402 on 
each side of the 
basket. 
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5. Loosen set screw, and turn 
knurled screw to set motion. 
After setting motion #2 must 
always be checked. Also 
make sure toggle is up ag
ainst frame. 

6. Must just touch stops 
1000410 and 1000411 with 
basket shifted to the cap
ital position. 

7. Head of the screws must 
just touch bottom of stop, 
when shifted to the amall 
case position. If set too 
tight, will cause breakage 
on stops 1000411 & 1000410. 

20,000 Series 

1. Same Adjustments. 

2. Same adjustments. 

3. Turn in or out so 
the "T" lev~clears 
the pins approx. 
1/16". Shift bas
ket to both posi
tions by using the 
cam. 

4. Used to make "T" 
lever equal distance 
away from the up-
per and lower pins. 
If distance is great
er on top - loosen 
bottom and tighten 
top, workiIlB each 
side evenly. 

5. No adjustments. 

6. Raise or lower 
lock nuts on 1000402 
screw to se·t motion. 
NnHnNnN 

7. Raise or lower to 
set Light on top or 
bottom. Clockwise 
raises basket to 
overcome light on 
bottom. After ad
justing 1000402 
screws No. 2 & 4 
must always be checked 
Also escapement link 
1000260. 



Page 14. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) 

Q. How can I keep the carriase return tapa on the hook lever pulley? 

A. On scme machines, the carriage return tape rubs on the base and causes 
the tape to jump off the hook lever pulley, binding the carriage and 
causing the type to pile, skip line spacing, or it may be the main 
reason why the tape breaks, in some cases. 

To prevent this condition, it has been suggested that we put spacers 
undel" the hook lever bracket lOOO~UO thus, raising the tape to clear 
over the left edge of the base. 

To do this, it will be necessary to provide two washers, 1090901, 
and two screws,' 1090026, eliminating the other two screws now used. 
It will also be necessary to check the'clearance, between the hook 
lever pulley and the final stop 100472, located on the bottom of the 
frant rail. We suggest that the final stop 1000472 be set to pro
vide maximum clearance, when the line space lever is set at triple 
spacing. 

-'1090475 Spring 

1090901 Washer 

1090026 Screw,-"'" 
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Hook Lever AssemBly 1000310 

DO YOU KNOW THAT!!! 

If the margin stop interferes on the 
toggle knock-out lever and will not 
allow the marginal stop to be set, 
bend. the pawl release lever 
at the po:!mt where the inter-lock is 
actuated, using your bender 1002933 
and bend toward the left side of 
the machine. 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) Page 15 

QUESTION: - How can I reduce the number of broken carriage return tapes? 

ANSWER: - It has been suggested by the Engineering Department that in
stead of romoving the glaze from the friction disc with emery 
cloth, which only st~s rough for a short time and at the 
same time will become thinne.r and uneven each time it is 
roughened, try and adjust the clutch by the following method. 

1. Disconnect links 1000717 and 1000739 fram the 
toggle intermediate lever 1000299. 

2. Adjust cam unit to the power roll 1001328. 
The release lug to drop just in back of the 
cam lug. 

3. With the clutch toggle locked up, run the car
riage slO'.I1y to the right by hand, the margin 
stop should release the knockout lever 1014243 
fram 1/8" to 1/4" from the top of the incline 
on the knockout lever. Tllis adjustment· is 
taken C8.1'e of by link 1000739. Malee sure that 
the link has a little play when locked up, 
otherwise it will choke off thc clutch toggle 
1001324. 

4. Set the line space lever on double spacing and 
space out six to ten spaces from the left hand 
margin, the clutch should just return at thess 
settings, but on tripple spacing it should fail 
to return. This adjustment is made by loosen
ing scrow 1090003 and moving the operating 
lever. 

5. Adjust the pawl release link 1000717 to a point 
where the escapement pawls can be just heard 
dragging against the rack when the carriage 
is returned. Then lengthen the adjusting link 
one-half turn. 

6. Recheck cam setting on power roll. 

7. Install washers Imder line space assembly sug
gested in Question and Answers, page 14. 

If you experience difficulty in obtaining a correct retUl~, 
try increasing the tension on each of the six prongs on the 
spider spring 1001320. Remove the spring from the end plate 
and bend each prong down evenly so that the tension will be 
distributed e~ually on the clutch plate. 

May 1, 1939 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

(Continued) 

QUESTION: - What effect does 1001320 spider spring tension have on the 
carriage return operation? 

ANSWER: - On the forms carrier machines and also on 20, 24 ancl. 30" 
carriages additional weight has.to be overcome by the 
clutch to return the carriage. Should the clutch spider 
spring lose its tension or become weak, it is difficult 
to adjust the clutch so it will hold its adjustment. 

To correct this, the spider spring should.be removed and 
given more tension. In extreme cases two veakened spider 
springs might be used. It is harmful to the machine to 
give the spider spring excessive tension as the carriage 
will return too hard'on short returns. 

As a final check, f'or strong spring tension, try operat
ing the carriage return key on rapid, single line spacing. 
If' the clutch locks up, weaken the spring'. 

Bending the prongs to the center (increasing the curve) 
increases the tension. straightening out tho prongs 
lessens the tension. 

DO YOU KNOW THAT: l! 

The clutch spider spring 1001320 can 
be taken off by removing the clutch end 
plate 1001317, running either T bender 
through the hole from the outside. The 
handle will fit tho screw slot and hold 
the screw while the nut is loosened with 
wrench 1002427. 

. ...... ''' .. T Bender 1836 or 1611 

Washer 1090426"" 

Nut 1090453 "" 

""""""'''1001321 Bushing 

Spider Spring 1001320 ..... ,,""'."" .. ""'" 1001317 Clutch Plate &. Spring Asm. 
""',," 

) 

Suggested by EWM Service Dept. Detroit. 

May 1, 1939 
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Question - What are the adjustments on the new style pawl release lever? 

Answer -.'In engineering change which eliminates the push link 1000719 
has been made on the toggle knockout lever and the pawl re
lease lever assembly. It is being used on machines above 
32330. 

? 

The purpose of thl.s improvement is to enable the serviceman 
to adjust the carriage return so it wih hold. an even left 
hand margin at the same tIme simplify the other carriage 
return adjustments on the rear rail. 

o 

; 
/" 
! 

1014243 K. O • 
. 1090594 Screw 
... 1090879 Eccentric 

Stud 
,t,f 
~-----. 

, ..... ·Ear On Pawl Release Lev. 

1014246Pawl Release Lever 

May 1, 1939 

Adjust the toggle knockout link 1000739 to releaae the clutch 
toggle in the usual manner, making sure the toggle assembly 
1014243 does not choke off the clutch operating arm assembly • 

• ~Just the eccentric stud 1090879 by loosening the set screw 
1090754 and turning the stud, which changes the position of 
the ear on the pawl release lever 1014246. Check thIs ad.Just
ment by having the clutch locked in the "up" position. The 
pawls should just clear the escapement rack teeth. 

If you have a machIne which is giving excessive trouble with 
the uneven left hand margin, it is possible to install the later 

improvements. 

DO YOU KNOW THAT!:: 

The prongs on the switch lever 
are hardened and should not be 
spread to hold on the knob, but 
rather form a burr around the 
knob hole using the round head 
of a hammer to keep the knob 
intact. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) 

QUESTION: How can I prevent binds in the clutch actuating lever when 
reassembling the clutch? 

ANSWER: 

May 6, 1944 

Tighten mounting screws #1090010 into the base while the 
clutch operating lever toggle is locked up. When the screws 
are tight and the toggle again "broken" you will find that the 
clutch operating lever parts will be perfectly free of binds. 

BE SURE THAT THE OPERATING LEVER #1015094 IS 
CENTERED ON END PLATE #1001323. 
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(Continued) 
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QUESTION: Do you know what to do when an Electromatic is "shifting 
off" in the upper case? 

ANSWER: "Shifting off" is an expression used to describe the follow
ing condition: When the type is on ring and cylinder in the 
lower case but off ring or cylinder when shifted into the 
upper case. This trouble can be detected by comparison 
of the weight of the characters between the upper and lower 
case or by testing the ring and cylinder and can be correc
ted by using one or two .0lO" thick washers under the upper 
shift basket guide springs either at the front or rear as the 
case may require. 

When in the upper case the type is off cylinder, it will be 
necessary to insert the wahsers under the upper springs at 
the front or basket end. If the type is off ring, it will be 
necessary to insert the washers under the rear end of the 
upper basket support spring. 

Be careful to remove only one screw at a time, insert the 
washer and tighten the screw before loosening the second 
screw to prevent further damage to the basket adjustment. 

May 6, 1944 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) 

QUESTION: How can I vary the speed of the motor at a predetermined 
setting? 

ANSWER: 

May 6,1944 

The motor speed capacity on a certain machine can be in
creased by bending the outside contact spring on the gover
nor toward center with a 1954 bender. Decrease the speed 
capacity by bending the contact spring outward toward the 
stop pin. 

t---I-- Bend here 

Some men use the practice of bending the connection wire be
tween the butterfly and inside contact spring. This procedure 
is not recommended by the Customer Engineering Dept. be
cause of the danger of "shorting" the governor and because 
it results in more or less mutilation of the governor unit 
which is a critical item in these times of emergency. 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
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QUESTION: How can I eliminate static noise caused by our Electromatic? 

ANSWER: There are cases where the radio filter #1018404 or #1001244 
will not eliminate all the static noises. In cases of static 
radio interference take the following steps in sequence and 
test the results or each until the desired results are obtained. 

1. Place black wire from condenser on bottom post of termi
nal block #433 or center post of terminal block #18723 as 
described in manual. 

2. Install radio filter. 
3. Obtain a resistor having a resistance of from 10 to 20 

ohms, from your local radio shop and connect it in series 
with the yellow condenser lead. ---

Ter. Block Condo Ter. Block 

May 6, 1944 

Condo o 0 0 0 0 

10-20 ohm o 

4. The above three steps are usually all that is needed but in 
very stubborn cases it may be necessary to shield all the 
exposed wires, under the machine, with flexible metal 
shielding. This shielding must all be "grounded" to the 
machine and the machine "grounded" to a good "ground" 
such as water pipe or electric conduit. 

Meta.J:-_+I.I G Wire 
Shielding 

Shielding 
Wire 

Machine 
Base 

G Wire 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) 

QUESTION: Why is it that on some machines when the escapement pawls 
are held disengaged by the pawl release lever, one is nearer 
the escapement rack than the other? This condition some
times is the cause of faulty tabular action or poor left hand 
margin. 

ANSWER: This trouble occurs when the lower lug of the pawl release 
lever, which contacts the escapement pawls and disengages 
them, becomes bent. 

The pawls can be equalized by bending the lug closer to the 
vertical position by using the #1954 bender from the left 
side of the machine and with the carriage all the way to the 
right. 

pawl release levers 

~ escapement pawls 

[ -' ! __ r escapement rack 

escapement 
pawls 

[-}--escapement 
- rack 

Vertical 
Right 

Bent 
Wrong 

May 6,1944 
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QUESTION: What is the best method to apply name plate transfers to 
the Electromatic? 

ANSWER: 1. Thoroughly. clean the surface on which the transfer is to 
be applied. Use benzine and allow the surface to dry be
fore proceeding. 

May 6,1944 

2. Coat the face of the transfer with ordinary white shellac. 
It should be allowed to dry until it becomes tacky. 

3. Press the transfer, face down, against the machine sur
face, using care to keep the transfer straight. 

4. Remove the transfer backing sheet from the shiny trans
fer sheet. 

5. USing a soft rubber roller kept wet by dipping in water, 
roll the transfer lightly allowing the shiny transfer sheet 
to soak. 

6. Remove the shiny transfer sheet leaving the transfer on 
the machine. 

7. Keep the rubber roller wet by dipping in water. Roll 
heavily over the transfer to press it against the machine 
surface. 

8. After the transfer has been firmly pressed to the surface 
of the machine, moisten a soft cloth in benzine and wipe 
it lightly. . 

A reasonable amount of time and care is all that is neces
sary to place a new transfer on the Electromatic. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued) 

QUESTION: What can be done to minimize service difficulties on the 
Hektowriter? 

ANSWER: The following suggestions originated at the Chicago and 
Columbus offices respectively. 

REWIND SPOOL CHECK PAWL #1019543. 

The check pawl occasionally may buckle and cam past 
center becoming inoperative or may bend enough to slip 
off the rewind spool teeth. 

We have made check pawls of heavier material. They are 
now in stock under part number #1019543 and can be ordered 
in the usual manner. Washer #1091504 should be used. 

SUPPLY SPOOL RIBBON OVERRUNNING 

Shorten spring #1090165 (spring used on ribbon reverse) 
approximately 1/4". Hook the spring around the Supply 
Spool Shaft between the flange and the casting. The spring 
will act as a break to prevent the spool from feeding the 
ribbon too fast. It will also act as a cam to prevent the 
spool from back winding. 

Spring goes here 

Casting 

Refer to drawings, Section 21, Page 4, Service Manual. 
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mSPECTION 

Every time the serviceman is called to correct a mechanical adjustment 
he should thoroughly inspect the machine as outlined below: 

(1) The platen must turn freely in its bushings. 

(2) Inspect the line space mechanism; the index pawl must 
clear the platen ratchet when set for triple spacing. 
Check the index pawl spring and the carriage return 
tape hook lever spring. 

(3) Inspect the ribbon feed and reverse mechanism. 

(4) Inspect the carriage retUl~ and tension tap~s. 

(5) Inspect the margin stops. 

(6) Remove the platen, examine the feod rolls and the 
platen feed roll actuating shaft for side play. 

(7) Check the escapement trip link adjustment. 

(8) Try the tabular set and clear levers. 

(9) Check the operation of the following: 

Carriage return 

Tabular and friction governor 

Type basket shift 

Type basket motion 

(10) Try each character on the keyboard. 

(11) Oil the following~ 

Motor bearing oil tubes 

Clutch toggle rivets 

(12) Grease the following: 

Clutch end plate 

Motor governor adjusting screw 

Shift toggle hairpin springs 

(13) Clean the carriage rails - do not oil. 

(14) Brush dirt fran. cam units. 

May 1, 1939 
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OILING AND GREASING 

Apply oil with a wire dropper or a fine pointed brush. Do not use an oil 
can; an excess of oil collects dirt. Oil and grease must be kept from the 
rubber of the platen, feed rolls and power roll. The clutch disc and elec
trical wiririg must also be kept free from oil. 

Oil the following parts: 

(1) Motor - 6 to 8 drops every six weeks. 
(2) Escapement pawls. 
(3) Escapement trip lever bushing. 
(4) Back space pawl. 
(5) Toggle knock-out lever. 
(6) Tabular lever. 
(7) Index pawl carrier. 
(8) Index pawl stud. 
(9) Detent roller arm. 

(10) Platen bushings. 
(11) Feed roll bearing points. 
(12) Clutch toggle joints - inside and outside of frame. 
(13) Ribbon feed and reverse mechanism. 
(14) Type bar toggle joints. 
(15) Ribbon guide mechanism - toggle joints. 
(16) Space bar equalizing rod. 
(17) Shift toggle jOints. 
(18) Power roll washer - soak in oil. 

Do not oil cams. 

Do not oil type bar segment. 

Grease the following with IEWM "Non-fluid Oil" 

(1) Motor governor adjusting screw. 
(2) Shift toggle hairpin springs. 
(3) Clutch end plate. 
(4) Ribbon lift bar where ribbon feed levers contact it. 

The worm housing should be refilled when overhauling the machine (use 
Non-fluid oil). The-power roll is filled with fibre grease which will last 
the life of the power roll. 

May 6,1944 
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INSTALLATION AT CUSTOMER'S OFFICE 

The machine must be installed to allow space for whatever attachment 
may be used, such as Line-a-Time, Error-No, etc. 

Always use the felt pad under the machine as it deadens the sound and 
keeps the machine from sliding when not bolted. 

The machine may be bolted to the desk by machine screws where it is 
necessary. To make it easier to detach the machine for service, use 
Studs 1090746, which are screwed into the holes in bottom of the base 
and act as pins to keep the machine from sliding by extending into holes 
in'the top of the desk. 

It may be necessary to raise the operator's chair to the correct height 
for the International keyboard. Make sure the machine is used on the 
correct voltage and current. 

Before turning on a machine in a customer's office make sure the cams 
have not been released in handling the machine. Also see that the im
pression indicator lever is set at the position shown on the tag fastened 
to the machine. 

In certain types of desk wells it may be necessary to raise the Interna
tional so that the carriage will not strike the edge of the desk well. This 
can be easily done by using a longer screw to hold the rubber feet to the 
machine base. See drawing below. 

I 
rain 

/ 

May 6,1944 

--Base 

1090758 Nut 

1090802 Screw 

Rubber Foot 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR pACKING AND SHIPPING MACHINES 

To avoid having the escapement pawls broken or teeth knocked out of 
excapement rack in shipment, it is necessary to "float" the carriage. 
This is done by wiring the carriage release universal bar to the tab 
rack. 

All 12" carriage machines are packed in cartons. We cannot place too 
much stress on the importance of packing machines correctly in cartons. 
It is a good idea to study the positions of inserts when unpacking ship
ments, making sure to use ALL of the inserts in the proper location. 
THIS IS IMPORTANT. Very often machines returned to factory are dam-
aged due to carelessness in packing. . 

All long carriage machines are packed in wooden boxes in excelsior. 
After releaSing the escapement pawls as described above, the carriage 
should be tied in some manner to prevent sliding back and forth. 

Machine should then be well wrapped in heavy paper. THIS IS IMPORT ANT. 
The excelsior dust in cams and other small parts can cause serious damage. 

With the exception of the Pacific Coast, all railroads give "Store Door De
livery" and "Store Door Pick-up" free of charge. Do not use Railway Ex
press unless shipment weighs less than 30 lbs. Use freight, The charges 
are a great deal less. The best procedure is to note routings used by the 
shipping department, using same carriers when shipping to Rochester. 

May 6,1944 
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December 1, 1941 

EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #61 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING 
SUPERVISORS# 

SUBJECT: FREIGHT RATES 

Freight rates are dependent to a great extent upon commodity classifi
cation. 

In order to assure us the lowest rates on freight being returned to the 
factory, please describe the freight as "Typewriters" or "Typewriter 
Parts", as the case may be. Do not describe typewriters as "machines". 

When a shipment of warranty parts is being returned, do not describe 
the shipment on the freight bill as "Warranty Parts". Describe the 
shipment as it really is, "Typewriter Parts". 

The factory has been receiving many parts which are doubtfully classi
fied. In each of these cases the freight carrier's billing clerk has auto
ma~ically assessed the highest rate. Please help avoid this unnecessary 
expense. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

JWLenhart/jfs 
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December 5, 1941 

EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #62 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM GUSTOMER ENGINEERING 
SUPERVISORS, AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: TOOL REPLACEMENTS 

Due to the present difficulty in obtaining tools, we must ask that you 
return certain worn or broken tools to tbe factory before ordering 
replacements. 

The following tools must accompany all orders for replacements! 

01401 Tye 
02902 Type Cutting Pliers 
02412 Type Bar Maulers 
07472 End Wrench 
07470 End Wrench 
07471 Box Wrench 
01372 Spinner 
07473 Screw Drive:-:-
03805 Socket Wrench 
03806 Socket Wrench 
03966 Socket Wrench 
03569 Soldering Gage 
03809 Type Bar Benders 
07474 Screw Driver 
07475 Screw Driver 
07476 Screw Driver 

Please address the tool requisition together with the worn tools to the 
Customer Engineering Department, Rochester, New York. 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

JWLenhart/jfs 
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January 30, 1942 

EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
LETTER OF INSTRUCTION #64 

TO: ALL EWM SALES AGENTS, IBM CUSTOMER ENGINEERING 
SUPERVISORS, AND EWM CUSTOMER ENGINEERS 

SUBJECT: REPORTS TO FACTORY ON ALIGNMENT 

In the past, alignment trouble reports to the factory have not been com
plete enough to indicate the true condition of the alignment at the time 
of the machines arrival at its destination. 

Therefore, the following important rules are being laid down to help you 
malce reports which will aid the factory in determining the cause of faulty 
alignment: 

1. Read the yellow caution tag carefully on both sides. 
2. Set Motor Speed Indicator where recommended. 
3. Insert recommended copy. (1 sheet bond, stencil, etc.) 
4. Check line supply for proper current and voltage. 
5. Make the following strike-up BEFORE making any adjustments 

to type: 

NnNnNnNnNn Serial No. 112-66899 1234567890 

Impression lever set at ( ) as recommended on caution tag 

NANBNCNDNENFNGNHNINJNKNLNMNONPNQNRNSNTNUNVNWNXNYNZ 
nanbncndnenfngnhninjnknlnmnonpnqnrnsntnunvnwnxnynz 

N@N#N$N%N~N&N*N(N)N N:N"N?N;N 
n1n2n3n4n5n6n7n8n9nOn~n'n,n/n 

AMARANTH ORONOCO URUGUAY SECEDES INITIATION PHILADELPHIA 
amaranth oronoco uruguay secedes initiation philadelphia 

R. F. Sheridan 
EWM Manager, Customer Engineering 

HOWickman/jfs 
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